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Clearing Method in Shang Han Lun
1

Engin CAN1, Ming Zhao Cheng2

Everwell Chinese Medical Centre, London; 2Middlesex University, London

Abstract: Clearing method is one of the eight therapeutic methods introduced in Shang Han Lun
(Treatise on Cold Damage) 1 by Zhang Zhong-jing in the Eastern Han Dynasty (3rd century). This method
is mainly used for the treatment of interior heat syndrome of Yangming Meridian Disease during febrile
disease, and Baihu Tang (ⱑ㰢∸White Tiger Decoction) is usually regarded as a representative formula.
Additionally, there are other prescriptions in Shang Han Lun, which should also be classified in the
category of clearing method, including Zhizi Chi Tang (ᷔᄤ䈝∸Gardenia and Fermented Soybean
Decoction), Gegen Huangqin Huanglian Tang ( 㨯 ḍ 咘 㡽 咘 䖲 ∸ Pueraria, Scutellaria and Coptis
Decoction ), Huangqin Tang (咘㡽∸ Scutellaria Decoction), Huanglian Erjiao Tang (咘䖲䰓㛊∸ Coptis
and Ass Hide Glue Decoction), Baitouweng Tang (ⱑ༈㖕∸Pulsatilla Decoction) and Zhuye Shigao
Tang (ネ㝣∸Bamboo Leaf and Gypsum Decoction). These formulae will be discussed in this article.

Baihu Tang (ⱑ㰢∸)
(White Tiger Decoction)
Baihu Tang’s ingredients:
Zhimu/Rhizoma Anemarrhenae 6 Liang/ 15g
Shigao/Gypsum Fibrosum 1Jin/30g
Zhi Gancao/Radix Glycyrrhizae Preparata 2Liang/6g
Jingmi/Semen Oryzae Nonglutionosae 6 He/9 g
Original preparation and administration: boil the
above 4 ingredients in 1 Dou (2.000 ml) of water in a pot
over a fire until the rice is well-done. Remove dregs to get
a decoction. Take 1 Sheng (200 ml) of the decoction when
it is warm, 3 times a day. The main actions of this formula
is clearing away heat from the Yangming meridian and
increasing body fluids.
Among the ingredients in the formula, Shigao, which
is pungent and sweet in flavour and extremely cold in
nature, acts as the principal which is effective in clearing
excessive heat in the Yangming meridian. Zhimu, which is
bitter in taste and cold moist in nature, serves as the
assistant herb for strengthening the action of the principal.
It also nourishes yin and increases body fluids. Zhi
Gancao and Jingmi, as the adjutant and guiding herbs, are
able not only to reinforce the function of the stomach and
protect body fluids, but also prevent the middle-jiao from
being injured by the bitter and cold principal and the
assistant.
Indications for Baihu Tang were recorded in a
number of clauses in Shang Han Lun. For example,
Clause 176 states that “Baihu Tang suits febrile disease
with a floating-slippery pulse which is due to heat in both
interior and exterior”. In Clause 219, it describes a more
complicated case, saying that “the syndrome involving 3
yang meridians simultaneously, there are symptoms and
signs of abdominal distension, a heavy feeling of the body,
difficulty in turning round, a lack of taste, dusty face,
delirium and incontinence of urine. When there is a
spontaneous perspiration, Baihu Tang can be prescribed”.
This is talking about the differentiation and treatment of
the syndrome involving 3 yang meridians, but the heat is

mainly in the Yangming meridian.
Furthermore, Clause 350 describes the treatment of
cold extremities syndrome due to the stuffing effects of
interior heat which blocks yang qi from reaching the
extremities. It states that “the patient with Shanghan
manifests as slippery pulse and cold extremities, which
indicate an interior heat syndrome, Baihu Tang should be
chiefly used”.
Most TCM scholars today believe that the
indications for Baihu Tang should include 4 major
symptoms and signs: high fever, profuse perspiration,
great thirst and a large forceful pulse.
Baihu Tang can be mainly used in common cold, flu
and pneumonia marked by interior heat. It can also be
applied to patients with encephalitis B, epidemic
meningitis marked by high fever, profuse perspiration, a
great thirst, and large forceful pulse. Its use, however,
should be combined with Western medicine at the same
time. Additionally, modified Baihu Tang can also be used
for patients with diabetes marked with great thirst.
Some research has indicated that Baihu Tang has the
efficacies of allaying fever, tranquilizing the mind,
subduing inflammation, assuaging thirst and lowering
blood sugar level 2.

Zhizi Chi Tang (ᷔᄤ䈝∸)
(Gardenia and Fermented Soybean Decoction)
There are 7 clauses (76, 77, 78, 81, 221, 223 and 375)
on Zhizi Chi Tang in Shang Han Lun and also 1 clause in
Chapter 17 in Jin Kui Yao Luo (Synopsys of the Golden
Chamber).
In Clause 76, Zhang Zhong-jing says that “After
misuse of a diaphoretic, or emetic, or purgative, the
patient suffers from restlessness and insomnia. In a serious
case, the patient would feel ants in his/her pants, and feels
anguished in the heart, Zhizi Chi Tang (Gardenia and
Fermented Soybean Decoction) should be prescribed. He
also pointed out in Clause 77, ‘after misuse of a
diaphoretic or purgative, if the patient feels vexatious and
stuffy in the chest, Zhizi Chi Tang should be mainly used”.
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In Clause 78, he describes that “A patient has suffered
febrile disease for 5-6 days. After using a strong purgative,
the patient still has fever, stuffiness and pain in the heart,
Zhizi Chi Tang should be applied to this case”.
Zhizi Chi Tang consists of following ingredients:
Zhizi/Fructus Gardeniae 14 pcs/9g (broken)
Xiang Chi/Semen Sojae Preparatum 4 Ge /8g (cottonwrapped)
Original preparation and administration: first boil
Zhizi in 4 Sheng (800 ml) of water in a pot over a fire
until 2.5 Sheng (500 ml) is left, and then add Douchi into
the pot and continue to boil until 1.5 Sheng (300 ml)
remains. Remove dregs to get a decoction. Divide the
decoction into 2 portions. Drink one portion each time
when it is warm. If vomiting occurs, stop dinking the
second portion.
Zhizi Chi Tang is a main formula for treatment of
restlessness and insomnia. Among the ingredients, Zhizi,
bitter in taste, cold in nature, is good at clearing away heat.
Xiangchi, which today is usually named ‘Dan Douchi’,
functions in both expelling heat and regulating the
stomach. Both herbs work together in this formula to
discharge the stagnated heat in the chest and heart. Thus,
restlessness, insomnia and anguish are relieved. For
example, it is reported that neurosis manifested as
headache, restlessness and stuffiness in the chest can be
treated by using this formula3. This formula was also
reported to be useful for treating schizophrenia3 ,
manifested as restlessness, mania, constant scolding and
running, dry mouth, constipation, red tongue with yellow
coating, a slippery and rapid pulse, when other phlegm
resolving and mind pacifying herbs were added .

Gegen Huangqin Huanglian Tang (㨯ḍ咘㡽
咘䖲∸)
(Pueraria, Scutellaria and Coptis Decoction)
In Shang Han Lun, Gegen Huangqin Huanglian Tang
only appears in Clause 34, which states that “A patient
suffering from Taiyang disease, manifested as symptoms
of Guizhi Tang (Cinnamon Twig Decoction), then they
should be treated by Guizhi Tang. However, if a purgative
was mistakenly given to the patient, continuous diarrhoea
will ensue. If the pulse is irregularly-rapid, it will mean
the exterior syndrome still exists; and could have
accompanied asthma and perspiration. For this case,
Gegen Huangqin Huanglian Tang should be prescribed”.
Here, ‘Diarrhoea’ is caused by the misuse of a purgative or
by pathogenic heat invading the large intestine; ‘The
exterior exists’ suggests there are other exterior symptoms
such as chills, floating –rapid pulse, etc.; ‘Perspiration’ is
due to the vaporization of interior heat; and ‘Asthma’ is
the heat in the large intestine also affecting the lung as the
lung and the large intestine have the interior and exterior
relationship.
Gegen Huangqin Huanglian Tang is composed of the
following ingredients:
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Gegen/Radix Puerariae half Jin/24g
Zhi Gancao/Radix Glycyrrhizae Preparata 2 Liang/6g
Huangqin/Radix Scutellariae 3 Liang/9g
Huanglian/Rhizoma Coptidis 3 Liang /9g
Original preparation and administration: first boil
Gegen in 8 Sheng (1.600 ml) of water in a pot over a fire
until 2 Sheng (400 ml) of the water have evaporated, and
then add 3 other herbs into the pot which will be boiled
until 2 Sheng (400 ml) is left. Remove herbal dregs to get
a decoction. Divide the decoction into 2 portions. Drink 1
portion each time, 2 times a day.
The formula functions in clearing away pathogenic
heat form the large intestine to relieve diarrhoea, and also
dispelling pathogens to relieve the exterior syndrome.
Among the ingredients, Gegen, sweet and pungent in taste,
and cool in nature, can function in both eliminating
pathogenic heat from the large intestine to stop diarrhoea
and also relieving the exterior syndrome. Huangqin and
Huanglian can clear away pathogenic heat from the large
intestine to treat diarrhoea. Zhi Gancao regulates the
stomach and coordinates other ingredients in the formula.
Clinically this formula can be applied to patients
with acute and chronic enteritis and bacillary dysentery
manifested as diarrhoea, bloody purulent stools,
abdominal pain, tenesmus, and burning sensation in the
anus.
Experiments with this formula in rabbits3 found that
it has the effects of allaying fever, and inhibiting bacteria
such as pneumococcus and Bacillus dysenteriae.

Huangqin Tang (咘㡽∸)
(Scutellaria Decoction)
Huangqin Tang appears in Clause 172, which starts
that “The patient with the syndrome involving Taiyang
and Shaoyang at the same time manifests as diarrhoea.
Huangqin Tang (Scutellaria Decoction) should be chiefly
given. If accompanied by vomiting, Huangqin Jia Banxia
Shengjiang Tang (Scutellaria plus Pinellia and Fresh
Ginger Decoction) should be mainly applied to the case”.
This text mainly discussed the treatment of a syndrome
involving Taiyang and Shaoyang marked by diarrhoea or
vomiting.
Here, a syndrome involving Taiyang and Shaoyang
means an invasion of both Taiyang and Shaoyang by the
pathogenic heat, but mostly affecting Shaoyang and the
large intestine in particular. ‘Diarrhoea or dysentery and
vomiting’ are due to pathogenic heat in Shaoyang and the
large intestine. ‘Vomiting’ is caused by pathogenic heat in
Shaoyang affecting the stomach.
Huangqin Tang (Scutellaria Decoction) consists of
following ingredients:
Huangqin/Radix Scutellariae 3 Liang /9g
Shaoyao /Radix Paeoniae 2 Liang /6g
Zhi Gancao / Radix Glycyrrhizae Preparata 2 Liang/6g
Dazao /Fructus Jujubae 12 pcs/6g (broken)
Original preparation and administration: boil the
above 4 ingredients in 1 Dou (2.000ml) of water in a pot
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over a fire until 3 Sheng (600 ml) is left. Remove herbal
dregs to get a decoction. Drink 1 Sheng (200 ml) of the
decoction each time when it is warm, twice a day, and
once at night.
This formula clears away pathogenic heat form the
Shaoyang and the large intestine to relieve diarrhoea or
dysentery, and regulating the stomach to stop vomiting.
Among the ingredients, Huangqin clears away heat in the
Shaoyang and Yangming; Shaoyao relieves abdominal
pain, Zhi Gancao and Dazao tonify the spleen and regulate
the stomach. As a result, it functions in clearing
pathogenic heat from Shaoyang and large intestine to treat
diarrhoea and dysentery. Additionally, if there is vomiting,
add Banxia (Rhizoma Pinelliae) and Shengjiang (Rhizoma
Zingiberis) to Huangqin Tang (which is renamed as
‘Huangqin Jia Banxia Shengjiang Tang). As Huangqin
Tang is the base formula for treating dysentery, Dr Wang
Ang in 1682 in his book Yi Fang Ji Jie (Collected
Exegesis of Prescriptions) gave a special name to
Huangqin Tang as “the ancestor formula for treating
dysentery”.
Clinically, Huanglian10g, Muxiang 10g, Jinyinhua
30g, Machixian 30g and Gegen 20g can be added to
Huangqin Tang in the treatment of bacillary dysentery.
Results obtained from a pharmacological experiment
indicate that the compound prescription Huangqin Tang
and its component herbs showed marked antiinflammatory effect 4.

Huanglian Ejiao Tang (咘䖲䰓㛊∸)
(Coptis and Ass Hide Glue Decoction)
This formula is only found in Clause 303, which says
that “The patient has suffered from Shaoyin disease for
more than 2-3 days, manifesting as restlessness and
insomnia, Huanglian Ejiao Tang (Coptis and Ass Hide
Glue Decoction) should be prescribed”. Here, ‘Shaoyin
disease’ refers to the heat syndrome of Shaoyin disease.
Restlessness and insomnia are caused by exuberance of
heart-fire due to deficiency of kidney-yin falling to
nourish and control the heart-fire.
Huanglian Ejiao Tang (咘䖲䰓㛊∸ Coptis and Ass Hide
Glue Decoction) consists of the following ingredients:
Huanglian/Rhizoma Coptidis 4 Liang /12g
Huangqin/Radix Scutellariae 2 Liang /6g
Shaoyao/Radix Paeoniae 2 Liang /6g
Jizihuang/Galli Vitellus 2 raw yolks
Ejiao/Colla Corri Asini 3 Liang /9 g
Original preparation and administration: first boil the
above herbs except Ejiao and Jizihuang in 6 Sheng (1.200
ml) of water in a pot over a fire until 2 Sheng (400ml)
remains. Remove dregs and add Ejiao that should melt in
the decoction completely; and then add Jizihuang when
the decoction becomes a little cooler. Mix all the above
thoroughly. Take 7 Ge (140 ml) each time orally when it is
warm, 3 times a day.
The formula functions in nourishing the kidney-yin
and clearing away the heart-fire to tranquilize the mind
and relieve restlessness and insomnia. Among the
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ingredients, Huanglian and Huangqin clear away heart-fire;
Shaoyao, Ejiao and Jizihuang nourish the kidney-yin and
heart-blood. All work together to form a formula for
treating insomnia and restlessness due to exuberance of a
heart-fire resulting from deficiency of the kidney-yin.
Clinically, this formula can be used for the treatment
of insomnia and anxiety caused by stress, neurosis and
depression marked by exuberance of the heart-fire due to
deficiency of the kidney-yin. Additionally, Chen3 reported
to apply this formula to a patient with atrophic gastritis for
more than 6 years and it was effective. He3 reported to use
the formula for treating paroxysmal tachycardia and it was
effective, too.
Sun and Zhao3 experimented on this formula and
found it has a marked effect on tranquilizing the mind and
leading to a resting state and sleeping.
As Ejiao is an animal product and not allowed to use,
we can use Shengdihuang/Radix Rehmanniae 10 g as its
replacement.

Baitouweng Tang (ⱑ༈㖕∸)
(Pulsatilla Decoction)
Baitouweng Tang appears in Clause 371 and 373.
Clause 371 states that “Diarrhoea or dysentery of heat
pattern accompanied with rectal tenesmus should be
mainly treated with Baitouweng Tang (Pulsatilla
Decoction)”. Here, diarrhoea or dysentery of heat pattern
with rectal tenesmus is caused by damp-heat invading the
large intestine and the rectum; and fever, abdominal pain,
bloody mucous stool, burning sensation at the anus,
yellow and greasy coating on the tongue, and slippery and
rapid pulse are often accompanied symptoms. Additionally,
in Clause 373, it states that “The patient with diarrhoea or
dysentery with thirst for water which is caused by
pathogenic heat should be chiefly treated with Baitouweng
Tang”. This clause gives additional information to Clause
371. The thirst for water results from pathogenic heat
damaging the body fluid.
Baitouweng Tang (ⱑ༈㖕∸ Pulsatilla Decoction)
consists of the following ingredients:
Baitouweng / Radix Pulsatillae 2 Liang/6g
Huangbai / Cortex Phellodendri 3 Liang/9g
Huanglian / Rhizoma Coptidis 3 Liang/9g
Qinpi /Cortex Fraxini 3 Liang/9 g
Original preparation and administration: boil all
herbs in 7 Sheng (1,400 ml) of water in a pot over a fire
until 2 Sheng (400 ml) remains. Remove the dregs to get a
decoction. Take 1 Sheng (200 ml) of the decoction orally
each time when it is warm; if not cured, take 1 Sheng (200
ml) again or more.
The main action of this formula is to clear away
pathogenic heat and dampness to treat diarrhoea or
dysentery of heat type. Among the ingredients,
Baitouweng and Qinpi clear away pathogenic heat and
cool the liver, both acting as chief herbs in the formula for
treating diarrhoea or dysentery of heat pattern in Jueyin
Disease. Huanglian and Huangbai clear damp-heat from
the large intestine to relieve diarrhoea and dysentery.
Clinically, this is an effective formula used for
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treating both acute bacillary or amoebic dysentery. It can
also be used in combination with Taohua Tang (Peach
Blossom Decoction) to treat patients with chronic
nonspecific ulcerative colitis marked by long term
diarrhoea.
Studies have indicated that this formula has antibacterial, anti-amoebic parasite, anti-inflammatory and
immunity enhancing functions3.

Zhuye Shigao Tang (ネ㝣∸)
(Bamboo Leaf and Gypsum Decoction)
This formula appears in Clause 397, which states that
“After recovering from a febrile disease, the patient
suffers from general weakness and becomes slimmer than
before, accompanied by short breath, an ascending feeling
of qi counter flow and nausea. Zhuye Shigao Tang
(Bamboo Leaf and Gypsum Decoction) should be mainly
used”. This clause is talking about the treatment of the
syndrome due to a residual heat and deficiency of both qi
and body fluids after a febrile disease. Here, general
weakness and short breath indicate deficiency of qi. The
weight loss after febrile disease is due to the damage of
yin and blood; and an ascending feeling of qi counter flow
and nausea are caused by stomach-qi failing to descend
due to the residual heat. Additionally, thirst, restlessness
and a red tongue without coating, and a fine and rapid
pulse may also be present in this case.
Zhuye Shigao Tang ( ネ   㝣 ∸ Bamboo Leaf and
Gypsum Decoction) contains the following ingredients:
Zhuye/Folium Lophatheri 2 bunches/9g
Shigao/Gypsum Fibrosum 1 Jin /10g
Banxia/Rhizoma Pinelliae half Sheng (washed)/9g
Maimendong/Radix Ophiopogonis 1 Sheng /18g
Renshen/Radix Ginseng 2 Laing /6g
Zhi Gancao/Radix Glycyrrhizae Preparata 2 Liang/6g
Jingmi/Semen Oryzae half Sheng/9g
Original preparation and administration: boil all
ingredients except Jingmi in 1 Dou (2,000 ml) of water in
a pot over a fire until 6 Sheng (1,200 ml) remains.
Remove dregs and add Jingmi. Continue to boil it until the
Jingmi is well-cooked. Remove the Jingmi from the
decoction. Take 1 Sheng (200 ml) orally each time when it
is warm, 3 times a day.
The formula functions in clearing away the residual
heat, tonifying qi, nourishing yin and supplementing the
body fluid. Among the ingredients, Zhuye and Shigao
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clear away residual heat and relieve restlessness. Renshen
and Maimendong tonify qi and supplement body fluids.
Zhi Gancao and Jingmi regulate the middle-jiao and
nourish the stomach. Banxia descends the adverse
stomach qi to relieve nausea or vomiting.
There are clinical reports about this formula. For
example, Mao3 reported to use the formula for treating
cases of vomiting after cholecystectomy with good results.
Xu11 successfully treated a case of post –natal patient with
neurogenic vomiting.
Tai et al3 reported that Zhuye Shigao Tang may
enhance the immune function of mice with candidiasis.
They observed the therapeutic effect of this formula on
candidiasis of mice and found it prolonged the survival
time of immune-suppressed mice but it had no significant
effect on the immune function of normal mice.

Conclusion
Clearing method is one of the eight methods created
by Zhang Zhong-jing in Shang Han Lun. It is mainly used
in the interior heat syndrome of Yangming Meridian
Disease and other conditions. In this article, seven
representative formulae in this category have been
discussed, together with details of the original clauses on
these formulae. The formulae’s ingredients, original
methods of preparation and administration, actions,
explanations, indications and some research studies have
been described. It is hoped that this will help TCM
practitioners and students in their study of Shang Han Lun
as a TCM classic 3, 5, 6, 7.
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Abstract
Although acupuncture has been practiced for thousands years in China, it is still not
recognized by and incorporated in the conventional (Western) medicine in many countries.
One of the reasons is lack of clear science-based mechanistic explanation for the action of
acupuncture. There are some hypotheses on how acupuncture works: local
mechanotransduction, neurohumoral theory and morphogenetic singularity theory, etc.
Needling in the skin elicits a local mechanical deformation and body’s reaction results in a
self-healing process. According to the neurohumoral theory, acupuncture stimulates the
release of various neurochemical substances, which have an analgesic and overall relaxing
effect. The gate-control theory, believes that acupuncture blocks pain signals from reaching
the brain by generating a competing stimulus in the spinal cord. The morphogenetic
singularity theory states that acupuncture points and meridians originate from the
organizing centers in the developing embryo. The rationale and plausibility of each theory
is briefly discussed.
Acupuncture is thousands years old and presumably not only
developed in China, but also in Egypt and Europe in parallel,
but there it disappeared. In China, the practitioners of
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) refined acupuncture in
hundreds of years based on the yin-yang philosophy. Since
President Nixon’s visit to China in 1971, the Western world
showed interest in acupuncture. Up until now, there is still a lot
of skepticism, even though the World Health Organization
(WHO) recognizes that acupuncture does work for many
diseases. How about the scientific evidence for acupuncture?
Numerous clinical studies are published showing that
acupuncture is effective for various diseases. Less is known
about the exact biological mechanisms how acupuncture works.
From a Western Medicine point of view, there are several
theories to explain how acupuncture works. This paper will
explore these theories and discuss which theory/theories is/are
most plausible in authors’ opinion and why acupuncture is still
regarded by many as a supplementary therapy, next to the
fundamental science-based Western medicine.

1. Objective measurable effects of
acupuncture
Acupuncture is based on pricking (puncture) a needle (acus) in
and through the skin on specific places (acupuncture points).
This leads to different biological reactions in the body, which
can be objectively measured. These reactions can be observed
on the punctured point, e.g. redness, lowering of the skin
resistance, but also distal from the point, for example in nerves
and in the brain (Kuo, 2004; Hsieh, 2001). Acupuncture affects
all kinds of organ functions, e.g. heart rate, blood pressure,
bowel movements, action of the autonomous nervous system,
release of hormones in blood and chemical substances in the
brain (Nishijo, 1997; Ouyang 2004; Stux, 2001). Thus,
puncturing a needle in the skin can have measurable effects on
the whole body. Changes locally around the acupoints, in the
brain, in the spinal cord and systemically are measurable after
acupuncture.

In modern western medicine, animal models are often used to
test whether a therapy like acupuncture works, before clinical
application. They can give us a clue what the underlying
mechanisms are. However, even when the therapy works in an
animal model, this does not mean that it will be effective for
patients too. It is important to investigate whether these effects
of acupuncture also can help the patients. Otherwise, there is
only proof that acupuncture works, but does not help.
Therefore, studies need to be done in humans. These kind of
clinical trials which meet the requirements to be accepted by the
modern western medicine are quite difficult and laborious.
Furthermore, acupuncture is not simply a pill, but a special
form of individualized treatment in which many factors play a
role. Adapted forms of clinical trials have shown that
acupuncture has a beneficial effect in different diseases chronic
neckpain, chronic (lower) backpain, tennis elbow, osteoarthritis
of the knee, myocardial infarction, migraine, tooth pain, nausea
and vomiting after an operation, difficult labor and malposition
of the foetus (Birch, 2004). In addition, acupuncture helps often
to relieve symptoms of chronic diseases. The patient often
sleeps better, feels more relaxed, less tired and has more energy,
which results in a better quality of life. Even if acupuncture is
viewed as abracadabra or placebo, the important thing is that it
helps! Still, the pure scientist will wonder how acupuncture
works.

2. Local mechanotransduction theory
In 1961, the French physician Niboyet wrote in his thesis that
acupuncture points have a much lower electrical resistance than
the surrounding skin (Niboyet, 1961). Normally, dry skin has a
resistance in the order of 200.000 to two million ohms. At
acupuncture points this resistance is down to 50.000 ohms
(Becker, 1976). In 1977 it was discovered that the distribution
of these points with a lower resistance was exactly the same as
the localization of the Chinese acupuncture points, whereas the
ancient Chinese did not have the techniques to check resistances
(Hyvarinen, 1977). Melzack and Katz found no difference in
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conductance between acupuncture points and nearby control
points in patients with chronic pain (Melzack, 1984). This
phenomenon can be explained by the dynamic nature of the
acupoints. In a healthy person, resistance of the acupoints is the
same as that of non-acupoints. In a chronically sick person, the
acupoints transit from the latent phase (healthy tissue) to the
passive phase (tender or sensitized tissue) in a predictable
sequence and location. The sensitive area of acupoints is getting
larger in chronic conditions, which contributes to high electrical
conductance and low resistance (Ma, 2005).
Acupuncture inoculates minute intrusive “traumas” or lesions
into the tissues, which stimulates many survival mechanisms of
the body. A research team demonstrated that manipulation
promotes tissue healing by producing biomechanical,
vasomotor, and neuromodulatory effects on interstitial
connective tissue (Langevin, 2002; Langevin, 2001).
When a needle is inserted into the body tissue, there is
mechanistic deformation. In response to this, cells generate
cascades of cellular and molecular events, including
cytoskeletal reorganization, cell contraction and migration,
autocrine release of growth factors, and activation of
intracellular signaling pathways and of nuclear binding proteins
that promote the transcription of specific genes, leading to
changes in the extracellular milieu surrounding needled tissues
and finally promotes local healing. These effects may expand to
distant connective tissue to spread the
healing process with long(er)-term
effects (Langevin, 2001; 2006).
Thus, acupuncture needling and its
induced lesions activate a self-healing
mechanism,
including
restoring
homeostasis,
facilitating
repair
mechanisms such as anti-inflammatory
reaction and tissue regeneration, and
pain modulation. Mechanical signals
produced
by
simple
needle
manipulations generate cascades of
downstream
physiologic
healing
effects. After the needles are removed,
the needle-induced lesions continue to
stimulate the body until the lesions
heal (Langevin, 2001; Ma, 2007).
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noradrenalin, which are released in the synapses, the connecting
points of nerves (Cabyoglu, 2006).

4. Gate-control theory
A pain signal is transmitted through the spinal cord to the
sensory cortex of the brain, where the pain is perceived (Fig. 1).
Pain signals of the skin are transferred to the spinal cord via
thin nerves, so-called C-fibers. Stimulation by acupuncture is
conducted to the brains by another way than pain. An
acupuncture stimulus in skin and muscle is converted to an
impulse, which is transmitted along thicker nerves, myelinated
Aį fibers. Therefore, needling an acupuncture point induces a
different sensation, e.g. warm, heavy, tingling feeling, than a
pain stimulus. In addition, these sensations are often
accompanied by physical and mental relaxation. The impulse
following acupuncture through Aį fibers causes release of the
body’s own painkillers. This mechanism is called the ‘Gatecontrol theory’ of Melzack and Wall (1965). In this theory, a
‘gate keeper’ in the substansia gelatinosa of the spinal cord
controls what impulses are let through. Pain signals are
transmitted to warn what is happening, but this does not occur
continuously. The gate keeper can be warned by acupuncture
and stop the pain signal by stimulating production of
enkephalines and dynorphines in the spinal cord. The gate
keeper is activated and alerted by the extra stimulation of
acupuncture needling.

3. Neurohumoral
theory
Critics of acupuncture believe that if acupuncture works, it is
merely a placebo effect. Several pain studies in human and
animals, however, show that this is not true (Vincent, 1986;
Pomerantz, 1976; Chan, 1975; Chen, 1980). One study for
example, investigated the effect of acupuncture on acute pain.
Reduction of pain was accomplished by needling the true
acupuncture points, whereas needling in a non-acupuncture
point a much weaker effect was observed (Brockhaus, 1990).
Another research group found that the analgesic effect of
acupuncture could be blocked by naloxon, an opiate antagonist,
which implies that the action of acupuncture could be based
partly on stimulating the endogenous painkilling substances
(Goldstein, 1975; Mayer, 1977). If it is not just a placebo effect,
what is really happening in the body then?
In the 1980’s the neurohumoral theory was introduced. This is
the most well known theory to describe mechanistic actions of
acupuncture. According to this theory, the analgesic effect of
acupuncture is explained by production of endogenous,
painkilling opiate substances, i.e. endorphins, enkephalins and
dynorphins, and other neurotransmitters, serotonin and

Figure 1. Gate-control theory. This theory states that in the
nervous system, there exist nerve fibers that both transmit (Cfibers) and inhibit (Aį fibers) pain. These nerve fibers come
together in the spinal cord. Acupuncture stimulates the pain
inhibitory nerve fibers, which lowers the pain input and
therefore, relieves the pain.
Source:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bookshelf/br.fcgi?book=physmedr
ehab&part=A10811
The acupuncture stimulus induces a train of impulses along the
Aį fibers as long as the needle is in place. Secretion of Eendorphin in the blood by the pituitary dampens pain. This
hormone spreads though the whole body, resulting in a feeling
of comfort and decreased pain sensation. Lower expression of
E-endorphin receptors in mice and administration of antibodies
to E-endorphin to rabbits, make them less sensitive for the
analgesic effects of acupuncture (Peets, 1978; Xie, 1983).
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5. Postsynaptic inhibition
Next to production of opiates in the spinal cord, acupuncture
also affects processes in the brain (Fig. 2). An acupuncture
stimulus is conducted to the rafe nuclei in the periaqueductal
grey matter, which produce serotonin, accommodated by the
presence of enkephalin. Disinhibition of the rafe nuclei induces
impulses down to the place in the spinal cord, where the pain
signal entered in the first place, and serotonin and noradrenalin
are released to dampen the pain stimulus even more. This is
called postsynaptic inhibition (Stux, 2000). This principal of
negative feedback also occurs in the case of intense pain, e.g.
loss of extremity during war. The pain impulse stimulates this
tract and blocks the pain sensation. In this way, the body
protects itself in acute situations of extreme stress and pain, to
survive.
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calms the body, e.g. lowering the heart frequency, blood
pressure, muscle tension, and brain activity. It helps during the
phase of recovery. Thus, acupuncture relaxes the body.
Nitric oxide (NO), the smallest neutrotransmitter molecule of
all, is produced by NO synthetases (NOS). Stimulation of ST36, Zusanli, with electroacupuncture in a rat results in the
release of NOS in the brain (Ma, 2005). A higher concentration
of NO in the brain nucleus tractus solitarius, lowers the
sympathetic activity in the body and consequently the blood
pressure. So, a well-known effect (of many) of ST-36 is
lowering blood pressure, which can be explained by production
of NO by NOS in the brain. Electroacupuncture of ST36 also
induces an analgesic effect in pain experiments in rats, in which
the tail is exposed to a heat and the amount of time taken for the
animal to flick its tail away from the heat is recorded
(Medeiros, 2003).
Also systemically, NO was found to play a role in the
mechanism behind the action of acupuncture (Chen, 2006).
Acupuncture points in the skin of rats had a higher
concentration of noradrenalin, a hormone released during stress,
than normal skin and NO stimulated the release of noradrenalin
in the acupuncture points. When an NOS inhibitor was
administered, NO is not produced and the noradrenalin
concentration was reduced.

7. Morphogenetic singularity theory

Figure 2. Pain transmission pathways between spinal cord
and brain. In the spinal cord, information on pain is received
by cells in the dorsal horn and is passed on to higher centres in
the brain along tracts in the spinal cord. It is in the thalamus and
cerebral cortex where the appreciation or conscious awareness
of pain is to be found. On the other hand, descending pathways
from the brain can reduce and even abolish some forms of pain.
Source:
http://www.ccac.ca/en/CCAC_Programs/ETCC/Module10/07.h
tml
Needling ashi points have beneficial effects on the levels of
spinal cord and in the brain (mesencephalon, pituitary,
hypothalamus), whereas distal acupuncture points affect mainly
the brain and induce a more general analgesic effect
(Teitelbaum, 2000; Medeiros 2003). Thus, ashi and distal
points act synergistically in relieving pain.

6. Autonomous nervous system
Besides affecting production and release of neural substances,
acupuncture also calms the overactive ‘fight-and-flight’
sympathetic nervous system and beneficially influences the
‘rest-and-digest’ parasympathetic nervous system, in stressed
animals. Several studies have shown that acupuncture inhibits
the sympathetic nervous system and activates the
parasympathetic system (Nishijo, 1997; Sugiyama, 1995; Sakai,
2007). The sympathetic nervous system is normally activated
during danger and stress, whereas the parasympathetic system

Acupuncture is not only used to relieve pain. It can also
regulate, and if needed corrects (bidrectionally), other processes
in the body, which are transmitted from acupuncture points
through meridians to the internal organs, according to the
traditional Chinese medicine theory. Conventional nerve
stimulation usually results in a unidirectional effect. For
example, parasympathetic vagal stimulation slows down the
heart rate and opioids inhibit gut motility. However,
acupuncture at PC-6 accelerates bradycardia and decelerates
tachycardia. Acupuncture at ST-36 suppresses hyperfunction
(as in diarrhea), and stimulates hypofunction (as in
constipation) of the gut motility (Li, 1992).
Moreover, the neurohumoral theory does not give an
explanation for the localization of acupuncture points and the
existence of meridians, as they do not follow the course of the
anatomical nervous system. In addition, the ear does not have
important nerves connected with the spinal cord; it nevertheless
has the highest density in acupuncture points. One study shows
that patients suffering from myocardial infarction, which
received acupressure at Shenmen point in the ear compared to a
sham ear point in the ambulance, felt less anxiety and more
positive expectations regarding the recovery (Kober, 2003).
Similar effects are observed in heart failure patients, parents
before operation of their child and elderly undergoing shock
wave crushing of kidney stones (Middlekauff, 2002; Wang,
2004; Mora, 2007). According to the World Health
Organization, 43 auricular points have proven of therapeutic
value, which make up 10% of the acupuncture points on the
whole body (WHO, 1991).
The ‘morphogenetic singularity theory’ explains these effects of
acupuncture (Shang, 1989; Shang, 2001). The basic idea of this
theory is that acupuncture points and meridians are remnants of
the growth control system, the first physical communication
system in an embryo. This growth control system directs the
embryonic development, next to the genetic imprinting. As
every cell has its own place and function in the growing fetus,
communication between cells is essential. Experiments with
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cells growing between a positive and negative electrode, have
shown that cells mainly grow in the direction of the negative
electrode (McCaig, 1987). Even during fertilization, electric
waves determine the place where the first cell is divided into
two cells. Cells can communicate with each other via gapjunctions (Levin, 2007). During the multiplication of cells,
communication between cells is impeded due to the increasing
distance between cells. When a critical distance is reached, two
groups of cells are formed, which coordinate the cell growth
around them. These groups are called organizing centers and
determine the differentiation of other cells.
They are characterized by more gap-junctions, a
lower resistance, more superficial location on
the embryo and a more negative charge
compared to the other cells. Collagen fibers can
transport impulses and form the communicating
network between organizing centers.
Acupuncture points and organizing centers are
similar in several ways, i.e. the presence of
many gap junctions, a low resistance and a high
conducting capacity. According to this theory,
acupuncture points originated from organizing
centers and are found on similar places on the
body. Their network (connecting collagen
fibers) is reflected in the meridian system.
Many think that meridians are imaginary,
abstract lines, but they may be really present
(Ahn, 2005). They can become visible by injecting radioactive
tracers into acupuncture points (Vernejoul, 1984; Meng, 1989;
Kovacs, 1992). In contrast, when injecting the tracers in random
non-acupuncture points, only a small area of vague staining
around the injected location is observed, and the specific,
centrifugal spread along the meridian does not appears.
Subsequently, infrared measurements were used to visualize the
meridian system (Liu, 1988). Even without experimental
interventions, linear rashes can be visible along the course of
meridians. An English dermatologist for example, described
that he observed red lines on the skin of a patient, with the track
of the pericardium and kidney meridian (James, 1993).
Based on the phase gradient model in developmental biology,
many organizing centers are at the extreme points of curvature
on the body surface such as the locally most convex points or
concave points (Goodwin, 1969; Shang, 1989). Similarly,
almost all the extreme points of the body surface curvature are
acupuncture points; for example, the convex points include EXUE 11 Shixuan, EX-LE Qiduan, ST-17 Ruzhong, ST-42
Chongyang, ST-45 Lidui, SP-1 Yinbai, SP-10 Xuehai, GV-25
Suliao, and EX-HN3 Yintang. The concave points include CV17 Danzhong, KI-1 Yongquan, LI-5 Yangxi, LU-5 Chize, LU-7
Lieque, LU-8 Jingqu, LU-10 Yuji, SI-19 Tinggong, TE-21
Ermen, GB-20 Fengchi, GB-30 Huantiao, BL-40 Weizhong,
HT-1 Jiquan, SI-18 Quanliao, BL-1 Jingming, CV-8 Shenque,
and ST-35 Dubi.

8. Visible Evidence
Modern techniques like functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI)-scans are developing rapidly. These methods
give insight in the effects of acupuncture on the brain. In
healthy subjects BL-67, Zhiyin, was stimulated with laser
acupuncture (Siedentopf, 2002). The control group received the
same treatment, except that the laser light was off; the subject
could not see the laser light. One of the functions of BL-67 is to
‘make the eyes clear’, which is explained by the course of the
bladder meridian. fMRI showed that stimulation of BL-67
resulted in a specific activity in the visual area of the brain. In
another study, fMRI was applied to examine the effect of
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electrostimulation of GB-34, Yanglingchuan, on the brain (Wu,
2002). As controls, no stimulation, electrostimulation on a sham
point and minimal stimulation of GB34 were used.
Electroacupuncture of GB-34 resulted in a significant higher
activity in the hypothalamus, the primary sensory and motor,
visual and auditory brain areas, which correspond with the
distribution of the gall bladder channel. A new concept was
introduced in 1998 in which the brain is seen as the ‘missing
link’ to explain the effects of acupuncture on organs (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Relationship between acupoints, brain and
organs. A large amount of experimental data obtained by fMRI
demonstrates the effects needling acupuncture points on the
brain. In addition, areas in the brain correspond with certain
organic functions. Therefore, the concept was arisen that
acupuncture stimulation activates functional areas of the brain
cortex and thereby influences organic function.
Source: Cho, 1998.
These modern imaging techniques indicate that both the
morphogenetic singularity theory (course of a meridian) and the
neurohumoral theory (action on the brain) are involved in the
biological effects of acupuncture.

9. Comparison of theories
The mechanotransduction-based theory to explain acupuncture
effects is very plausible and most easy to understand in my
opinion. Needling and needle-induced lesions are foreign
invaders to our body. Inoculation of minute “traumas” or
lesions into the body increase the number and the activity of
immune cells and control the inflammatory process to restore
the mechanisms of self-healing, including autonomic
homeostasis, tissue healing, and pain relief.
Needling also reduces bodily stress by stimulating the
parasympathetic nervous system, thereby relaxing the
cardiovascular and muscular systems, and restoring the
physiologic and autonomic balance which includes normalizing
visceral functions that are impaired during stressful assault. The
neurohumoral theory mainly explains analgesic effects of
acupuncture via an enhanced secretion of neurochemical
substances, e.g. endorphins, but does not give a reason for the
localization of many acupuncture points, the existence of
meridians and their mediating function in regulating internal
organs.
The morphogenetic singular theory presumes that acupuncture
points and meridians are remnants of the embryonic growth
control system and therefore also explains the existence and
purpose of meridians. It gives a reason for the bidirectional
action of acupuncture points in adjusting bodily processes and
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restoring normal function by activating the network of
organizing centers in the organism. The activation of the selforganizing activity may induce normal physiological processes.
It is therefore less likely to cause the adverse effects resulting
from directly antagonizing a pathological process, with the risk
of an ‘overshoot effect’ of the therapy.
There is more scientific proof for the local mechanistic reaction
after acupuncture and the neurohumoral theory. An important
reason is that the morphogenetic theory is much more difficult
to study, because research in developing embryos is
burdensome. In my opinion, the major advantage of the
morphogenetic theory compared with the neurohumoral theory
is that it also explains the regulating effects of acupuncture and
the course and function of meridians in the connection between
acupuncture points and organs, even without the presence of an
anatomic (nerve) structure. Taken together, as with many
explanations of phenomena, the combination of theories is most
probably closest to the truth, as can be conceived from modern
imaging techniques, e.g. fMRI.
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TCM Treatment of Infertility by the Combination of Syndrome
Differentiation and Disease Diagnosis
Liqin Zhao
Sheffield, UK
Abstract: Infertility is a rather common problem in modern society. Especially in recent years infertility has
progressively increased, because women are trying to conceive later in life, and use contraceptive pills long
term. Environmental and climatic changes and a high pace and stressful life also play a role. TCM has been
used to treat infertility for thousands of years, and is still the most effective treatment of infertility, although
nowadays some advanced techniques such as IVF are also available. In this article the author summarises the
unique TCM treatment protocols according to her 25 years clinical experience. She mainly introduces how to
use TCM syndrome differentiation principles combined with Western diagnosis to treat female infertility
successfully. She analyses the aetiology and pathogenesis from both the TCM perspective and the Western
medicine view; and divides infertility into the following four patterns: Deficiency of spleen qi and kidney yang,
accumulation of cold and damp in the uterus; Insufficient kidney yin, together with liver qi stagnation and
blood deficiency; Qi and blood deficiency, accumulation of phlegm and damp; Accumulation of damp and heat,
blood stasis in the uterus. She also reports some case studies that represent women of different ages and
infertility histories.
Key words: Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM); Infertility; Disease diagnosis; Syndrome differentiation and
treatment; In-Vitro Fertilisation (IVF); Intrauterine Insemination (IUI); Frozen Embryo Transfer (ET);
Premenstrual Tension (PMT)

1. Introduction
Around one in six couples have problems
conceiving naturally [1], and this is predicted to rise to one
in three in Europe over the next decade [2]. In western
countries, most infertile couples would seek treatment
such as ovulation induction, IUI, IVF or ICSI before
turning to TCM. However, the average success rate for
IVF in the UK is only 29.6% for women aged under 35,
and reduced to 0.8% for those aged over 44[3]. TCM has
been used to treat infertility dated back to 11th Century
AD. Using the combination of TCM syndrome
differentiation and Western diagnosis to treat infertility
could speed up the process of treatment and increase the
women's chances of conceiving. I would like to discuss
every aspect of infertility with my colleagues.

2. What is Infertility?
Infertility means not being able to conceive after
regular unprotected sexual intercourse for 2 years in the
absence of known reproductive pathology [4]. In some
countries, reproductive endocrinologist may also consider
a couple to be infertile if the couple has not conceived
after 12 months of contraceptive-free intercourse if the
female is under the age of 34; or the couple has not
conceived after 6 months of contraceptive-free
intercourse if the female is over the age of 35[5].
There are two types of Infertility: primary infertility
and secondary infertility. Primary infertility means that
the couple has never been able to conceive, while, on the
other hand, secondary infertility is difficulty conceiving

after already having conceived (and either carried the
pregnancy to term, or had a miscarriage).

3. The Causes of Infertility
3.1 TCM Aetiology and Pathogenesis
(1) Deficiency of Spleen Qi and Kidney Yang,
Accumulation of Cold and Damp in the Uterus
Due to a weak constitution of kidney yang, failing
to warm up the uterus; or poor diet, over consumption of
cold food and dairy products may generate excessive cold
and dampness; or over thinking or worry damage heart
blood and spleen qi. The spleen qi becomes deficient and
fails to transport fluid, which leads to the transformation
into dampness. Accumulated cold and dampness obstruct
the qi and blood flow in the uterus to cause infertility; or
long term intake of oral contraceptive pills suppress the
kidney qi, or obsessive dieting for slimming, impair the
normal function of spleen and kidney, leading to a
deficiency of spleen and kidney and a disharmony of the
chong and ren channels. As a consequence, the uterus is
unable to get adequate blood supply to cause infertility.
(2) Insufficient Kidney Yin, Liver Qi Stagnation and
Blood Deficiency
Due to a congenital yin deficiency with excessive
fire, insufficient kidney essence and blood; or a long term
use of contraceptive drugs which damage the kidney
essence. Being stressed, anxious and angry about the
failure of conception after long term trying, may affect
liver qi movement and causes liver qi stagnation, or
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working long stressful hours, which consumes essence
and blood. All this causes a disharmony of qi and blood,
failing to nourish each other between the chong and ren
channels, leading to infertility.
(3) Qi and Blood Deficiency, Accumulation of Phlegm
and Damp
Obesity, or over consumption of sugary and greasy
foods and dairy products; or extreme worry and excessive
physical work impair the spleen function. The spleen and
stomach are the source of growth and development of qi
and blood. Therefore, if the spleen fails to transport fluid
and food into useable energy, qi and blood become
deficient. Fluid accumulates in the body, which turns to
damp and phlegm eventually, blocking the energy and
blood flow. The uterus and ovaries are starved of blood,
not being able to harvest sperm and causing infertility.
(4) Accumulation of Damp and Heat, Blood Stasis in the
Uterus
Poor diet and lifestyle during menstruation, over
consumption of deep fried , greasy, and hot or spicy food;
or internal impairment by the seven emotions, leading to
stagnating qi in the body which after a long time turns
into fire; or pathogenic heat or toxin invade the uterus,
having a weak constitution after a long term illness,
miscarriage, abortion or pelvic surgery, which may cause
accumulation of damp and heat and stagnation of blood
in the uterus and pelvic area. The ren channel becomes
blocked, and leaving no chance for harvesting sperm,
therefore no conception can be achieved.
3.2 Western Pathogenesis
There are many biological causes of infertility, and
they are often very complicated. They may sometimes
interfere with each other, while at other times, there may
be a number of causes or coexisting factors. Some of the
causes are still not clear or have not been identified.
Therefore, it may be difficult to determine the definite
cause of infertility for some cases.
However, there are five major causes of female
infertility. Obstacle of ovulation and pelvic endometriosis
are often the causes of primary infertility, while fallopian
tube obstruction, uterine and cervix problems are often
the causes of secondary infertility.
(1) Ovarian factors
Nervous and mental factors: A women's dysfunction of
the endocrinal sexual axis causes irregular periods, anovulation or even amenorrhea. Enduring stress, anxiety
and worry, interfere with the sexual axis and restrain
ovulation.
Ovarian disorders: Acute and chronic ovarian infection,
ovarian-endometriosis, ovarian cysts, or ovarian tumours;
congenital mal-development of the ovaries, such as
polycystic ovary or polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS)
etc. These can cause declined ovarian function or
endocrine disorders. As a consequence, interfere with the
hormonal balance causes ovulation problems.
Long-term use of oral contraceptive pills may cause
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ovarian function disorder. Patients will manifest irregular
periods or amenorrhea, high follicle stimulating hormone
(FSH) or low AMH, premature ovarian failure (POF), or
pre-menopause.
Hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism, or severe
diabetes, may cause ovarian function disorder; or some
contagious diseases such as mumps, pulmonary
tuberculosis etc. may impair ovarian function and cause
infertility.
(2) Uterine factors:
Congenital malformation or mal-development of the
uterus, endometritis, endometriosis or uterine fibroids;
impaired uterus after miscarriage, labour or abortion,
may turn to infection. Congenital mal-development of the
cervix, incompetent cervix, narrow cervix, cervix
infection or cervix erosion etc. may interfere with the
transportation of sperm and implantation of the embryo,
and consequently difficulty in conceiving.
(3) Fallopian tubes factors
Recurrent vaginal infection, pelvic inflammatory
disease (PID), Chlamydia disease, or endometriosis, or
ectopic pregnancy, may damage the wall of the fallopian
tubes, causing blockage of the fallopian tubes and
adhesion of the pelvis, therefore having no chance of
conceiving.
(4) Unexplained infertility and immunological infertility
Further investigation for some unexplained infertile
women is necessary sometimes. Immunological tests
have found some women produce anti-sperm antibodies
and/or natural killer cells (NK cells), which may cause
anti-sperm immunological reaction. Sperm agglutinate
with each other, losing the ability of penetrating and
fertilizing eggs or even die. Therefore, infertility is the
potential result.
(5) Other factors
Living environment or climate changes; excessive
smoking and /or drinking; age related; after radiotherapy
or chemotherapy and stress etc.

4. Treatment Based on the Combination of
Disease Diagnosis and Syndrome
Differentiation
4.1 Deficiency of Spleen Qi and Kidney Yang,
Stagnation of Cold and Damp in the Uterus
Main Symptoms: Infertility, scanty period lasting for 2-3
days only, or prolonged periods, sore back and abdominal
pain during period, abdominal area is cold to the touch,
aversion to cold, frequent urination, loose bowels and
watery vaginal discharge. Pale swollen tongue with teeth
marks, white and thin coating, or white, slippery and
moist coating, deep weak and slow pulses.
Characteristics of Diagnosis: This type of infertility is
commonly seen. The patients are often introverted and
shy, worrying, emotional and depressed. They are often
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diagnosed with unexplained infertility or infertility
caused by endocrine disorders, such as an-ovulation
irregular period, luteal phase defect (LPD) (often
manifest spotting or bleeding around or after ovulation,
and the luteal phase is shorter than 14 days), or
hyperthyroidism. This type can be treated effectively by
TCM with a high success rate.
Treatment Principle: Strengthen spleen qi and kidney
yang, warm up yang qi and remove damp, regulate and
tonify the chong and ren channels, expel cold and warm
up the uterus.
Main herbs: Xianlingpi, Danggui, Shudihuang, Duzhong,
Tusizi, Dangshen, Fuling, Baishu, Xuduan, Aiye.
Main Acupoints: Needling Pishu (UB20), Shenshu
(UB23), Mingmen (Du4), Guanyuan (Ren4), Zusanli
(St36) and Taixi (Ki3); Use moxa on Pishu (UB20),
Shenshu (UB23), Mingmen (Du4) and Shenque (Ren8).
4.2 Insufficient Kidney Yin, Liver Qi Stagnation with
Blood Deficiency
Main Symptoms: Infertility, irregular period, bleeding
can be heavy or scanty, or even amenorrhea,
premenstrual breasts tenderness and headache, depression,
irritability, angry, or hectic heat, night sweat, insomnia
and fatigue. Red or dark-red tongue with thin coating and
less moisture, and wiry-fine-rapid pulses, or deep-finerapid pulses.
Characteristics of Diagnosis: This type is often seen in
women with unexplained infertility, or discontinuing use
of contraceptive pills, or POF (with high FSH or low
AMH), or immunological infertility. It may accompany
with depression, stress or anxiety.
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Main Herbs: Dangshen, Cangshu, Fuling, Chenpi,
Banxia, Danggui, Chuanxiong, Taoren, Zaoci, Yimucao.
Main Acupoints: Baihui (Du20), Tianshu (St25), Qihai
(Ren6), Guilai (St29), Pishu (UB20), Shenshu (UB23),
Zusanli (St36), Fenglong (St38), Sanyinjiao (Sp6).
4.4 Accumulation of Damp and Heat, Blood Stasis in
The Uterus
Main Symptoms: Infertility, shortened menstrual cycle
with heavy bleeding, or impeded menstrual flow, or
spotting or flooding, dark purplish blood mixed with
blood clots, accompanied with abdominal pain, lower
backache, premenstrual breasts tenderness, irritability,
anger, dry and bitter mouth, profuse vaginal discharge.
Dark-red tongue with black spots on the edge and white
or yellow-greasy coating, and wiry or slippery-rapid
pulses.
Characteristics of Diagnosis: This type is often seen in
women with PID, uterine fibroids, endometriosis,
blocked fallopian tubes, after ectopic pregnancy,
miscarriage or abortion, immunological infertility, etc.
Treatment Principle: Nourish kidney essence, clear heat
and eliminate damp, motivate blood and resolve blood
stasis.
Main Herbs: Yinyanghuo, Gouqizi, Yimucao, Xiangfu,
Danshen, Chaishao, Rendongteng, Cheqianzi, Yiyiren,
Huangbai.
Main Acupoints: Yitang(EX-HN3), Quchi (LI11), Hegu
(LI4), Xuehai (Sp10), Tianshu (St25), Yinlingquan (Sp9),
Diji (Sp8), Guilai (St29), Taichong (Liv3), Sanyinjiao
(Sp6).

Treatment Principle: Nourish kidney yin, tonify blood,
soothe liver qi and regulate period.

5. Typical Case Studies

Main Herbs: Shanzhuyu, Shanyao, Mudanpi, Xiangfu,
Danggui, Baishao, Shudihuang, Gouqizi, Nuzhenzi,
Hanliancao and Suanzaoren.

Case One – Endometriosis accompanied with ovarian
cysts, uterine fibroids and blocked fallopian tube

Main Acupoints: Geshu(UB17, Ganshu (UB18), Sheshu
(UB23), Guanyuan (Ren4), Zigong (EX-CA1), Neiguan
(Pc6), Hegu (LI4), Xuehai (Sp10), Sanyijiao (Sp6), Taixi
(Ki3), Taichong (Liv3).
4.3 Deficiency of Qi and Blood, Accumulation of
Phlegm and Damp
Main Symptoms: Infertility, scanty period or prolonged
period, or even amenorrhea; or irregular period, absent
menstrual bleeding for few months, very heavy bleeding
once start menstruate, may last a few weeks or even a
few months; obesity, fatigue and sleepy. Pale tongue with
white, or white-greasy coating and thread-slippery pulses.
Characteristics of Diagnosis: This type is often seen for
women with polycystic ovary or PCOS, endocrine
disorders and obesity.
Treatment Principle: Tonify the qi and nourish the
blood, strengthen spleen qi to dry the dampness and
resolve the phlegm.

Medical History: Sophie, 32 year old, charity company
manager, had tried to conceive unsuccessfully for 5 years.
She always had painful, clotty and heavy periods ever
since her first menstruation at age of 17, accompanied by
painful intercourse, cold hands and feet. She had 10 years
of oral contraceptive pills before trying for a family. Her
period became irregular since she came off the pill five
years ago. She had laparoscopy in 2002 and was
diagnosed with severe endometriosis, together with a
blockage in her left fallopian tube, ovarian cysts and
uterine fibroids. She was told that there would be no
chance for her to conceive naturally. She had to have
three operations in two years to remove the misplaced
endometrial tissues and ovarian cysts, but it kept
recurring in a few months time after the operation. She
then had two cycles of IUI, two IVF attempts and one
cycle of FET, unfortunately none of them was successful.
After her last IVF in 2005, she had another laparoscopy
and found that the endometrial tissues had adhered to
urine bladder and bowels, had to be operated on again.
She was referred to me whilst waiting for next IVF.
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Main Symptoms: Irregular period with a cycle between
35-49 days, heavy bleeding with clots and severe
abdominal pain, aversion of cold, cold hands and feet,
lower backache, frequent urination, sluggish, depression,
anxiety, insomnia and acne. Dark and red tongue with
blood spots on, white and greasy coating, deep and fine
pulses.
Differentiation: Liver qi stagnation, deficiency of spleen
qi and kidney yang, accumulation of cold, damp and
blood in the uterus.
Treatment Principle: Soothing liver qi to activate blood
circulation, dissipate blood stasis and regulate period;
warming kidney yang to eliminate pathogenic cold, and
strengthening spleen qi to dispel pathogenic dampness.
Herbal Prescription: Take Ba Zhen Yi Mu Wan
combine Gui Zhi Fu Ling Wan between day 4 to14; Nuan
Gong Yun Zi Wan combine Gui Zhi Fu Ling Wan
between day 15 to 25; Tiao Jing Bu Xue Wan or Tong
Jing Wan combine Xiao Yao Wan on day 26 until day 3
of next cycle.
Main Acupoints: Baihui (Du20), Neiguan (Pc6), Tianshu
(St25), Guanyuan (Ren4), Zigong (EX-CA1), Xuehai
(Sp10), Zusanli (St36), Sanyinjiao (Sp6), Taichong
(Liv3), Shenshu (UB23), Pishu (UB20) and Mingmen
(Du4).
Alteration of herbs and acupoints selection was
made according to her menstrual cycle and general
condition.
After 6 weeks of TCM treatment, her period was
regulated to 30 days cycle, mild abdominal pain, less
heavy bleeding with fewer small clots, and generally felt
much better. She continued TCM treatment for another 5
weeks with moderated herbs and acupoints, she then
found to her surprise that she was pregnant on the day
which she was expected to start IVF drugs. She had given
birth to a healthy baby boy in the summer of 2006, and
she is now trying for second child.
Case Two – Premature ovarian failure accompanied
with endometriosis
Medical History: Lucy, 34 years old, store manager, she
had an 11 years history of oral contraceptive pill before
started trying for a family in 2003. Her menstrual cycle
was between 25 to 46 days, and it was always painful
with heavy bleeding. She had blood tests in 2005 after
trying to conceive unsuccessfully for 2 years, and
discovering that she did not ovulate. She then had Clomid
for 10 months (two courses) and one cycle of IUI with no
success. She had laparoscopy 3 months ago and severe
endometriosis was detected with an ovarian cyst. She was
then operated on and the misplaced endometrial tissue
was removed. Meanwhile she expected that she would be
able to start IUI soon, but her period cycle shortened to
19 to 25 days, and her FSH level elevated to 18.6 iu/l,
with low oestrogen (oestradiol) level of 78pmol/l. The
gynaecological consultant had to postpone her IUI and
referred her to me. She was devastated and extremely
stressed.
Main

Symptoms:

Depression,

stress,

anxiety,
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premenstrual irritability and restlessness, hectic fever,
heavy period bleeding, short menstrual cycle, headache,
sluggish. Red tongue with white-thin coating and deepfine pulses.
Differentiation: Insufficient qi and yin, depressed liver
qi and blood deficiency, together with blood stasis in the
uterus.
Treatment Principle: Nourish the yin and tonify the qi,
replenish the blood to soften the liver, dissolve the blood
stasis to cleanse the uterus.
Main Patent Herbs: Use Ba Zhen Yi Mu Wan and Liu
Wei Di Huang Wan as principal herbs, combine Ji Wei
Xiao Yao Wan, or Xue Fu Zhu Yu Wan.
Main Acupoints: Baihui (Du20), Guanyuan ( Ren4),
Qihai (Ren6), Quchi (LI11), Hegu (LI4), Zusanli (St36),
Sanyinjiao (Sp6), Taixi (Ki3), Sheshu (UB23), Geshu
(UB17).
Alteration of patent herbs and acupoints were made
accordingly as necessary.
Her period cycle was regulated to 27 days with
normal blood flow after having been on TCM treatment
for 4 weeks. Her day 4 FSH level dropped to 10.2 iu/l
and oestradiol was raised to 138pmol/l, which were
normal level for this stage of the menstrual cycle. She
ovulated on day 14 according to the scan on day 15. She
continued acupuncture regularly with taking herbs every
day for another 3 months, and successfully conceived
naturally. She eventually delivered a healthy baby girl
weighing 8lb 3oz in December 2008.
Case Three – PCOS accompanied with Multiple
Sclerosis (MS)
Medical History: Company director Sally, 35 years old,
was diagnosed with PCOS and MS in 1998. She always
had irregular period, severe PMT, spotting after
menstruation and very tired and sluggish. Her husband
John, being a business manager, was very busy and
stressed, and extremely tired. He has been suffering from
severe eczema ever since he was a baby. They had been
trying to conceive for 7 years, had gone through two
cycles of IUI and one IVF attempt. They had achieved
three pregnancies, unfortunately two of which miscarried
and one resulting in a child birth in 2004. They wished to
have a sibling for their daughter, but they gave up
because being afraid of IVF drugs may aggravate her MS
condition, and also the frustration of being failed again.
Sally visited me through recommendation of her friend,
would like to try TCM as a last resort.
Main Symptoms: Irregular period with a cycle between
30 to 70 days, scanty, light and watery bleeding, spotting
for 10-14 days after period, PMT, fatigue, numb and
tingling sensation down to two legs. Pale-red tongue with
white-greasy coating, and fine-slippery pulses.
Differentiation: Insufficient qi and blood, deficiency of
spleen and kidney mixed with liver qi stagnation.
Treatment Principle: Nourish the qi and blood, soothe
liver qi, and strengthen spleen and kidney.
Patent Herbs: Use Wu Ji Bai Feng Wan and Nuan Gong
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Yun Zi Wan as principal herbs, combine You Gui Wan or
Xiao Yao Wan.
Main Acupoints: Baihui (Du20), Yintang (EXHN3),Neiguan (Pc6), Guanyuan (Ren4), Zigong (EXCA1), Zusanli (St36), Xuehai (Sp10), Sanyijiao (Sp6),
Taichong (Liv3), Pishu (UB20), Shenshu (UB23).
Modify the patent herbs and acupoints according to
her general condition and period state throughout the
treatment.
After she had two sessions of acupuncture and some
herbal medicine, her first period cycle was 37 days. She
still experienced PMT, and the bleeding was light, thin
and watery. However, her period turned to 28 days cycle
after another month of TCM treatment, with normal
blood flow, spotted for 3 days instead of 10-12 days after
proper bleeding, no PMT, increased vaginal fertile mucus
around day 14 of her cycle. She carried on the treatment
for two more months, I could then detect the pregnancy
by her changed pulse quality when her period was one
week overdue, but she wouldn’t do pregnancy test until I
asked her for confirmation, as she couldn’t face any more
disappointment. She was delighted but also anxious the
same time, she continued TCM treatment until 16 weeks
pregnant. She had a very healthy pregnancy, carried the
baby to full term, and delivered a healthy baby boy
naturally in November 2007.
Case Four – Secondary infertility with Luteal phase
defect (LPD)
Medical History: Fiona, 41 years old prison officer, had
given birth to a girl by caesarean section 13 years ago,
and had been trying for a second child ever since her
daughter turned 2 years old, but had never been
successful. She had bled for 3 months during first
pregnancy and also heavy bleeding after labour. Her
menstrual cycle shortened and had experienced mid-cycle
bleeding or spotting since then. She had seen many
consultants and had everything investigated were normal,
was then diagnosed with unexplained infertility. She then
divorced with her husband and had been trying with her
partner David for another 5 years with no success. In
2003, David’s semen test revealed low motility, which
was believed the cause of infertility. Therefore, they went
on one IVF attempt in 2004, but failed with implantation.
They were frustrated and decided to try TCM treatment.
Main Symptoms: Short menstrual cycle, spotting or
light bleeding for two to three days after ovulation, and
sometimes it continued until period had started, always
felt cold, hands and lips turn blue when the weather is
cold. Pale tongue with thin-white coating, and deep-slow
pulses.
Differentiation: Deficiency of spleen qi and kidney
yang, disharmony of chong and ren, cold uterus for
conception.
Treatment Principle: Strengthen spleen qi and kidney
yang, harmonize the chong and ren channels, warm up
uterus and support conception.
Herbal Prescription: Xianmao, Xianlingpi, Danggui,
Shudihuang, Shanyao, Shanzhuyu, Aiye, Tusizi, Gouqizi,
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Sangjisheng, Xuduan.
Wu Xi Yan Zong Wan and Cong Rong Bu Shen
Wan were given to David to improve his sperm count and
quality.
Main Acupoints: Pishu (UB20), Shenshu (UB23),
Mingmen
(Du4),
Guanyuan
(Ren4),
Zusanli
(St36),Sanyinjiao (Sp6), Taixi (ki3), Zhaohai (Ki6), Fuliu
(Ki7).
Meanwhile, I advised both partners stop doing
intensive exercise, and keep a restricted healthy diet.
After 4 weeks of acupuncture and Chinese herbal tea, her
period cycle was regulated to 28 days, had no bleeding or
spotting after ovulation. She fell pregnant naturally after
receiving TCM treatment for another month. She
continued treatment until 14 weeks pregnant, and had no
bleeding at all during pregnancy, and delivered a
beautiful girl in 2004. She recovered incredibly well from
labour, and subsequently she went on to have another
pregnancy at the age of 43, and now has three healthy
children.

6. Conclusion
Infertility is not only getting more and more
common nowadays, but also much more complicated.
Since women are trying to conceive later, taking the
contraceptive pill as a common solution for stopping
unexpected
conception
happening,
consequently
interfering with their endocrine function, and causing
infertility later on in their life when they want a family.
They only realize that age may be the factor of infertility
when they failed with natural conception after some years
of trying, and then seeking for a quick solution such as
IVF or IUI. They eventually turn to TCM as a last resort
after failing with everything else. Therefore, their
condition could be rather complex and they are often
extremely stressed with their situation. However, TCM
has demonstrated that it can help these women conceive
with or without assisted fertility treatment.
Here I summarise the most important points of
infertility treatment according to my experience:
1) There are numerous factors that may cause Infertility.
To be able to treat infertility effectively, it is crucial
to determine the primary causes of infertility. The
most common causes are: spleen qi and kidney yang
deficiency; liver qi stagnation and blood deficiency;
accumulation of phlegm and damp and blood stasis.
2) The key treatment principle of TCM for infertility is:
strengthen spleen qi and kidney yang; remove phlegm
and dampness; nourish the yin and replenish the
blood; soothe liver qi, activate blood flow and
dissolve blood stasis.
3) Western diagnosis may be a great complement of
TCM treatment. However, we should not be rigidly
adhered to western diagnosis during our clinical
practice.
4) Most women with infertility are stressed and anxious
due to the frustration of failure of conception.
Therefore relaxation is essential for supporting
patients, and acupuncture is often effective.
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5) It is crucial to check the male partner's sperm count
and quality while treating the female partner, TCM
treatment should be given to the men when as
necessary to increase the women's chances of
conception.
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䙓ᄩ㥃ˈ⫳⌏㡖༣ᖿˈᎹ㋻ᓴय़ˈҹঞ⫳⌏⦃๗ঞ⇨ⱘⱘᬍবㄝˈᇐ㟈ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛থ⮙⥛ᣕ㓁
䭓ǄЁए⊏⭫ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛᳝गᑈग़ˈሑㅵ⦄᳝ܜ䖯ⱘ⊏⭫ᮍ⊩ˈڣҎᎹᥜ㊒ˈᄤᅿݙ㚮㚢⿏ỡᴃㄝˈԚЁए
ҡϡ༅Ў᳔᳝ᬜⱘᮍ⊩ПϔǄヨ㗙ḍ᠔䇏Ёए᭛⤂ঞᴀҎѠकѨᑈⱘЁएЈᑞ㒣偠, ᘏ㒧ߎњϔ༫⣀⡍ⱘЁए⊏
⭫ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛ⱘ⊏⭫ᮍḜǄᴀ᭛Џ㽕ҟ㒡བԩ䖤⫼ҹЁए⧚䆎䕼䆕ЎЏ, 㒧ড়㽓एП䕼⮙㗠᳝ᬜഄ⊏⭫ཇᗻϡᄩϡ
㚆⮛Ǆ㗙ߚᵤ䅼䆎њϡᄩϡ㚆⮛ⱘЁए⮙⮙⧚㽓एথ⮙ᴎ⧚ˈᇚ݊ߚЎಯ㉏ൟ˖㜒㚒䰇㰮, ᆦ䰏⒲˗㚒
䰈ϡ䎇, 㙱䚕㸔㰮˗⇨㸔ѣ㰮, ⯄ϡ࣪˗⛁ݙ㭈ˈ⯔䰏㚲ᅿǄᑊᘏ㒧ਞњಯϾϡৠᑈ啘ϡৠ⮙ᚙⱘൟ⮙
՟Ǆ

݇䬂䆡˖Ӵ㒳Ёए˗ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛˗䕼⮙˗䕽䆕ᮑ⊏˗ᄤᅿݙҎᎹᥜ㊒˗ҎᎹᥜ㊒-㚮㚢⿏ỡ˗ޏދ㚮㚢⿏ỡ˗㒣ࠡ
㋻ᓴ⮛Ǆ

1. ࠡ㿔

䙓ᄩ㗠ϡ㛑ফᄩ㗙 [5]Ǆ
⹂ߛഄ䆆ˈḍথ⮙䖛ϡᄩৃᇚϡᄩ⮛ߚ

᳔ᮄ㒳䅵ˈ㑺᳝ 1/6 ⱘ㚆啘ཛᙷ᳝ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛

Ўॳথᗻ㒻থᗻϸ⾡Ǆ㚆啘ཛီৢৠሙৢҢ㛑ফᄩ

ˈ㗠Ϩϧᆊᄺ㗙Ԅ䅵कᑈݙᎲᆊℸ᭄ؐᇚछ㟇 1/3

㗙Ўॳথᗻϡᄩ⮛˗᳝᳒䖛ཞˈᑊ⫳ϟᇣᄽ˗㱑᳝䖛ཞ

Ǆ㽓ᮍᆊ䚼ߚϡᄩϡ㚆ཛ佪ܜ㗗㰥ⱘ⊏⭫ᮍ⊩ᰃ

ˈԚഛᏆ⌕ѻˈᮽѻ⅏㚢ˈ䖥 2 ᑈᏠᳯ⫳㚆㗠ϡ㛑ফᄩ

[1]
[2]

㥃⠽֗ᥦॉ⊩ˈᄤᅿݙҎᎹᥜ㊒ᴃ˄IUI˅ҎᎹᥜ㊒-㚮㚢

㗙Ў㒻থᗻϡᄩ⮛Ǆ

⿏ỡᴃ(IVF)ㄝˈԚ䖭ѯᮍ⊩ⱘ៤ࡳফᄩ⥛ᇮᕜԢǄ䌘᭭
ᇐˈ㣅 35 ቕҹϟཛཇ䞛⫼ҎᎹᥜ㊒-㚮㚢⿏ỡᴃ៤ࡳᗔ
ᄩ⥛ᑇഛা᳝ 29.6%ˈϨ䱣ⴔᑈ啘ⱘ䭓㗠䖙䗳䗦ޣ

[3]

3. ϡᄩ⮛ⱘথ⮙ᴎ⧚

Ǆ㞾

݀ ܗ11 Ϫ㑾ྟህ᳝Ёए⊏⭫ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛ⱘ䆄䕑ˈϔⳈ⊓⫼
㟇ҞǄᴀҎ䖤⫼Ёए䕼䆕⧚䆎㒧ড়㽓एП䕼⮙⊏⭫ϡᄩ⮛ˈ
᳝ᬜഄࡴ䗳њ⊏⭫䖯ሩˈᑊᯢᰒഄᦤ催њཛཇⱘফᄩ⥛Ǆ

3.1 Ёए⮙⮙ᴎ
˄1˅㜒㚒䰇㰮ˈᆦ䰏⒲:

ℸヨ㗙ᜓϢԡৠҕϔ䍋Ңᮍ䴶䅼Ёए⊏⭫ϡᄩϡ㚆

⬅㋴⽔㚒⇨ϡ䎇, ࡴП佂亳ϡ㡖, 䖛亳⫳ ދཊ䜾ࠊક, 㟈ᆦ

⮛ⱘԧӮǄ

˗⫳ݙᗱ㰥䖛ᑺ, ࢇᖗӸ㜒, 㜒㰮ⲯ, 䰏⒲㚲ᅿ㗠ϡ
ᄩ˗Й᳡䙓ᄩ㥃, 㚒⇨ᡥ䚕˗Ўֱᣕ䑿ᴤ㗠㡖亳䖛ᑺ, 㜒

2. ϡᄩ⮛ⱘὖᗉ

㚒ফᤳ, 㟈㚒㰮㜒ᔅˈކӏϡ䇗, 㚲ᅿ༅ݏ㗠ϡᄩǄ

㒧ီৢৠሙϸᑈҹϞⱘ㚆啘ཛˈᗻ⫳⌏ℷᐌজ
[4]

˄2˅㚒䰈ϡ䎇, 㙱䚕㸔㰮:

Ǆ᳝ѯᆊϔѯ⫳Ⅺᄺ

㋴ԧ䰈㰮☿ᯎ, ㊒㸔ϡ䎇˗䭓ᳳ᳡⫼䙓ᄩ㥃ˈᤳӸ㚒㊒˗

⊠ߚݙᄺϧᆊᇚℸᳳ䰤㓽ⷁˈᅮНϡᄩ⮛Ў㢹ཇᮍ 34 ቕ

ࡴПЙီᄩ, ㊒⼲य़, ᖻᗱᙐᗦ, 㙱⇨䚕㒧, ⭣⊘༅ᐌ˗

ҹϟˈཛৠሙ 12 ᳜ˈᗻ⫳⌏ℷᐌজ䙓ᄩ㗠ϡ㛑ফᄩ

Ꮉ㋻ᓴᖭ, ㊒㸔ᱫ㗫, 㟈⇨㸔ϡ, ކӏϡ㛑Ⳍ䌘, ҹ

㗙˗ᰃཇᮍ 35 ቕҹϞˈཛৠሙ 6 ᳜ˈᗻ⫳⌏ℷᐌজ

㟈ϡᄩǄ

䙓ᄩ㗠ϡ㛑ফᄩ㗙ˈ⿄Ўϡᄩ⮛
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˄3˅⇨㸔ϡ䎇, ⯄ݙ䰏:
㋴ԧ㙹㚪, 䖛亳⫬⫰⊍㝏ঞཊࠊક, ᖻᗱ䖛ᑺ, ࢇӸ㜒,
㜒༅ع䖤, ⇨㸔࣪⑤ϡ䎇, ⋹⎆ϡᏗ, ⯄⫳ݙ, 䰏⒲⇨ᴎ, 㚲㛝

ॉᄤ䗣ᯢᡫԧḋ⠽䋼ˈ䰏㊒ᄤこ䗣ॉᄤᨘ㊒ˈᓩ䍋㞾䑿
⭿ܡডᑨ㗠㟈ϡᄩϡ㚆Ǆ
˄5˅݊ᅗ㋴˖
ர⚳䜦˗ᑈ啘˗ᬒ⭫࣪⭫ৢ˗㊒⼲㋻ᓴˈय़䖛

༅ݏ, 䲒ҹᨘ㊒៤ᄩǄ
˄4˅⛁ݙ㭈ˈ⯔䰏㚲ᅿ˖
㒣ᳳᨘ⫳ϡᜐˈ䋾亳✢⚌⊍㝏ঞ䕯䕷П⠽˗ϗᚙݙӸˈ䚕
㗠࣪☿˗ᴎԧℷ㰮ˈ䙾↦Ь㰮ܹ։㚲ᅿˈ㟈⛁㭈㒧ˈ⯔
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ㄝǄ

4. 䕼⮙㒧ড়䕽䆕ᮑ⊏

㸔ˈذݙ㚲㛝䰏⒲ˈӏ㛝ϡ䗮ˈϡ㛑ᨘ㊒៤ᄩǄ

4.1

3.2 㽓ए⮙ᄺ

Џ⮛: ᑈϡᄩ, ᳜㒣䞣ᇥ, ᣕ㓁ҙ 2-3 , 㒣ᳳᓊᕠ, 㒣㸠ᳳ

ϡᄩϡ㚆⮛ⱘথ⮙ॳᕜϨ䕗ᴖˈ᳝ᯊѦⳌѸ
ঝˈ᳝ᯊৃ㛑Ͼ⮙㋴ৠᯊᄬ㗠ਜ⑤ᗻˈ䖬᳝ⱘ
㟇Ҟॳϡᯢˈℸᶹᯢ⹂ߛⱘ⮙ᑊ䴲ᯧџǄԚཇᗻϡᄩ
⮛থ⮙ॳЏ㽕᳝Ѩ⾡˖ॉᎶˈ䕧ॉㅵˈᅿ乜ঞᄤᅿ⮙ব
㞾䑿⭿ܡᗻ㋴Ǆॳথᗻҹᥦॉ䱰ঞⲚ㜨ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛
䕗㾕ˈ㒻থᗻ߭ҹ䕧ॉㅵ䰏าˈᄤᅿঞᅿ乜㋴䕗ᐌ㾕
[4]

㜒㚒䰇㰮, ᆦ䰏⒲

䯈㝄䝌㝍⮯, ᇣ㝍ޝބ, ⬣ᆦ㙶ދ, ሓ乥᭄, ֓④, ᏺϟ⏙⿔Ǆ
㟠⎵ԧ㚪᳝啓⮩, 㢨ⱑⱑ⒥ ⋹ˈ㛝≝䖳УǄ
䆞ᮁ⡍⚍˖ℸൟ䕗ᐌ㾕,⮙ҎᗻḐݙ, ᄸۏᇥ㿔, ᛕᛳ,
ᖻ䚕ϡФǄ㾕Ѣ㽓एП᮴ᗻϡᄩ⊠ߚݙ༅䇗᠔㟈ϡᄩ,
བ᮴ᥦॉᗻ᳜㒣༅䇗, 咘ԧࡳ㛑ϡܼ (᳝ᥦॉᳳᥦॉৢϡ
㾘߭ߎ㸔ˈ咘ԧᳳⷁѢ 14 ), ⬆⢊㝎ᴎ㛑Ԣϟ㗙Ǆ
ℸൟऩ㒃⫼䩜♌Ё㥃⊏⭫ᬜՇˈ៤ࡳফᄩ⥛ᕜ催Ǆ

Ǆ

˄1˅ॉᎶᗻϡᄩ˖ॉᎶ㋴ᰃཇᗻϡᄩЁ䕗Ўᐌ㾕ⱘ⮙

⊏⭫: ⏽㸹㚒䰇, ع㜒䰸, 䇗㸹ކӏ, ᬷᆦᱪᅿǄ

Ǆ

ᐌ⫼㥃: ҭ♉㜒, ᔧᔦ, ❳ഄˈᴰӆ, 㦳ϱᄤ,ܮখ, 㤃㢧, ⱑᴃ,

•

⼲㒣㊒⼲ᗻ㋴˖ཇᗻᗻ㝎䕈ࡳ㛑㋞хˈᓩ䍋ॉᎶ

㓁ᮁˈ㡒Ǆ

ࡳ㛑༅䇗ˈ᳜㒣༅䇗ˈ᮴ᥦॉᗻ᳜㒣䯁㒣ㄝǄ㊒⼲㋴བ
䖛ᑺ㋻ᓴˈ⛺㰥ᖻӸㄝˈᕅડᗻ㝎䕈㗠ᡥࠊᥦॉǄ
•

ॉᎶ⮒⮙˖ᗹ᜶ᗻॉᎶ♢⮛ˈॉᎶᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ

⮛ˈॉᎶಞ㚓ˈॉᎶ㚓⯸˗ܜᗻॉᎶথ㚆ᓖᐌˈབॉᎶ

ᐌ⫼えԡ: 䩜㜒ֲ,㚒ֲ,ੑ䮼,݇ܗ,ⱒӮ,䎇ϝ䞠,⑾˗㡒♌㜒
ֲˈ㚒ֲˈ ੑ䮼ঞ⼲䯭Ǆ

থ㚆ϡ㡃ˈಞॉᎶಞॉᎶ㓐ড়ᕕㄝᓩ䍋ॉᎶࡳ㛑Ԣϟ

4.2 㚒䰈ϡ䎇ˈ㙱䚕㸔㰮

ॉᎶࡳ⊠ߚݙ㛑䱰Ǆℸ㗠ᕅડ▔㋴ᑇ㸵ˈᇐ㟈ᥦॉ䱰

Џ⮛:ϡᄩ,᳜㒣ܜᕠϡᅮᳳ,䞣ᇥ,⫮㟇䯁㒣ˈ㒣ࠡч㚔

Ǆ

༈⮯,㊒⼲ᖻ䚕ˈ⚺䑕ᯧᗦ, ᳝╂⛁ⲫ∫, ⴵᏂ, ᯧ⮆Ǆ
•

䭓ᳳ᳡⫼䙓ᄩ㥃ᓩ䍋ॉᎶࡳ㛑㋞хˈᇐ㟈᳜㒣༅䇗

䯁㒣ˈ催֗ॉ⊵៤❳㋴ॉᎶᮽ㹄ᑈᳳᦤࠡǄ
•

ܼ䑿ᗻ⮒⮙˖⬆⢊㝎ᴎ㛑Ѷ䖯Ԣϟˈ䞡⮛㊪ሓ⮙

ㄝᓩ䍋ॉᎶࡳ㛑㋞х˗ᗹ᜶ᗻӴᶧ⮙བ㝂㝎♢ˈ㚎㒧Ḍㄝᤳ
ӸॉᎶˈᓩ䍋᱖ᯊᗻ∌ЙᗻϡᄩǄ
˄2˅ᄤᅿᗻϡᄩ˖

㟠㑶ᱫ㑶, 㢨ᇥУ⋹, 㛝ᓺ㒚᭄≝㒚᭄Ǆ
䆞ᮁ⡍⚍˖ℸൟ㾕Ѣ㽓एП催⊠ч㋴㸔⮛ˈ⭿ܡᗻϡᄩ㗙,
䭓ᳳ᳡⫼䙓ᄩ㥃㗙ॉᎶᮽ㹄㗙˄֗ॉ⊵៤❳㋴छ催˅Ǆᐌ
Ԉ᳝㊒⼲ᖻ䚕⮛, ㋻ᓴ⛺㰥⮛Ǆ
⊏⭫: ⒟㚒ݏ㸔, ⭣㙱䇗㒣Ǆ

噝

ܜᗻᄤᅿ⭌ᔶথ㚆ϡܼˈབ⡍㒇㓐ড়ᕕ˗

ᐌ⫼㥃: ቅ㨌㙝, ቅ㥃, ЍⲂ, 佭䰘, ᔧᔦ, ⱑ㡡, ⫳ഄ, ᶌᴲᄤ,ཇ

噝

ᄤᅿݙ㝰♢ˈᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ᄤᅿ㙠⯸˗

䋲ᄤ,ᯅ㦆㤝ˈ䝌ᵷҕǄ

噝

⌕ѻˈߚࠂᅿৢᤳӸᄤᅿˈᓩ䍋ᛳᶧ˗

噝

ܜᗻᅿ乜থ㚆ϡ㡃ˈᅿ乜ݙষᵒᓯˈᅿ乜⣁じˈᅿ
乜♢ᅿ乜㊰⚖ㄝᕅડ㊒ᄤ䕧䗕ᨘ㊒ॉⴔᑞǄ

˄3˅䕧ॉㅵᗻϡᄩ˖䕧ॉㅵ㋴ᰃᓩ䍋ϡᄩ⮛ⱘ䞡㽕ॳ
ПϔǄ
噝

⫳Ⅺ䘧ᗹ᜶ᗻ♢⮛ᛳᶧ˗

噝

Ⲛ㜨♢ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ㄝডথ˗ᅿᄩㄝᤳ
Ӹ⸈ണ䕧ॉㅵϞⲂˈᇐ㟈䕧ॉㅵ䰏าঞⲚ㜨㉬䖲㗠
ϡᄩǄ

˄4˅ॳϡᯢᗻϡᄩঞ⭿ܡᗻϡᄩ˖ᇍ䚼ߚॳϡᯢⱘϡ

ᐌ⫼えԡ: 㝜ֲˈ㙱ֲ, 㚒ֲ, ݇ܗ,ᄤᅿ, ݇ݙ, ড়䈋, 㸔⍋, ϝ
䰈Ѹ, ⑾ˈކǄ
4.3 ⇨㸔ϡ䎇, ⯄ݙ䰏
Џ⮛: ᑈϡᄩ, 㒣㸠䞣ᇥᓊᳳ, ⫮㟇䯁㒣, ᳜㒣ϡ䇗, ᭄
᳜ϡ㸠,㸠߭䞣, ᣕ㓁਼᭄⫮㟇᭄᳜, ᔶԧ㙹㚪, ⼲⮆ரⴵ, ༈
ᯣϡ⏙Ǆ 㟠⎵, 㢨ⱑⱑ⒥㝏, 㛝▵㒚㗠⒥Ǆ
䆞ᮁ⡍⚍˖ℸൟ㾕ᮐॉᎶಞ㚓ˈಞॉᎶಞॉᎶ㓐ড়
ᕕ, ࡳ⊠ߚݙ㛑㋞х㗙ঞ㙹㚪⮙ҎǄ

ᄩཛཇ䖯㸠⭿ܡᄺẔᶹˈথ⦄䚼ߚҎⱘ㸔⏙/ᅿ乜㉬⎆ݙ

⊏⭫: 㸹Ⲟ⇨㸔, ع㜒➹࣪⯄Ǆ

ᄬ᳝ᡫ㊒ᄤᡫԧˈѻ⫳ৠ⾡ᓖԧᡫ㊒ᄤ⭿ܡডᑨˈᓩ䍋㊒

ᐌ⫼㥃: ܮখ,㢡ᴃ,㤃㢧, 䰜Ⲃ, ञ,ᔧᔦ, Ꮁ㡢, ḗҕ,ⱖࠎˈ

ᄤѦⳌޱ䲚ˈϻ༅⌏⅏ѵ˗᳝ⱘ㸔⏙Ё䖬ᄬ᳝ᇍ㞾䑿

Ⲟ↡㤝Ǆ
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ᐌ⫼えԡ: ⱒӮ, ᵶ, ⇨⍋, ᔦᴹ, 㜒ֲ, 㚒ֲ, 䎇ϝ䞠, Є䱚,ϝ
䰈ѸǄ

September 2010

えǄ
㒣Ё㥃䩜♌⊏⭫ 6 ਼ˈ᳜㒣਼ᳳ䇗㟇 30 ˈ㒣㸔䞣ℷ

4.4 ⛁ݙ㭈ˈ⯔䰏㚲ᅿ
Џ⮛: ϡᄩ, ᳜㒣ܜᳳ䞣ˈ㒣㸠ϡ⬙, ዽⓣϟ㸔, 㒣㸔㋿
ᱫ᳝⯔ഫ, Ԉ㝄㝍⮐⮯, 㒣ࠡч㚔,ᖗ⚺ᯧᗦ,Ѩᖗ⚺⛁ˈষᑆ
ষ㢺ˈᏺϟ䞣Ǆ㟠ᱫ㑶᳝⯔᭥, 㢨ⱑ咘८㝏, 㛝ᓺ⒥
᭄Ǆ
䆞ᮁ⡍⚍˖ℸൟ㾕Ѣ᜶ᗻⲚ㜨♢, ᄤᅿ㙠⯸ˈᄤᅿݙ㝰⿏

ᐌˈҙ᳝ᇥ䆌ᇣ⯔㸔ഫˈ㊒⼲ᯢᰒད䕀Ǆ䇗ᮍৢ㒻㓁⊏⭫Ѩ
਼ˈᔧ݊ޚ خݡIVF ⊏⭫ᯊˈ୰ഄথ⦄Ꮖ៤ࡳ㞾✊ᗔ
ᄩˈᑊѢ 2006 ᑈ䎇᳜乎ѻϔعᒋ⬋၈Ǆ
⮙՟Ѡ˖ॉᎶᮽ㹄ড়ᑊᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ঞॉᎶಞ㚓
Lucy, 34 ቕˈଚഎ㒣⧚Ǆ

ԡ⮛ˈ䕧ॉㅵ䰏า, ⭿ܡᗻϡᄩ˄ᡫ㊒ᄤᡫԧ䰇ᗻ/Ꮌీ

⮙˖㞾 15 ቕ߱╂ेᙷ᳜㒣ϡ䇗ˈ਼ᳳ 25 ࠄ 46 П䯈ˈ

㒚㚲䰇ᗻ˅ঞᅿᄩˈ⌕ѻҎ⌕ᴃৢǄ

Ϩ⮯㒣⫮ˈ㒣㸔䞣Ǆ19 ቕྟ᳡䙓ᄩ㥃Ⳉࠄ 30 ቕˈಯᑈࠡ

⊏⭫: Ⲟ㚒ݏ㊒ˈ⏙⛁߽, ⌏㸔࣪⯔Ǆ

ذ᳡䙓ᄩ㥃ˈ℆㞾✊ᗔᄩैᵰǄ᳒Ѣ 2006 ᑈخ㸔࣪偠䆕
ᅲ᮴ᥦॉˈПৢ᳡कϾ᳜ⱘܟ㔫㉇㢀˄ϸϾ⭫˅ˈᑊخϔ

ᐌ⫼: ⎿㕞㯓ˈᶌᴲᄤˈⲞ↡㤝, 佭䰘,Ѝখ,䌸㡡, ᖡހ㮸ˈ䔺

ᄤᅿݙҎᎹᥜ㊒ˈԚഛ៤ࡳǄϝϾ᳜ࠡᄤᅿ䬰ᶹߎ᳝Ϲ

ࠡᄤ, 㭣㢵ҕˈ咘ᶣǄ

䞡ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ঞᎺॉᎶಞ㚓ˈ䆞Ўᇐ㟈ϡᄩⱘॳˈѢ

ᐌ⫼えԡ: ॄූˈ᳆∴, ড়䈋,ᔦᴹ, 㸔⍋,ᵶˈ䰈䱉⊝ˈഄᴎ,

ᰃᴃߛ䰸ᓖԡПᄤᅿݙ㝰ˈᳳᳯ㛑ሑᖿخݡҎᎹᥜ㊒ࡽ

ކ, ϝ䰈ѸǄ

5. ൟ⮙՟

ᄩǄԚᴃৢ᳜݊㒣਼ᳳ㓽ⷁЎ 19 㟇 25 ˈϨ᳜㒣Ѡⱘ
֗ॉ⊵៤❳㋴˄FSH˅छ催㟇 18.6 iu/lˈ䲠Ѡ䝛˄E2˅䰡Ԣ
Ў 78 pmol/lˈ㹿䆞ЎॉᎶᮽ㹄ˈए䰶ਞⶹ᮴⊩خҎᎹᥜ㊒ˈ
䱣ህ䆞Ѣ៥Ǆ

⮙՟ϔ˖ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ԈॉᎶಞ㚓ˈᄤᅿ㙠⯸ঞ䕧ॉㅵ䰏

Џ⮛˖㊒⼲ᖻ䚕ˈ⛺㰥㋻ᓴˈ㒣ࠡ⚺䑕ϡᅝˈᯊ╂⛁ˈ᳜㒣

า

䞣ˈ਼ᳳⷁˈ༈⮯ᯊˈᯧ⮆ˈ㟠㑶ˈ㢨ᇥˈ㛝≝㒚Ǆ

Sophie, 32 ቕˈ⽣߽䰶㒣⧚Ǆ

䕼䆕˖⇨䰈ϡ䎇ˈ㙱䚕㸔㰮ˈ⯔䰏㚲ᅿǄ

⮙˖ϡᄩ 5 ᑈˈ㞾 17 ቕ߱╂े᳝⮯㒣ˈ᳜㒣䞣ˈ།᳝

⊏߭˖㸹䰈Ⲟ⇨ˈݏ㸔ᶨ㙱ˈ࣪⯔⏙ᅿǄ

䆌⯔㸔ഫˈԈ᳝ᗻѸ⮯ˈ⬣ᆦ㙶ދǄ᳒᳡䙓ᄩ㥃 10 ᑈҹ

Ё㥃˖ܿ⦡Ⲟ↡Ќড়݁ੇഄ咘ЌЎЏˈ䗝䜡ࡴੇ䗡䘹Ќˈ㸔

ޣᇥ᳜㒣䞣ˈ㓧㾷⮯㒣⮛⢊Ǆ5 ᑈࠡذ᳡䙓ᄩ㥃ৢߎ⦄᳜㒣

ᑰ䗤⯔ЌǄ

ϡ䇗ˈϨ⮯㒣জǄ᳒Ѣ 2002 ᑈخᄤᅿ䬰Ẕᶹ䆞ᮁЎϹ䞡
ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ˈϨԈ᳝Ꮊ䕧ॉㅵฉาˈॉᎶಞ㚓ঞᄤᅿ㙠

䩜♌˖ⱒӮˈ݇⇨ˈܗ⍋ˈ᳆∴ˈড়䈋ˈ䎇ϝ䞠ˈϝ䰈Ѹˈ

⯸ˈ㹿ਞⶹϡৃ㛑㞾✊ᗔᄩǄϸᑈݙ᳒خњϝᴃߛ䰸ᓖ

⑾ˈ㚒ֲǄ

ԡПᄤᅿݙ㝰ॉᎶಞ㚓ˈԚᴃৢ 2-3 ᳜ेজথǄ᳒ϡ

ᑊḍ⮙Ҏ᳜㒣਼ᳳঞ⮙ᚙব࣪䱣ᯊ䇗ᮍ⫼㥃Ǆ

ᄩϡ㚆⮛ϧ⾥ए䰶خ䖛ϸᄤᅿݙҎᎹᥜ㊒˄IUI˅ˈϸ

㒣䖛ಯ਼ⱘ䩜♌Ё㥃⊏⭫ˈ᳜㒣਼ᳳᘶࠄ 27 ˈ

ҎᎹᥜ㊒-㚮㚢⿏ỡ˄IVF˅ϔޏދ㚮㚢⿏ỡ(FER)ˈԚ

㒣㸔䞣ℷᐌˈ㒣㸠ಯ᮹П FSH 䰡㟇 10.2 iu/lˈ䲠Ѡ䝛छ㟇

ഛ៤ࡳǄ2005 ᑈ᳔ৢϔ IVF ⊏⭫༅䋹ৢজخᄤᅿ䬰Ẕ

138 pmol/lˈഛℷᐌؐ㣗ೈˈݙϨ䍙ໄ⋐Ẕᶹ䆕ᅲ᳝ᥦॉǄ

ᶹˈথ⦄ᄤᅿݙ㝰ᓖԡ⮛ࡴϹ䞡ˈϨϢ݊㝔㛅ঞ㒧㙴㉬

䇗ᮍ㒻㓁⊏⭫ϝϾ᳜㗠៤ࡳ㞾✊ᗔᄩǄᄩᳳعᒋˈ䎇᳜乎ѻ

䖲ˈϡᕫϡخݡᄤᅿݙ㝰࠹⾏ᴃˈПৢ㹿ҟ㒡ࠄᴀ䆞᠔

ϔعᒋཇ၈䞡 8lb3ozˈ⦄ᏆϔቕकϾ᳜Ǆ

خЁए⊏⭫Ǆ
Џ⮛˖᳜㒣ϡ䇗ˈ਼ᳳ 35-49 П䯈ˈ㒣㸔䞣ˈ།⯔㸔
ഫˈ⮯㒣⫮ˈ⬣ᆦ㙶ˈދ㝄⮯ˈሓ乥᭄ˈ⮆Уˈ㊒⼲ᡥ
䚕ˈ⛺㰥ϡᅝˈ༅ˈ䴶䚼⮸⮂ᯢᰒǄ㟠ᱫ㑶᳝⯔⚍ˈ㢨ⱑ
㝏ˈ㛝≝㒚Ǆ
䕼䆕˖㙱䚕㜒㚒ϸ㰮ˈᆦ⯔䰏㚲ᅿ
⊏߭˖⭣㙱䇗㒣ˈ⌏㸔࣪⯔ˈ⏽䰇ᬷᆦˈع㜒⼯

⮙՟ϝ˖ಞॉᎶ㓐ড়ᕕԈথᗻ⹀࣪⮛
Sallyˈ35 ቕˈ݀ৌ㨷џ䭓Ǆ
⮙˖ 1998 ᑈ㹿䆞ЎಞॉᎶ㓐ড়ᕕঞথᗻ⹀࣪⮛Ǆ᳜
㒣਼ᳳ㋞хˈ㒣㸔䞣ᇥ䋼⿔ˈ㒣ৢ᳝ߎ㸔Ǆ݊ϜЎ݀ৌ㒣
⧚ˈᎹ㋻ᓴᖭˈ⮆ˈ⫮Ϩ㞾ᑐᙷϹ䞡⮍Ǆཛ䆩ᄩ
ϗᑈˈ᳒خ䖛ϸҎᎹᥜ㊒ϔᄤᅿݙ㚮㚢⿏ỡᑊ៤ࡳফ

Ё㥃˖㒣ᳳ 4 ᮹㟇 14 ᮹᳡ܿ⦡Ⲟ↡Ќ䜡Ḗᵱ㤃㢧Ќ˗㒣ᳳ

ᄩˈԚϸഛϡᑌ⌕ѻˈϔѢ 2004 ᑈ䎇᳜ࠪ㝍ѻϔཇ

15 ᮹㟇 25 ᮹᳡ᱪᅿᄩᄤЌ㙝㢕㪝Ќ䜡Ḗᵱ㤃㢧ЌǄ㒣ᳳ

ܓǄⳐᳯ⫳ݡϔᄤˈԚᚻᗩ IVF 㥃⠽ࡴ䞡݊থᗻ⹀࣪⮛⮙

26 ᮹㟇ϟ㒣㸠 3 ᮹ˈ᳡䇗㒣㸹㸔Ќ⮯㒣Ќ䜡䗡䘹Ќ

ᚙˈҹঞ⊏⭫༅䋹ⱘ㊒⼲ᠧߏ㗠ᬒᓗǄ㒣᳟টҟ㒡ˈࠡᴹህ

䩜♌পえ˖ⱒӮˈˈ݇ݙᵶˈ݇ˈܗᄤᅿˈ㸔⍋ˈ䎇ϝ

䆞Ǆ

䞠ˈϝ䰈Ѹˈˈކ㚒ֲˈ㜒ֲˈੑ䮼Ǆ

Џ⮛˖᳜㒣㋞хˈ਼ᳳ 30 㟇 70 П䯈ˈ㒣䞣ᇥˈ䋼⿔⎵
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བ∈ˈ㒣ࠡᚙ㒾Ԣ㨑ˈ⚺䑕ᯧᗦˈ㒣ৢᣕ㓁⚍Ⓢߎ㸔 10-14
ˈ⮆Уˈঠϟ㙶ࠎ⮯咏Ǆ㟠⎵㑶ˈ㢨ⱑ㝏ˈ㛝▵
㒚Ǆ

6ˊ ᘏ㒧
ϡᄩ⮛⦄ϡҙ䍞ᴹ䍞᱂䘡ˈ㗠Ϩ䍞ᴹ䍞ᴖǄЎ

䕼䆕˖ ⇨㸔ϡ䎇ˈ㜒㚒ϸ㰮།㙱䚕
⊏߭˖Ⲟ⇨ݏ㸔ˈ⭣㙱ع㜒㸹㚒

⦄ҷᕜཛཇ䖳㽕ᄽᄤⱘᑈ啘ˈ᳡⫼䙓ᄩ㥃៤њᐌ⫼ⱘ䙓
ᄩᮑǄЙ᳡ℸ㥃֓ᕅડ݊ࡳ⊠ߚݙ㛑ˈᇐ㟈ԧ▔ݙ㋴∈ᑇ

Ё㥃˖ҹР叵ⱑЌড়ᱪᅿᄩᄤЌЎЏˈ䗝䜡েᔦЌˈ䗡䘹

㋞х㗠ϡᄩǄᔧ݊䆩ᄩᑈ༅䋹ৢˈᮍᛣ䆚ࠄৃ㛑Ϣᑈ啘᳝

Ќ

݇ˈ䱣ᇏ∖䗳ᄩП⊩བᄤᅿݙҎᎹᥜ㊒ᴃˈҎᎹᥜ㊒-ᄤᅿ

䩜♌˖ⱒӮˈॄූˈ⇨ˈܗ݇ˈ݇ݙ⍋ˈᄤᅿˈ䎇ϝ䞠ˈϝ
䰈Ѹˈˈކ㚒ֲˈ㜒ֲ
ৠᯊḍ⮙ᚙব࣪ঞ᳜㒣਼ᳳϡৠ䰊↉ˈ䱣ᯊ䇗ᮍǄ

ݙ㚮㚢⿏ỡᴃП㉏Ǆ᳔㒜ˈᔧ᠔᳝ৃ䆩П⊩ഛ༅䋹ৢˈ℆ҹ
៥Ёएϔ䆩Ǆᬙℸˈ݊⮙ᚙᴖˈϨᐌ᳝㋻ᓴ⛺㰥ǄЁए
䆕ᯢϡҙৃࡽ݊៤ࡳ㞾✊ᗔᄩˈᖙ㽕ᯊᇮৃ㒧ড়݊ᅗ䕙ࡽ⭫
⊩֗ᄩǄ

㒣Ё㥃䩜♌⊏⭫ϸ਼ৢˈϔ᳜㒣਼ᳳЎ 37 ˈԚ
㒣䞣ҡ⿔ᇥǄ㒻㓁⊏⭫ϔ᳜ˈ᳜㒣਼ᳳ䇗㟇 28 ˈ㒣ࠡ᮴
⚺䑕ˈϨ㒣䞣ˈ㒣ᳳ 14 Ꮊে䰈䘧᳝㲟⏙ḋߚ⊠
⠽ˈ㒣ৢ⚍Ⓢߎ㸔㓽ⷁЎ 3 Ǆᅜᮍ⊏ݡϸ᳜㗠㞾✊ᗔᄩˈ

ℸḍᴀҎЈᑞ㒣偠ˈᘏ㒧ὖ⬹ߎ⊏⭫ϡᄩ⮛ⱘ
Ͼ㽕⚍˖
1)

ϡᄩ⮛ⱘ⮙᳝ᕜˈЎњ㛑⹂ޚ᳝ᬜഄ⊏⭫ϡᄩ

ᄩᳳҹع㜒㸹㚒ᅝ㚢ЎЏˈ㒻㓁⊏⭫㟇ᄩ 16 ਼ˈعᒋ᮴

⮛ˈ᳔䞡㽕ⱘᰃ㽕ᡒߎ݊⮙ḍͲ⮙ПᴀǄ݊ᐌ㾕ॳ᳝

ᘭˈѢ 2007 ᑈ 11 ᳜䎇᳜乎ѻϔعᒋ⬋၈Ǆ

㜒㚒ϸ㰮ˈ㙱䚕㸔㰮ˈ⯄ݙ㭈ঞ⯔䰏㚲ᅿǄ
2)

⊏⭫ϡᄩ⮛ⱘ݇䬂ॳ߭ᰃ:ع㜒㸹㚒ˈ࣪⯄⼯ˈݏ䰈
㸹㸔ˈ⭣㙱⌏㸔࣪⯔Ǆ

⮙՟ಯ: 㒻থᗻϡᄩ⮛-咘ԧࡳ㛑ϡܼ
Kathryn, 41 ቕˈⲥ⣅䭓ᅬǄ
⮙˖ 13 ᑈࠡ㞾✊ᗔᄩࠪ㝍ѻϔཇ,㞾ཇܓϸቕৢ䆩ᄩᑈ

3)

ϡৃ⊹Ѣ㽓ए䆞ᮁǄ
4)

᳝ᬜⱘ⊏⭫ᮍ⊩Ǆ
5)

ᑊܼ䴶Ẕᶹথ⦄᳝ᓖᐌ, 㹿ਞⶹሲ᮴ᗻϡᄩǄПৢᬙ

خҎᎹᥜ㊒-㚮㚢⿏ỡ⊏⭫ˈԚҡҹ༅䋹ਞ㒜Ǆ2004 ᑈ 1 ᳜

⊏⭫ཇᮍৠᯊˈϔᅮ㽕ᶹ݊ϜП㊒ᄤ᭄䞣䋼䞣ˈ
ᖙ㽕ᯊ⬋ᮍгᑨফЁए⊏⭫ˈҹᦤ催ཇᮍᗔᄩ

Ϣ݊ࠡ⾏ီˈ㒻㓁Ϣᮄ⬋ট David 䆩ᄩ 5 ᑈԭഛ༅䋹ǄѢ
2003 ᑈᶹߎ݊⬋টП㊒ᄤ⌏ࡼ⥛Ԣˈ㹿䆞ЎϡᄩПॳǄ䱣

䚼ߚϡᄩ⮛ཛཇ䛑ϡ㛑ᗔᄩ㗠⚺ᙐˈ㋻ᓴ⛺㰥Ǆ
ℸᐂࡽ⮙Ҏ㊒⼲ᬒᵒᕜ᳝ᖙ㽕ˈ㗠䩜♌ᰃϔ⾡䴲ᐌ

ݡ៤ࡳǄᗔᄩཇܓᳳ䯈᳒ᣕ㓁ߎ㸔ϝ᳜ˈϨѻৢߎ㸔ˈ
᳜㒣਼ᳳ㓽ⷁˈᥦॉৢ䰈䘧᳝⚍Ⓢߎ㸔Ǆ᳒ⳟԡཛ⾥ए⫳

ሑㅵ㽓ए䆞ᮁৃҹ䕙ࡽЁए⊏⭫ϡᄩ⮛ˈԚЈᑞϞߛ

⥛Ǆ
6)

ᑈϡᄩˈЙ䆩ᅗ⊩ˈࠖ䞣▔㋴㉏㥃⠽᳝Ӹ
㚒Ǆᬙϔᮺᗔᄩˈᖙ㸹㚒ݏ㸔ᅝ㚢ˈ乘䰆⌕ѻǄ

∖䆞Ѣ៥ˈ℆ᇱ䆩Ё㥃䩜♌⊏⭫Ǆ
Џ⮛˖᳜㒣਼ᳳⷁˈϨᥦॉৢ䰈䘧ϡ㾘߭ߎ㸔 2-3 ,᳝ᯊ⫮

খ㗗᭛⤂

㟇ᣕ㓁㟇᳜㒣ᴹ╂Ǆ⬣ᆦ㙶ދ, 䘛ᆦষᣛথ䴦ˈᔶԧ⍜

(㾕㣅᭛〓)

⯺ˈ䝋⠅䖤ࡼˈ㟠⎵, 㢨㭘ⱑ, 㛝≝䖳Ǆ
䕼䆕˖㜒㚒ϸ㰮, ކӏϡ䇗, ᅿᆦϡᄩ
⊏߭: ع㜒㸹㚒, 䇗ކӏ, ᱪᅿࡽᄩ
Ё㥃: ҭ㣙, ҭ♉㜒, ᔧᔦ, ❳ഄ, ቅ㥃, ቅ㤅㨌, 㡒, 㦳ϱᄤ, ᶌ
ᴲᄤ, ḥᆘ⫳, Ꮁᮁ, ᴰӆЎᴀᮍ, ∈✢᳡ˈ᮹ϔࠖǄᑊᚙ
䱣ᯊ䇗ᮍǄ
䩜♌: 㜒ֲ,㚒ֲ,ੑ䮼,݇ܗ,ᔦᴹ,䎇ϝ䞠,ϝ䰈Ѹ,⑾ˈ✻⍋ˈ
⬭ˈ↣਼ϔǄ
ᑊఅ݊ذℶ࠻⚜䖤ࡼˈৠᯊ㒭݊⬋ট᳡Ѩᄤ㸡ᅫЌঞ
㢕㪝㸹㚒ЌП㉏ҹᦤ催݊㊒ᄤ᭄䞣䋼䞣Ǆ
䱣⮛ࡴ⭫⊏ޣಯ਼ˈ᳜㒣਼ᳳᘶ㟇 28 ˈᥦॉৢߎ
㸔⍜༅ˈ⊏ݡಯ਼㗠㞾✊ᗔᄩǄᄩᳳࠡϝ᳜↣਼䩜♌ϔˈ
ᑊ䜡᳡Ё៤㥃㸹㚒ᅝ㚢Ǆᄩᳳعᒋˈ᮴ӏԩߎ㸔ˈ㚢ܓথ㚆
ϔߛℷᐌˈѢ 2004 ᑈ 12 ᳜䎇᳜乎ѻϔعᒋཇ၈Ǆϔᑈৢݡ
㞾✊ᗔᄩˈᑊѢ 43 ቕᯊজ⫳ϔⓖ҂ཇ⦄ˈܓЎϝԡग䞥
П↡ˈ㞾䈾ϡᏆǄ
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A Useful Technique to Strenthen Acupuncture Effect ņ
“Shaoshanhuo” & “Toutianliang”
“Shaoshanhuo” ņ the Fire is produced like burning on the mountain;
“Toutianliang” ņ the Cool is produced like penetrating up into the Heaven.
Dan Jiang, TCM consultant MMedSci, FATCM, MBAcC
I attended a seminar a few weeks ago on an
interesting subject: ---- special acupuncture techniques:
Shaoshanhuo & Toutianliang (Shao & Tou in short)
which was given by an acupuncture expert, Mr Yonghua
Shan who was invited by Prof Ye Zhang from Shanghai
University of TCM in China. I heard about Shao & Tou
and knew that they are unique acupuncture techniques
from ancient acupuncturists in China. If you know how
to do it well, you can make a miracle clinical result. I
wanted to learn this technique for ages, so I went to
attend this seminar.
Mr Shan talked very well on Shaoshanhuo &
Toutianliang from their theoretic source in classical
literatures of acupuncture, manipulating method and
clinical adaptations. After studying the technique of
Shao & Tou and practicing them in my clinic, I
recognize they are really wonderful techniques which are
able to show a stronger effect than ordinary acupuncture.
So I would like to share my knowledge and clinical
experience with my colleagues here.
When practicing in the UK, we know that more
Western patients here trust and accept acupuncture rather
than herbal medicine. Especially in last a few of years,
some prejudice on herbs may have influenced patients.
So we have to pay more attention to a good acupuncture
technique and make a stronger treating power to get the
best effect, even cure the disease for the patients who
accept only acupuncture, but don’t or can’t accept herbal
medicine; or though they have accepted both
acupuncture and herbal medicine, we can’t still get a
good enough effect to treat his or her disease or clinical
condition due to the limited treatment frequencies here
which can be afforded by the patients in the private
clinic. Shao& Tou indeed are special acupuncture
techniques with a good and strong treating power and
effect.
Shaoshanhuo and Toutianliang as special
acupuncture techniques were explained in many classical
literatures: such as <Simple Question in Emperor
Classical of Internal Medicine 咘 Ᏹ  ݙ㒣 ˈ ㋴ 䯂 >,
<Rhymed Prose on Gold Needles --- 䞥 䩜 䌟 >,
<Highlights of Acupuncture 䩜♌៤>ˈ<Questions
and Answers on Acupuncture䩜♌䯂ㄨ>, <Compendium
of Acupuncture 䩜♌㘮㣅> and so on.
Ā Shaoshanghuo ā ( ⚻ ቅ ☿ ) means the fire is
produced like it burning on the mountain; it is an
exaggerative explanation on the warming effect
produced from a special acupuncture technique.
Ā Toutianliang ā ˄ 䗣   ˅ ޝmeans the cool is
produced like staying in the Heaven; it also is an

exaggerative explanation on the cooling effect produced
from a special acupuncture technique.

1. Manipulation and its key points of
Shaoshanhuo and Toutianliang
Initially, you should use your left hand (if you
manipulate needles with your right hand) to find and
press the point which you elect to manage the special
technique on, then you manage your right hand
following the steps at the table as below (seeing next
page).
Notices while you are manipulating:
1) The point which is elected should lie at a thick
muscle. Try not applying to points on the face, head,
truck or the superficial parts of extremities.
2) During the manipulation, you should keep an
intensive eye on the patient. If he or she suddenly
feels generally hot, sweaty, nauseous, or faint, you
should terminate the manipulation immediately.
3) All of manipulations should go further on after you
get the feeling of Qi (Deqi);
4) After a course of manipulation, the needle should
remain for 15-20 min. When the needle remains
after a Toutianliang is manipulated, you can
intermittently scratch and shake the handle of needle
to strengthen the effect.
5) During the manipulation, the practitioner should keep
concentrating on the needle. (The mind is held, ᛣᅜ)

2. Clinical adaptations of Shaoshanhuo
and Toutianliang
Shaoshanhuo: it is a stronger warming and reinforcing
technique of acupuncture which is adapted to these
conditions:
1) Severe external and internal coldness;
2) Deficiency of the Vitality Gate (Mingmen) and the
Original Qi;
3) Severe deficiency of Organs and Meridian.
Toutianliang: it is a stronger technique of clearing the
Heat which is adapted to these conditions:
1)
2)
3)

Excessive Heat pattern;
The Heat in the Organs and Meridians;
Wind-stroke, Summer-stroke, Hay fever and mental
disorder.
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Shaoshanhuo:

Toutianliang:

The method of the needle
penetrating in

The needle penetrates at three levels
(Superficial, middle and deep) from
the exterior to the interior
respectively at the point.

The needle penetrates at three levels
(deep, middle and superficial) from
the interior to the exterior
respectively at the point.

The penetration of needle is related to
the breathing of the patient

The needle penetrates to the
superficial level when patient is
breathing out.

The needle penetrates directly to the
deep level when patient is breathing
in.

The direction of needle’s twisting

After you get the feeling of Qi
(Deqi), you twist the needle with a
forward direction of your thumb.

After you get the feeling of Qi
(Deqi), you twist the needle with a
backward direction of your thumb.

The times of needle’s twisting

Nine times of needle’s twisting at
each level

Six times of needle’s twisting at each
level

The method of manipulation

The needle is put in from the exterior
to the interior divided at three levels
for three time; and out for also three
times.

The needle is put in from the interior
to the exterior divided at three levels
for three times, and out for also three
times.

The principle of manipulation

Quickly and heavily insert the needle
into each level; and slowly and
lightly lift it up.

Slowly and lightly insert the needle
into each level and quickly and
heavily lift it up.

Reaction of the patient

After Deqi, patient should feel warm
around the point. This sensation may
radiate along the meridian

After Deqi, patient should feel cool
around of the point. This sensation
may radiate along the meridian

The time of the needle’s withdrawing

Withdraw the needle while patient is
breathing in and press the hole
immediately.

Withdraw the needle while patient is
breathing out, without the hole being
pressed.

3 Case studies:
The Cases who are given “Shaoshanhuo” and his /her
reaction:
Case 1: Motor Neuron Syndrome
Mr D H is 62 year old IT engineer who has been
diagnosed with Motor Neuron Syndrome (MNS) for
more than 3 years. He has paralysis and atrophy of one
arm, which gradually developed in both arms, and then
developed in the two legs. He displays paralysis and
atrophy at the four limbs at present with a weaker than
three degree of myodynamia and has to stay in the
wheelchair all the time. Neurologists gave him a
respiratory machine to promote his oxygen exchange
during the night for preventing a breathing failure while
he is sleeping.
The identification of patterns in TCM in his case is
the exhaustion of the Original Yang and Qi in the Vitality
Gate, accumulated dampness and stasis of blood.
He has regular weekly acupuncture and herbal
medicine for strengthening muscle and bone; reinforcing
the Spleen and the Kidney and warning the Vitality Gate
and Yang Qi for over a year. The speed of the disease’s
progression has been reducing and his organs have been
protected which all of them are maintained in a good
function. All of his life signs showed a good condition.
The regular acupuncture for him is:

Scalp acupuncture: relevant areas of Motor district,
Motor-sensation area at feet
Body acupuncture:
Fengchi (Gb20)

Futu (St32)

Zusanli (St36)

Qimen (Sp11)

Taiyuan (Lu9)

Sanyinjiao (Sp6)

Rangu ( Ki 10)

Zhaohai (Ki6)

Taixi (Ki3)

Quchi (Li11)

Hegu (Li4)

Lieque ( Lu7)

Yinlingquan (Sp9)
Electric acupuncture: to elect two groups of the above
points in each treatment with 2hz of intermittent wave.
(In general, he can tolerate 2hz of the electricity)
Though all of TCM treating methods have been
given to him, but it still seems too weak to effectively
treat this severe case. Except paralysis and atrophy of his
limbs, he always manifests frozen cold at the extremities
and a purple color on the general skin, aversion to cold,
swelling in the lower legs; light purple tongue with less
white coating, wiry- fine pulse.
Because exhaustion of the Vitality gate and
deficiency of the Original Qi are recognized as the main
pathology at present, so I decide to perform
‘ShaoShanHuo’ on him.
On 8th July, after regular scalp acupuncture, I
applied a few of points in meridians of stomach, spleen
and kidney on the body acupuncture and elect the point
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Zusanli St36 on the left leg to do a course of
Shaoshanhuo.
The reaction from him was:
1)

2)

3)

hile I am manipulating the needle at the middle
level, he starts to feel warm at the point. This
sensation radiates along the meridian down to the
foot in same side.
hen I connected the electricity on the relevant
needles, he can’t bear the same electricity which he
was always given in the past. The electricity which
he is able to bear is lower by 0.2 hz than the general
one;
he Shaoshanhuo is performed at St36, or Sp9
alternately each week, and he gets warm feeling in
every time.

Analysis: It is hard to control such severe case although
all of the TCM therapies have been used. When he is
given Sahshanhuo, the Yang Qi in his body is agitated,
and self-reaction increased, so he has become intolerant
to the general electricity which was given to him in the
past. This is a sign to show that Shaoshanhuo possesses
a stronger power than ordinary acupuncture.
Case 2 Infertility caused by the early failure of the
ovaries
Ms H C is a 42 years old technician who has not
had a successful result since she tried to get pregnant for
more than 3 years. She started to have delaying periods,
even amenorrhea 2-3 times during the last couple of
years. She also feels anxious, nervous, depression, hot
flashes and insomnia, so she looked for a TCM treatment
to promote her pregnancy and prevent early menopause.
The diagnosis in conventional western medicine for
her is: Infertility caused by the early failure of her
ovaries; The identification of patterns in TCM for her is:
Yang deficiency of Spleen and Kidney Infertility caused
by coldness in the uterus.
Acupuncture:
Baihui (Du20)

Qihai (Ren 6)

Guanyuan (Ren 3)

Zulinqi (Gb41)

Taixi (Ki 3)

Sanyinjiao (Sp 6)

Yingu ( Ki 10)

Zhaohai (Ki 6)

Yinlingquan (Sp9)

Waiguan (Sj5)

Zigong (Ext)

After the above points have been penetrated by
needles, a course of Shaoshanhuo is performed at
Yinlingquan Sp9 on the right leg.
The reaction from her was:

1) She gets a warm feeling immediately under the
skin at the point when I start to perform
Shashanhuo at Yinlingquan Sp6, then she feels
this warm sensation moving down to her foot on
the same side.

September 2010

2) She has regular acupuncture every two weeks
given at the above points and Shaoshanhuo
technique at Yinlingquan Sp9 in each side of the
leg interchangeably.
W
She has her period in 27-28 days cycles at
present.
Analysis: For this case that has a typical Yang deficiency
of spleen and kidney and infertility caused by the
excessive coldness in the uterus at W
the particular period
when she may be getting an early menopause, it is
necessary to do Shaoshanhuo to her, which may play a
determinable role to prevent the possible early failure of
her ovaries. Meanwhile, these courses of shaoshanhuo
have increased the necessary treating power for her, who
T every two weeks.
is only available to accept acupuncture
The Cases who are given “Toutianliang” and his /her
reaction:
Case 3: Chronic Eczema with a seizure of acute
patches
Mr C B is a 47 years old care worker who has been
suffering from chronic eczema for his whole life. After
having regular acupuncture and herbal medicine, his
condition is controlled very well. Suddenly some patches
appeared around his ankles and knees last week,
manifesting with redness, dryness, itching and no more
effusion at the local patches. He has dry skin in general
without red patches except on his lower legs. Meanwhile,
he feels annoyed, irritable, constipated and has disturbed
sleep; light red tongue with red tip and little yellow
coating and a floating slippery pulse.
The diagnosis in conventional western medicine for
him: Chronic Eczema with a seizure of acute patches.
The identification of patterns in TCM for him:
dampness and heat accumulated in the low burner; dry
blood and Yin deficiency
Acupuncture:
Baihui (Du20)

Fengchi (Gb20)

Quchi (Li11)

Hegu (Li4)

Xuehai (Sp10)

Sanyinjiao (Sp 6)

Taichong ( Liv3)

Taixi ( Kid3)

Yinlingquan (Sp9)

After the above points are penetrated by needles, a
course of Toutianliang is performed at Xuehuai Sp10 to
him. His reaction was:

1) He gets a cold sensation under the skin of the
point which moves down to the ankle on the
same side when the needle is twisted;
2) The red color and burning feeling on the patches
around of ankles and knees are remarkably
reduced after the needles remained for about 10
minutes;
3) The yellow coating disappeared after half an
hour;
4) All of the new patches had gone completely
when he was checked two weeks later.
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Case 5: Pityriasis Rosea and Ulticaria
Analysis: Since there are some new patches flaring up,
although he was suffering from chronic eczema all his
life and keeping the regular acupuncture recently, it may
be hard to get enough effect if he is given regular points
with the same technique. The special technique
Toutianliang is given to him at this stage which is able to
strengthen the treating power of the regular acupuncture,
so it is reasonable that a positive effect appears soon.
Case 4: Psoriasis recurring with menopause:
Ms C S is a 54 years old complementary medical
practitioner who has recurring pink-red patches on her
limbs and truck for more than 3 months. She had same
patches when she was a child and was diagnosed with
psoriasis which has been controlled for decades. When
she started her menopause during the last couple of years,
these patches are recurring with dry skin, bad itching and
minor flakes. Meanwhile, she has hot flushes, sweating,
anxiety, depression and insomnia, and of course
amenorrhea. She was given external steroid cream, but
stopped it after using it only a day because of an
unpleasant feeling, so she looks for TCM. She has a red
tongue with less white coating and a floating slippery
pulse.

Ms A F is a 57 years old retired officer who had red
rashes and nodules on the front head and cheek after she
started her menopause, which was diagnosed as
Pityriasis Rosea by her dermatologist. Meanwhile, she
suffers from recurrent ulticaria which manifested with
some pink macula and patches flaring up more or less
over her whole body; and she also feels hot flushes,
fatigue and insomnia. Deep red tongue with less white
coating and floating fine pulse are found.
The identification of patterns in TCM: The wind-heat
engaging at the exterior; The Yin deficiency of lung and
kidney.
Acupuncture:
Baihui (Du20)

Lieque (Lu7)

Fengchi (Gb20)

Quchi ( Li11)

Hegu ( Li4)

Xuehai ( Sp10)

Yingu (Ki10)

Taixi (Ki 3)

Sanyinjiao (6)

Rangu (Ki 2)

Yinlingquan (Sp 9)

The diagnosis of conventional western medicine for her:
1) Psoriasis; 2) Menopause

Due to her suffering some more itching, irritability
and insomnia recently, though a mixed pattern of excess
and deficiency is present, a course of Toutianliang was
used to quickly remove wind and heat from her blood.
The Toutianliang technique was performed at
Xuehai (Sp10) in the right side with twisting and
sharking the handle of the needle while she the needles
are retained.

The identification of TCM for her: Excessive wind and
internal heat Yin deficiency and dryness in the blood

The reaction from her was:

Acupuncture:

1) No cold feeling when she was given Toutianliang.
2) No change happened with her tongue coating.

Baihui (Du20)

Lieque (Lu7)

Fengchi (Gb20)

Quchi (Li11)

Hegu (Li4)

Xuehai (Sp10)

Yingu (Ki10)

Taixi (Ki3)

Yinlingquan (Sp9)

Rangu (Ki2)

Taichong (Liv3)

Sanyinjiao (Sp6)

A course of Toutianliang is given at Xuehai (Sp10)
in the right leg after the above points are penetrated. Her
reaction was:
1) She had a cold sensation which moved down to the
ankle in the same side along the spleen meridian
when the needle penetrated to the middle level;
2) Her patches have disappeared completely in the
second visit after two weeks. Her symptoms of
menopauses have also been much better as well.
Analysis: Although she has been given herbal medicine
in decoction form after the acupuncture, the Toutianliang,
which is the stronger technique to clear heat and
removing dampness, was done at the first acupuncture.
This treatment is playing the important role to attack the
pathogenic factor wind and heat in her body; herbal
medicine strengthened its effect to continue the
removing function, so the quick effect occurs for her in
the two weeks.

Analysis: This case is a mixed pattern of excess and
deficiency, so she didn’t have a remarkable reaction after
Toutianliang was performed. From her reaction, I
recognize that she may belong to a pattern with a major
deficiency, so I changed the Fangfengtongshen Wan,
which mainly removed the excessive wind and heat
prescribed for her in the past, to Bazhen wan which
reinforces defensive Qi to remove the external wind. A
miracle effect occurred with her in only two weeks when
all of the urticaria patches had gone.
Although I didn’t have a successful effect using
Toutianlian in this case, but it gave me a significant hint
to find a right treatment to cure this patient.

Summary:
1) Shaoshanhuo is a real effective technique of warming
and reinforcing Yang Qi. If a correct performance of
it is done, the effect happens immediately; the
reaction of Qi’s recovery may be appearing in 10 to
30 minutes which will be lasting for a couple of days.
2) Shaoshanhuo is good at being applied to the cases
with a severe Yang deficiency. It can indeed increase
the effect of acupuncture to them. The case with the
deficiency pattern will be more sensitive to it; but if
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4) Toutianliang has more effect in the severe case with
the heat and dampness; but the case that mixes with
deficiency may appear frequent urination and loose
bowel movement if you misuse this technique.

it is used in the case with a mixed pattern of Excess
and Deficiency, though he or she can still have the
warm sensation around the point. He or she may feel
nauseous, upset in the stomach and faint which are
produced by an obstruction of the excessive fire.
3) Toutianliang is a real effective technique of clearing
heat and eliminating dampness. It is more powerful
to expel excessive heat which occurs at the acute
stage and removing the dampness which has been
accumulating for a longer time.

So I recognize that Shaoshanhuo and Toutianliang
are unique techniques which will produce a quite strong
and quick effect, we should be resolutely applied in the
cases which are gaining the best suitable pattern. We
should be cautious to apply these techniques to the cases
that possess a mixed pattern of Excess and Deficiency.
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ᇘ˗ˎ˅ᮑᴃПৢˈ⬉䩜ᯊˈ⮙Ҏさᛳϡ㛑ᖡফ᮹

ޝāПৢ⬭䩜ᯊˈৃҹ䯈ᮁ䞛⫼乸䩜ˈࠂᣕ䩜ᶘⱘ

ᐌⱘ⬉⌕䞣ˈৃᖡফ䞣ˈԢѢᐌ᮹㑺ˌˊˎ䌿ݍǄ

⊩ҹࡴ䩜ᛳǄ

ߚᵤ˖ᇍ䖭ḋϹ䞡ⱘ⮙՟ˈेՓᑨ⫼Ёएˈ䩜♌᠔᳝ᡔ

ˑ˅᪡ᯊˈ㽕∖ए㗙ᖗᚙᑇ䴭ˈϧ⊼Ѣ䩜ϟ ˄ᛣ
ᅜ˅Ǆ

2ˊĀ⚻ቅ☿āϢĀ䗣ޝāⱘ䗖ᑨ㣗ೈ

㛑гᕜ䲒᳝ᬜഄࠊ⮙⮛ˈ䆹ᙷ㗙㹿ᅲᮑ⚻ቅ☿Пৢˈ
݊ԧⱘݙ䰇⇨㹿䖙䗳哧ࡼˈҢ㽓ए䆆ˈ݊Ͼԧⱘডᑨᗻ
ᦤ催ˈ㗠ߎ⦄ϡ㛑㗤ফᑇᐌৃҹ㗤ফⱘ⬉⌕䞣ⱘᚙ
މǄ

Ā⚻ቅ☿ā˖䖭ᰃЈᑞ䕗ᔎⱘ⏽⛁⊩Ϣ㸹⊩ˈ䗖ᑨѢ˖
ˍ˅䞡ᆦᛳ
ˎ˅ੑ䮼☿㹄ˈ⇨ܗϡ䎇
ˏ˅㛣㜥㒣㒰㰮

⮙՟ˎ˖ϡᄩ⮛ˈॉᎶᮽ㹄
Ms H. Cˈ43 ቕᡔᴃਬˈ䆩ᄩϡᬜϝᑈԭˈ䖥ϸᑈ
ᴹ᳜㒣ৢᳳˈϔ㠀᳜㒣਼ᳳЎ 38-42 ˈϨ䯁㒣ϸϝ
ˈՓП⛺㰥ˈ㋻ᓴˈᚙ㒾Ԣ㨑ˈᯊᛳ╂⛁ˈᏂˈ∖

Ā䗣ޝā˖䖭ᰃЈᑞ䕗ᔎⱘ⏙⛁⊩ˈ䗖ᑨѢ˖
ˍ˅ᅲ⛁⮛
ˎ˅㛣㜥ˈ㒣㒰⛁⮛
ˏ˅Ё亢ˈЁᱥˈ㢅㉝⮛ˈ㊒⼲⮙

ЁएࡽᄩˈϨ䰆䖛ᮽᑈǄ
㽓ए䆞ᮁ˗ॉᎶᮽ㹄
Ёए䕼䆕˖㜒㚒䰇㰮ˈᅿᆦϡᄩ
䩜♌⊏⭫˖ⱒӮˈ݇⇨ˈܗ⍋˗ᄤᅿˈ䰈䱉⊝ˈϝ
䰈Ѹ˗䰈䈋ˈ⑾ˈ✻⍋˗݇ˈ䎇Ј⊷Ǆ

3ˊЈᑞᑨ⫼ⱘḜ՟ঞ݊ড˖

݊Ёেջ䰈䱉⊝えᮑᴃĀ⚻ቅ☿āˈ݊ড˖
1) ⮙Ҏेࠏ᳝Ⲃϟ⏽⛁ᛳˈϨ䎇䚼ᬒᇘ;

Ā⚻ቅ☿āᑨ⫼Ḝ՟

2) ҹϞ⊏⭫ϸ˄↣䱨਼ϔ䆞˅ᔧ᳜᳜㒣਼ᳳे㓽ⷁ
Ў 28 ;

⮙՟ 1˖䖤ࡼ⼲㒣(⮙ܗMNS), ಯ㙶⯿⮾
Mr. D. Hˈ䖤ࡼ⼲㒣⮙ܗ䆞ߎϝᑈԭˈҢϔջϞ
㙶ˈ⏤⏤থሩࠄϸջˈࠄঠϟ㙶ǄⳂࠡᏆಯ㙶⯿⮾ˈಯ
㙶㙠Ўϝ㑻ᔅˈᎺջᇸᏂǄ㽓एᴀᬒᓗ⊏⭫ˈা㒭
ϔᴎⴵᯊᑨ⫼ˈҹᐂࡽⴵᯊⱘ⇨ԧߚܙഄѸ
ᤶˈ䰆ℶⴵ⢊ᗕϟߎ⦄ᛣǄ
Ёए䕼䆕˖㜒㚒⇨䰇ϸ㰮ˈੑ䮼☿㹄ˈ䰏㸔⯔Ǆ
ϔᑈᴹˈമᣕ↣਼ϔ䩜♌⊏⭫ˈৠᯊ᳡⫼Ⲟ⇨ᓎ
㜒ˈ⏽䰇㸹㚒ˈᔎ㙠ໂ偼ⱘЁ㥃ˈ⮙বⱘᙊ࣪ᑺ
ޣ᜶ˈϨݙ㛣ࡳ㛑Ϣ⫳ੑԧᕕֱᣕᇮདⱘ⢊ᗕǄ
ҹᕔᐌ㾘䩜♌˖༈䩜˖䖤ࡼऎˈ䎇䖤ᛳऎ˗
ԧ䩜˖亢∴ˈ㜒ˈ㚗ˈ㚒㒣↣䗝Ѡ㒣ˈ

3) ҹৢമᣕ↣ϸ਼ϔ䆞ˈ↣ϸջ䰈䱉⊝Ѹ᳓ᑨ⫼ˈ
ֱᣕ᳜㒣਼ᳳ 27-28 Ǆ
ߚᵤ˖ᇍ䖭ḋൟⱘ㜒㚒䰇㰮ˈᅿᆦϡᄩ㗙ˈজℷؐৃ
㛑ᦤࠡᑈⱘ݇䬂ᯊࠏˈࡴ⫼⚻ቅ☿ˈࡴᔎњ䩜♌ⱘ⊏
⭫ᑺˈᇍᤑᬥ݊ৃ㛑ᮽ㹄ⱘॉᎶ䍋ࠄњއᅮᗻⱘ
⫼˗ᇍѢ݊াৃҹϸ਼ϔ䆞ⱘᅲ䰙⢊⚻⫼ࡴˈމቅ☿ˈ
᮴⭥гᦤ催њᖙ㽕ⱘ⊏⭫ᑺǄ
Ā䗣ޝāᑨ⫼Ḝ՟ ˖
⮙՟ 3˖᜶ᗻ⮍ˈᗹᗻথ
Mr. C. Bˈ47 ቕˈᡸ⧚ਬǄ᜶ᗻ⮍㒜䑿ˈᑨ⫼㾘

⬉䩜˖↣䗝ϸ㒣Пϸえ⬉䩜ˈ⫼㓁ᮁ⊶˗

ᕟᗻ䩜♌ঞЁ㥃ˈᏆᯢᰒࠊǄ䖥ːˉˑˈさথᇥ䞣

ϔ㠀⮙Ҏৃҹ㗤ফ 2 Ͼ䌿ݍǄ

Ⲃ⮍Ѣ䏱਼ঞ㝱ϟˈሔ䚼Ⲃ㙸ᑆ➹ˈ㑶⚕ˈ᧨⮦ˈ᮴⏫

ҹϞ⊏⭫↣਼ϔǄЎˈेՓЁ㥃䩜♌ϮᏆܼ䴶

ߎˈܼ䑿Ⲃ㙸ᑆ➹ˈ䰸ϟ㙶ˈԭ໘᮴ⲂᤳˈԈᖗ⚺ᗹ

ᑨ⫼ˈᇍ䖭ḋϹ䞡ⱘ⮙ᙷˈЁए⊏⭫ҡᰒᑺϡǄ

䑕ˈ֓ᑆˈᏂǄ㞾⫼ E45 㥃㝣 Ϣ 1%⇶࣪ৃⱘᵒ䕃
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⍋ˈϝ䰈Ѹˈ 䰈䈋ˈ⑾ˈ✊䈋Ǆ

㽓ए䆞ᮁ˖᜶ᗻ⮍ˈᗹᗻথ

㗗㰥ˈ䖥ᳳ㤼咏⮍ՓП⫮⮦ˈ⚺䑕ˈ䲒ˈ㱑ᴀ

Ёए䕼䆕˖⛁ϟ⊼ˈ㸔➹䰈Ӹ

䆕䰈㰮ˈЎ䗳⼯݊㸔Ё亢⛁ˈᬙেջ㸔⍋えᮑᴃþ䗣

䩜♌⊏⭫˖ⱒӮˈ亢∴ˈ᳆ሎˈড়䈋ˈ㸔⍋ˈ䰈䱉

݊ˈ’ޝডᑨ˖

⊝ˈϝ䰈Ѹˈˈކ⑾
݊ЁˈᎺջ㸔⍋えᮑᴃĀ䗣ޝāˈ ݊ড˖

1)

᮴Ⲃϟދޝᛳ

2)

㭘ⱑ㢨ϡবǄ

1) ⮙Ҏेࠏ᳝Ⲃϟޝᛳϟ㸠ˈ

ߚᵤ˖ᴀ՟Ў㰮ᅲ།ᴖ䆕ˈᬙ䆹ᙷ㗙㹿㒭ќ䗣ޝПৢ

2) ⬭䩜कߚ䩳Пৢˈ䏱਼Ⲃᤳⱘ㑶⛁ᯢᰒޣ䕏

≵᳝ᯢᰒⱘ㞾䑿ডᑨ˗⬅ℸডՓ៥乚ᙳˈ䆹ᙷ㗙ᰃҹ

3) ञᇣᯊৢˈ咘㢨䗔এ˗

㰮ЎЏП䆕ˈᬙᇚ⊏⭫㤼咏⮍ⱘ䰆ᮍ䗮Ќ˄⭣亢⏙

4) ϸ਼Пৢ䆞ˈᮄ⮍⹂Ꮖܼ⍜Ǆ

⛁˅ˈᬍЎܿ⦡Ќ˄Ⲟ⇨㸼˅ˈコᬊࠄњᛣᛇϡࠄⱘ

ߚᵤ˖䆹ᙷ㗙㱑Ў䭓ᳳ᜶ᗻ⮍ˈԚᰃ䖥ᳳᮄ⮍⊯ߎˈ

⭫ᬜˈϸ਼ݙ㤼咏⮍䗤⏤⍜༅Ǆ

⊓⫼ҹᕔⱘᐌ㾘䩜⊩Ϣえԡˈϔ㠀ᕜ䲒༣ᬜˈℸᯊࡴ⫼
䗣ⱘޝ⡍⅞⊩ˈࡴᔎњᖙ㽕ⱘ⊏⭫ᑺˈ݊ᬜᵰ

ᇣ㒧

㾕ˈᰃϡ䎇ЎᗾⱘǄ
1)
⮙՟ 4˖⠯Ⲃⰷˈᑈᳳথ
Ms C. Sˈ54 ቕˈ㸹ܙए⭫ᏜǄಯ㙶⊯Ꮧ㉝㑶㡆
⠛Ⲃ᭥ϝ᳜ԭˈⲂᤳᑆ➹ˈ᧨⮦ˈᇥ䆌㜅ሥǄᑐᑈᯊ᳒

ᬜ˗⇨ⱘᘶᗻডᑨৃ 10—30 ߚ䩳ݙ㾕ࠄˈϔ
㠀⭫ᬜৃ㓈ᣕ 1-2 Ǆ
2)

㗙ˈӮ᳝ሔ䚼⏽⛁ᛳѻ⫳ˈԚৠᯊгӮ᳝ᙊᖗˈ㚗

䖥ᳳ䕗╂⛁ˈⲫ∫ˈ⛺㰥ˈय़ᡥˈ༅Ǆ㽓ए㒭▔㋴
㑶㭘ᇥ㢨ˈ㛝⍂⒥Ǆ
㽓ए䆞ᮁ˖⠯Ⲃⰷˈᑈᳳ㓐ড়⮛
Ёए䕼䆕˖⛁ݙ亢ⲯˈ䰈㰮㸔➹
䩜♌˖ⱒӮˈ亢∴, ᳆∴, ড়䈋, ߫㔎ˈ㸔⍋ˈ䰈䱉⊝ˈϝ
䰈Ѹˈ䰈䈋ˈ⑾ˈ✊䈋ˈކ
পেջ㸔⍋えᅲᮑ䗣݊ˈޝড˖

⚻ቅ☿ᇍ⇨䰇㰮㗙ˈ 㒃㰮䆕㗙ᑨ⫼⭫ᬜᬣᛳˈ
⹂ৃ᳝ᬜⱘࡴ䩜♌ⱘ⭫ᬜǄབ䇃⫼Ѣᴀ㰮ᷛᅲ

᳝থˈᏆࠊˈकᑈᴹথǄ䖥 1-2 ᑈ⏤䯁㒣ˈ
⫼㥃ˈ㞾ᛳϡདˈ⫼ϔ᮹㗠∖ˈ⫼ذ䆞ѢЁएǄ㟠䋼

⚻ቅ☿⹂ᰃ⏽㸹䰇⇨ⱘ᳝ᬜᮍ⊩ˈབ᪡ेˈ⹂ޚ

Ёϡ䗖ˈᑨЎᅲ䙾䰏⒲⏽☿᠔㟈Ǆ
3)

䗣ޝᰃ⼯⏙⛁ⱘ᳝ᬜᮍ⊩Ǆᇍᗹᗻথⱘᅲ
⛁ˈЙ㘮ϡ࣪П⌞ᰃ᳝ᬜⱘ⏙㾷ˈ䗮߽П⊩Ǆ

4)

䗣ޝᇍ䙾䞡⛁᳔Ў᳝ᬜǄབᷛᅲᴀ㰮㗙⫼Пˈ
ৃݡӸℷ⇨ˈ㗠ѻ⫳ሓ乥ˈ֓④П⮛Ǆ
㗠ˈ៥䅸Ў˖⚻ቅ☿Ϣ䗣ޝᰃЈᑞ䗳䍋⭫ᬜⱘ

⡍⅞ᡔ㛑ˈᑨ䆹䗝ᢽ᳔Շ䗖ᑨ⮙ᙷᵰᮁⱘᅲᮑˈপ݊䗳
ᬜˈ偸ᬜПӬ˗ԚᇍѢ㰮ᅲ།ᴖⱘ⮙⮛ˈ߭㽕䇼ᜢǄ

1) ᮑᴃ㟇Ёሖˈ݊ྟ᳝Ⲃϟޝᛳˈ⊓㜒㒣ϟӴ˗
2) ϸ਼Пৢ䆞ˈ⠛Ⲃᤳܼ⍜ˈᑈ⮛гᯢᰒད
䕀Ǆ
ߚᵤ˖ሑㅵ䆹ᙷ㗙ৠᯊ᳡⫼Ё㥃∸ࠖˈԚᰃ߱䆞䩜♌
ህ㒭ќњᵕ᳝ⱘ䗣ޝ⊩ˈᇍѢࡼ⮙䙾䍋ࠄњ䞡
㽕ⱘ⫼˗ҹ㟇݊ৢЁ㥃ҡ᳝ᬜⱘ偅䰸⮙䙾ˈ㟈Փ䆹ᙷ
㗙䖒ࠄϸ਼⮞ݙᛜⱘ㒱ད⭫ᬜǄ
⮙՟ 5ˈ ⥿⩄㊴⮍ˈ㤼咏⮍
˩s A. Fˈ54 ቕˈ䗔ӥᅬਬǄ㞾ᑈᳳПৢˈ买䴶
乱ঞ乞䚼⊯䍋㑶⚕Ⲃ⮍ˈ㽓ए䆞Ў⥿⩄㊴⮍Ǆৠᯊ⊯থ
ಯ㙶ˈ਼䑿㉝㑶㡆᭥ഫˈ╂⛁Ꮒˈ⮆ࢇǄ㟠㑶㒯㭘ⱑ
㢨Ǆ
Ёए䕼䆕˖㚎㚒䰈㰮ˈ亢⛁ᴳ㸼
䩜♌⊏⭫˖ⱒӮˈ亢∴ˈ᳆∴ˈ߫㔎ˈড়䈋ˈ㸔
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㝎Ⱐ⊏偠ϔ՟
㹕⚇㚰
ᨬ㽕˖ϮᏜᴢᄨᅮЏӏएᏜˈᑈᴹ㟈ѢᇍⰠ⮛ⱘЁए㥃Јᑞ⊏⭫ⷨおˈ⦄Ꮖ 84 ቕ催啘ˈҡЈ䆕䇏кᣛᇐᄺ⫳ϡ䕡ˈৃ䇧Ў
Ёए㥃џϮሑᖗሑǄ䖥᮹ᘽᏜᇚ᠔ᔩϔ՟催啘㝎Ⱐᙷ㗙䆞⊏㒣䖛ঞ݊ԧӮᭈ⧚ᑊᆘҬ៥䕜䇌ԡᄺ⫳ˈҹկখⷨǄ䯙䇏Пԭˈ
⏅ᛳ݊⧚⊩䆺ᯢˈЎ⭥䲒⮙䆕䆞⊏׳䡈ˈᬙҢ㣅ЁएᏜⱘ㾦ᑺˈݡ䗖ᔧќҹ᭛ᄫϞⱘẇ⧚ˈᑊҟ݀ПѢৠ䘧Ǆ

ᙷ㗙䰜䅽ˈ⬋ˈ82 ቕˈ⾏ӥᑆ䚼Ǆ

ಯ䆞˖2008 ᑈ 1 ᳜ 22 ᮹

߱䆞˖2007 ᑈ 11 ᳜ 24 ᮹Ǆ

㒣᳡㥃Ѡ᳜ˈ⦄乜䚼ࣙഫᏆϡ㛑ᠾঞˈ㞾㾝ϔߛ㡃
དǄ㛝ᓺ㓧ˈ㟠㋿ᱫˈ㢨ߚᏗϡഛǄᅰⲞ⇨ع㜒ˈ⌏㸔㾷↦
Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖

5 Ͼ᳜ࠡ˄07 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 21 ᮹˅থ⦄Ꮊ䫕偼ϞࣙഫˈѢ
ಯᎱⳕढ㽓ए䰶䩜⌏Ẕˈᶹ㾕ৃ⭥劲Ⱐ㒚㚲ˈᑊ خPET ㄝ
Ẕᶹথ⦄ॳথ⮙♊Ǆ7 ᳜ 14 ᮹Ѣ㓉䰇ᏖЁᖗए䰶㸠ࣙഫߛ
䰸ᴃˈ㒣⎟Ꮘ㒧⌏Ẕᦤ⼎˖㝎Ⱐ䕀⿏Ǆ催啘ˈᴃৢخᬒ
࣪⭫Ǆߎ䰶ৢষ᳡⇳༻Ё㓈⫳㋴ˈࠡ߫ᒋˈ䯈ᮁ᳡⫼छⱑ㒚
㚲㥃⠽Ǆ11 ᳜ 15 ᮹ˈᎺ乜䚼ࣙഫˈCT Ẕᶹᰒ⼎˖Ꮊջ
乜ḍ䚼ঞϞ㒉䱨⎟Ꮘ㒧㚓ˈঠջ乊㛌㝰८˗ᑊᎺջ㛌㜨
ᇥ䞣⿃⎆ˈে㚎ϟࠡᑩ↉㚎⊵Ǆ⮛㾕亳⊍㝏߭⋏ˈ⍜
⯺ˈ㛝ᓺ㒧ҷˈϸᇌ㛝ϡᰒˈ㟠㑶ᱫ⎵ˈ㟠ࠡ䚼᮴㢨ˈЁ
ৢ䚼㭘咘㢨Ǆ䆕ሲᖗ㜒⇨䰈ϸ㰮ˈ㙱ᯎ㸔㰮Ǆᅰ㸹ᖗ㜒ˈ⋏
㙱⌏㸔Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 10 ܟ
Ѩੇᄤ 12 ܟ
叵㸔㮸 15 ܟ
ⱑ㣅 50 ܟ

ⱑᴃ 15 ܟ
ቅ 30 ܟ
咘㡽 30 ܟ
ࠊཇ䋲 30 ܟ

㤃㢧 15 ܟ
呺 ހ30 ܟ
ቅ㥃 30 ܟ
䶺 30 ܟ
㢵ҕ 50 ܟ
呺㢑 30 ܟ
♭⫬㤝 10 ܟ

˄ϝ✢⏋ড়ˈߚ 8 ᳡ˈϔ᮹ 4 ˈ2 ᮹ϔࠖˈৢৠ˅Ǆ
Ѡ䆞˖˄2007 ᑈ 12 ᳜ 4 ᮹˅
᳡ 11 ᳜ 24 ᮹໘ᮍৢ亳℆ঞⴵད䕀ˈ亳⊍Ꮖϡ⋏Ǆ㛝
ᓺ㓧Ꮖ᮴㒧ҷˈ㟠ࠡ䚼᮴㢨Ё䚼८㝏ˈ㟠㑶ᖂᱫǄҡᅰࠡ
⊩ࡴޣ䖯ПǄ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 10 ܟ
ቅ 30 ܟ
ᵷҕ 30 ܟ
ⷖҕ 10 ܟ

呺 ހ50 ܟ
ቅ㥃 30 ܟ
咘㡽 30 ܟ
ⱑ㣅 50 ܟ

ⱑᴃ 15 ܟ
䶺 30 ܟ
㢵ҕ 30 ܟ
呺㢑 30 ܟ

Ѩੇᄤ 12 ܟ
叵㸔㮸 30 ܟ
ࠊཇ䋲 30 ܟ
♭⫬㤝 6 ܟ

ℸ䰙㽓एҹ叺㚚ᄤˈ佭㦛㊪ˈ㛌㝎㚑ϝ㥃䕂⌕䕧
⊼ˈذ᳡݊ᅗ㽓㥃Ǆ
ϝ䆞˖2007 ᑈ 12 ᳜ 25 ᮹Ǆ
᳡ࠡᮍৢ亳䞣ˈԧ䞡ࡴ 5 ᭸ˈ֓Ꮖϡ④ˈ䯈
ষᑆ˄ᓴষ᠔㟈˅ˈॳⱑ㒚㚲Ԣ,⦄Ꮖछ㟇ℷᐌǄ㛝ᓺ
ˈ㢨㉫ⱑ㗠⍂ˈ㟠ᱫ㑶Ǆҡᅰ㸹㚎㜒㚒П⇨ˈԤ⌏㸔㾷↦
Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 10 ܟ
㢵ҕ 50 ܟ
ᶌᴲ 30 ܟ
咘㡽 50 ܟ
ⷖҕ 10 ܟ

呺 ހ50 ⱑ ܟᴃ 15  ܟѨੇᄤ 12 ܟ
䶺 30  ܟ呺㢑 30  ܟḌḗ 30 ܟ
ᵷ 30  ܟቅ㥃 30 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 30 ܟ
ⱑ㣅 50 ⊩ ܟ 30  ܟ叵㸔㮸 30 ܟ
ϝϗ㉝ 12 ކࣙ˄ ܟ᳡˅

⾡খ 12  ܟ㤃㢧 15  ܟ㢵ҕ 50 ⱑ♦ ܟᴃ 15 ܟ
ቅ㥃 30  ܟ㢛 30  ܟ呺㢑 30 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 30 ܟ
ቅ 50  ܟЍⲂ 12  ܟḌ 15  ܟ叵㸔㮸 30 ܟ
咘䖲 10 ⱑ ܟ㣅 50 ⫬♭ ܟ㤝 10 ܟ
Ḍḗ 30  ܟϝϗ㉝ 12 ކࣙ˄ ܟ᳡˅
Ѩ䆞˖2008 ᑈ 2 ᳜ 20 ᮹
2 ᳜ 15 ᮹ CT ᰒ⼎˖ে㚎ϟ㚎⇨㚓ˈᎺջ乊㛌㝰
८Ǆ19 ᮹ᔽ䍙ᶹ˖乜䚼ᇥ䆌⎟Ꮘ㒧䕏ᑺ䭓Ǆ㸔ᐌ㾘˄1
᳜ 29 ᮹˅˖ WBC2.62 *109/LˈHB˖116g/LǄ
㟠ᱫ㑶ˈ㢨ⱑ⒥ˈ㛝ᓺǄЁ⛺⛁ˈϞば㒣㒰ˈ㚒
㰮㙱ᯎǄҹ⏙⛁➹ˈ㾷↦㸹㚒Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 12 ܟ
㢵ҕ 50 ܟ
咘㡽 30 ܟ
ⱑ㣅 30 ܟ

ⱑᴃ 15 ܟ
ⷖҕ 12 ܟ
ቅ 30 ܟ
ᵷ 30 ܟ

㤃㢧 15 ܟ
䶺 30 ܟ
ᶌᴲ 30 ܟ
ᇣ㤈 12 ܟ

叵㸔㮸 30 ܟ
ࠊཇ䋲 30 ܟ
Ḍḗ 30 ܟ

݁䆞˖2008 ᑈ 3 ᳜ 25 ᮹
᳡ࠡᮍ᳜ԭˈ㸔䈵䕀㟇ℷᐌˈ亳ׅՇˈઃ⯄䕗ˈ
᮴Ҫϡ䗖ˈ㢨ⱑ㝏ˈ㟠㑶ˈ㛝ᓺǄ㟠㛝П䈵Ϣ݊ᆓ⮒˄ড
㝍⋏ˈᖗ㛝⯔䰏˅᳝݇ˈሲѢ㚒㰮㙱ᯎˈ㜒㰮⒲П䆕ˈ
ᅰ㸹㚒ˈ⏙㙱ˈع㜒䰸ˈ⌏㸔࣪⯄Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 12  ܟ咘㊒ 30  ܟ㤃㢧 30 ⱑ♦ ܟᴃ 30 ܟ
ቅ㥃 30  ܟ呺㢑 50  ܟቅ 30 ⱑ ܟ䈚㬏 12 ܟ
咘䖲 10  ܟᶌᴲ 30 ⱑ ܟ㣅 30 ⊩ ܟञ 30 ܟ
ࠊཇ䋲 30  ܟञᵱ㦆 30  ܟ叵㸔㮸 30 ܟ
ቅ㤅㨌 30  ܟᵷ 30 ܟ
Ḍḗ 30 ܟ
᳡㥃ⱘৠᯊˈᣛᅮえԡˈएఅ݊ᮽᰮᣝᨽˈᣕПҹ
ᘦˈϡৃ䯈ᮁˈ↣ℹ㸠ϔᇣᯊҹϞˈᑊമᣕᠧᵕᣇϔ
Ǆ
ϗ䆞˖2008 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 24 ᮹
⊼ᇘ叺㚚ᄤ⎆ˈⱑ㒚㚲ޣᇥ㟇 2200*109/Lˈઇ⯄
ҡᄬǄ㛝ᓺ㗠⒥ˈ㢨ⱑ८㝏㗠⍺ˈ㟠ᱫ㑶Ǆ㜒㚒⇨㰮ˈ
ⲯ⯄⒲ˈ↦ⲯ㸔⯔Ǆᅰ㸹㚒ع㜒ˈ䰸࣪⯄ˈ⌏㸔㾷↦Ў
⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
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㤃㢧 30  ܟ⣾㢧 30  ܟቅ㥃 30  ܟᄤখ 50 ܟ
ⷖҕ 12  ܟቅ 30 ⱑ ܟ㣅 30 ⱑ♦ ܟᴃ 30 ܟ
ᶌᴲ 30  ܟᵷ 30  ܟ䞥㤲呺 30  ܟᵓ㪱ḍ 30 ܟ
ࠊफ᯳ 15 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 30  ܟḌḗ 30 ܟ
ϝϗ㉝ 16 ˄ ܟ8 ކ᳡˅
᳡∸㥃ⱘৠᯊˈఅᐌ᳡㓓䈚䫊㘇ᬷˈҹࡽ㜒㚗П⇨
˄ᮍ⫼㓓䈚ǃ㉇ǃ⥝㉇ǃ䫊㘇ǃቅ㥃ǃ㢵ҕǃⱒড়ㄝߚ
Ўˈ↣᳡ 50-100 ❂ܟЎ㊞亳Пˈ1 ᮹ 1-2 ˅ˈϡৃ
䯈ᮁǄ
ܿ䆞˖2008 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 15 ᮹
⮙᮴䖯䗔ˈԚ㾕㢨䕀㭘ⱑأ㝏ˈ㟠㒯ˈ㛝ᓺ㓧Ǆ
䙾⏤䗔ˈ⛁䙾⏅ܹ㧹㸔ˈᅜᮍࡴޣ䖯ПǄ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 12  ܟ呺 ހ30 ⱑ ܟᴃ 15  ܟ䞥㤲呺 30 ܟ
㤃㢧 15  ܟቅ㥃 30  ܟ咘㡽 30 ࠊ ܟफ᯳ 15 ܟ
ЍⲂ 15 ⱑ ܟ㣅 30  䶺 ܟ30 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 30 ܟ
ԯ 15  ܟᵷ 30  ܟḌḗ 30 ܟ
ϝϗ㉝ 16 ˄ ܟ8 ކ᳡˅

ઇ⯄ي㾕ˈ亳ഛՇˈⱑ㒚㚲छ㟇 3600*109/LǄ
㢨ⱑ८ˈ㟠ᱫ㑶ˈ㛝ᓺ㓧Ǆ⮙ᚙ〇ᅮˈᢳع㜒㸹㚒ˈ➹⌏
㸔ˈ⏙㚎㾷↦Ў⊏Ǆ໘ᮍ˖
⾡খ 12  ܟ㤃㢧 15  ܟቅ㥃 30 ⱑ♦ ܟᴃ 15 ܟ
ቅ 30  ܟԯ 12  ܟ咘䖲 10 ⊩ ܟञ 15 ܟ
呺 ހ50  ܟ咘㡽 30 ⱑ ܟ㣅 30  ܟ㸹偼㛖 10 ܟ
ᵷ 30 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 50 ܟ
䞥㤲呺 30 ܟ
Ḍḗ 30  ܟϝϗ㉝ 16 ˄ ܟ8 ކ᳡˅
क䆞˖2008 ᑈ 9 ᳜ 11 ᮹
ҹϞᮍḍ⮙ᚙࡴޣ᳡ 30 ࠖৢˈ㸔䈵乍ᣛᷛℷᐌˈ
䫕偼ϞぱঞᎺ乜䚼⎟Ꮘ㒧㚓ഫ㾺Ꮖ᮴ˈCT ᰒ⼎᮶ᇣজ
ᇥǄ㢨ⱑ㝏ˈ㟠ᱫ㑶ˈ㛝ᓺ㓧ˈᅫϞ⊩ПᛣࡴޣЎᮍࠊ៤
ᬷࠖ䭓ᳳ᳡ПǄ໘ᮍ˖
ⱑᴃ 150  ܟ㤃㢧 150 ܟ
ቅ㥃 150  ܟ咘㡾 150 ܟ
ⷖҕ 50  ܟ咘䖲 50 ܟ
㤉䰜 150  ܟቅ 200 ܟ
ϝϗ 100  ܟЍখ 100 ܟ
䰓㛊⦴ 150 ܟ

㚚फ᯳ 50 ܟ
䞥㤲呺 150 ܟ
㸹偼㛖 75 ܟ
ᶌᴲᄤ 200 ܟ
ࠊཇ䋲 200 ܟ

݅Ўᬷˈ↣᳡ 10 ˈܟ1 ᮹ 3 ˈ佁ࠡ᳡Ǆ
कϔ䆞˖2009 ᑈ 11 ᳜ 19 ᮹
᳡Ϟᮍᑈԭˈϔߛ᮴ᓖǄ2009 ᑈ 11 ᳜߱ˈℷᔧゟހП
䰙ˈ⇨࠻বˈさথᖗᜠ⇨ⷁˈᖗ䏇ᖿ᜶ϡᐌˈᗹ䗕ए䰶ᡶ
ᬥˈ䇌⮛ᕫҹ㓧㾷ˈѢ 11 ᳜ 19 ᮹ߎ䰶ᴹ䆞Ǆ
⮛㾕˖⇨ⷁˈУˈيઇ⿔⯄ˈ亳ᇮৃǄ㛝ᓺǃ
㒧ҷ᮴ḍˈ㢨ࠡ㭘ˈৢ८㝏ˈ㟠㋿Ǆᖗ㚒⇨㰮ˈ㸔⯔⇨⒲ˈ
ᅰⲞ⇨⌏㸔ˈ㸹㚒ع㜒ˈ㸠⇨㾷↦Ў⊏Ǆ
໘ᮍϔ˖

ⱑᴃ 30 ܟ
ቅ 30 ܟ
咘䖲 5 ܟ
⫬㤝 10 ܟ

㤃㢧 15  ܟफ≭খ 30 ܟ
Ѝখ 30 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 30 ܟ
Ѩੇᄤ 12 ˄ܟᠧ˅
ࠎѨࡴ 15 ܟ

∈✢᳡⊩ৠࠡǄᑊ⫼〇ᖗ乫㉦ 2 Ⲧˈ↣᳡✢ࠖᯊކ
᳡ 1 ࣙǄ
໘ᮍѠ˖
ⱑᴃ 100  ܟ㤃㢧 150  ܟЍখ 100  ܟ㽓⋟খ 150 ܟ
㢵ҕ 150  ܟቅ 200  ܟϝϗ 100 ࠎ ܟѨࡴ 100 ܟ
⫬ᵒ 50 ⱑ ܟ㣅 150  ܟᯚᏗ 200  ܟ㦠♉㡱 200 ܟ
फ≭খ 150 ࠊ ܟཇ䋲 150 ❳ ܟഄ咘 150 ܟ
㽓ᶌᴲ 150  ܟ䞥㤲呺 200 ⫬ ܟ㤝 50 ܟ
݅Ўᬷˈᕙ㛝䈵ད䕀˄᮴㒧ҷ˅ৢˈ↣᳡ 10 ˈܟ1 ᮹ 3
ˈ佁ࠡ᳡Ǆ
2009 ᑈ 12 ᳜ 17 ᮹ˈ⥛ᄺ⫳⥟⼹ঠǃᯢǃ㹕ᰧ号ࠄ
ᙷ㗙ᆊ䗑䆓ˈᕫⶹ᳡໘ᮍ 5 ࠖৢˈ⇨ⷁУ㾷ˈ㛝᮴㒧ҷˈ
ℷ᳡ᬷࠖ䇗⊏Ǆ

ᣝ䇁

б䆞˖2008 ᑈ 7 ᳜ 14 ᮹

㑶খ 100 ܟ
㢵ҕ 150 ܟ
㡵ᅲ 150 ܟ
咘㡽 150 ܟ
ⱑ㣅 150 ܟ
⫬㤝 50 ܟ

ܮখ 30 ܟ
呺 ހ30 ܟ
䖲㖬 15 ܟ
䴦Ⲃ 10 ܟ
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ᴀ՟ᙷ㗙ᑈџᏆ催ˈজݐᆓ᳝ᖗ㜒П⮒ˈ⇨㸔ᴀᏆ
㹄ˈҞᙷ㗫Ӹℷ⇨П㝎Ⱐˈ㊒䲒ᬃˈϡ㿔㗠ஏǄ㽓एᅵ
ᚙᑺᮑᬒǃ࣪⭫П⊏ˈҙҹ⫳⠽ࠊࠖࡓᡮݐᮑˈϢЁए
ᡊℷ⼯䙾Пᛣˈϡ䇟㗠ড়Ǆ
2007 ᑈ 11 ᳜ 24 ᮹䕀ԭ⊏⭫ˈࠡৢग़ 2 ᑈǄԭҹǉ㋴䯂
•㟇ⳳ㽕䆎ǊĀ䇼ᆳ⮙ᴎˈ᮴༅⇨ᅰāП䆁ˈ䇼ᆳᴀ⮙⮙
ᴎЎĀℷ⇨㰮ˈ䙾⇨ⲯāǄ⊏⭫߭䇼ᅜ᮶᮴༅Āℷ⇨
㰮āПĀᅰāǃজ᮴༅Ā䙾⇨ⲯāПĀᅰāǄᴀ՟П㰮ˈ
ሲ⇨㰮ˈ݊⮙ԡᖗǃ㚎ǃ㜒ǃ㚒ಯ㛣˗ᴀ՟Пᅲ˄ⲯ˅ˈ
Ўℸ⍜ᕐ䭓ˈ⇨㰮㟈Ⱐˈ⯄ǃǃ⯔ǃ⛁ᑨ䖤㗠⫳ˈৃ䇧
㰮㟈ᅲˈℸᅲ˄䙾˅ࡽⰠ㗫Ӹᴎԧℷ⇨ˈ֗Ⱐ⫳䭓㐕Ⅺˈܙ
ᔧࡽ㑷Ў㰤ПϥǄℸˈ⊏⭫ᑨҹ㸹⇨ЎЏ㽕⊩䌃ᕏѢ↣
ࠖᮍЁˈϡৃџ⭣ᗑǄಯ㛣П⇨ᯎˈ߭ৃᮁಯ䙾㓁⫳П
⏽ᑞˈݡ䕙⼯䙾П㥃ˈ⏙ᬷ⦄ᄬП䙾ˈՓП⏤ˈⰠ߭༅এ
ⲳˈݯᄸ㭘ˈϡ䖯߭䗔ˈᯧѢ㸆ᡥǄ㗠㸹⇨П㽕ˈজᔧ
佪䞡㜒㚗ˈᘾᅜ༝㸠ǉ㋴䯂⮙ᴎ⇨ᅰֱੑ䲚•ᴀ㤝䆎бǊ
Ā⊏⮙П⊩ˈᖙ乏䈋⇨Ўܜāঞ䰜ׂುǉएᄺϝᄫ㒣•㚔⒵
㲞㚔ǊĀЁ༂ˈعಯᮕབā䇌䆎Ǆ✊㗠ˈ䙾⇨ᮍ⚑ˈℷ⇨ᇮ
ৃᬃᩥПᯊˈজᔧ᱖ҹ⼯䙾ЎЏˈ䫤ᡬ䙾˄བϗ䆞໘
ᮍ˅Ǆབϔੇ⬣㰮㗠ᚻ⫼⼯䙾П㥃ˈ߭ᘤ䙾⇨⒟㫧㗠䲒
Ǆǉ㋴䯂•ᷛᴀ䆎Ǌѥ˖ĀⶹᷛⶹᴀˈϛВϛᔧ˗ϡⶹᷛ
ᴀˈᰃ䇧མ㸠Ǆāᬙᥠᦵᷛᴀ㓧ᗹǃ䗮ᴗ䖒বќҹᮑ⊏ˈ߭
ᰃ៥Ӏϡৃ乏㟒⾏ⱘᴀᡔ㛑Ǆ
ℸˈ䖨乒ᴀ՟⊏⭫䖛ˈ㛑পᕫ㡃དᬜᵰⱘॳ᳝
Ѩ˖
1. Ё㽓ए㒧ড়,ӬѦ㸹(㥃⭫)˗
2. ᙷ㗙ᖗ㛌ᓔᳫˈᘤⰠПӬ(ᖗ⭫)˗
3. മᣕℹ㸠,മᣕᠧᵕᣇˈമᣕᣝᨽえԡˈ׳ҹ⬙䗮
⇨㸔ˈᔎԧ䋼(ԧ⭫)˗
4. ϝ令亳ᴖˈ亳剰ˈϹ䙓ϔߛ䰜㜤㜠सঞ催㊪ǃ催㛖ǃ
催Ⲥঞ䕯䕷亳⠽ˈᑊ䕙ҹ㓓䈚䫊㘇ᬷˈֱ䆕㧹(ݏ亳
⭫)˗
5. ᆊҎ҆ߛ݇ᗔ✻乒ˈ哧ࢅњᙷ㗙㚰Ⱐ儨ⱘֵᖗǃ
އᖗ(҆⭫)ǄѨ㗙㔎ϔˈഛ㛑ْџ˗Ѩ㗙णˈЗ༣
㙸ࡳǄ
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TCM Treatment for Peptic Ulcer
Xin Zhang,

Ming Zhao Cheng

Middlesex University
Peptic ulcer refers to erosions or open sores in the
mucous lining of the stomach or duodenum. If an ulcer
occurs in the stomach, it is called gastric or stomach
ulcer. If in the duodenum, it is named duodenal ulcer. If
coexisting in both stomach and duodenum it can be
called a complex ulcer. The most common symptom of a
peptic ulcer is a dull ache in the upper abdomen. Other
symptoms include weight loss, bloating, belching and
nausea, etc. The most common cause is the infection
with Helicobacter pylori bacteria that is responsible for
up to 90% of all cases [1,2,3] .Peptic ulcer is a common
condition, with an estimate of 5-10 % of the world’s
population suffer from peptic ulcer at least once in their
life time [1, 2, 3]. People of any age can get peptic ulcer
and women are affected just as often as men.
The term of peptic ulcer in Chinese is
þ Xiaohuadao Kuiyang ⍜ ࣪ 䘧   ÿ .
þXiaohuadaoÿ means the digestive tract in Chinese;
þ Kuiyang ÿ here means ulcer; together meaning
digestive ulcer or peptic ulcer. In TCM, peptic ulcer is
categorized as þWeiwan Tong 㚗㛬⮯ or Wei Tong 㚗
⮯ÿ, þWeiwanÿ here means stomach area; þTongÿ
means pain; together meaning stomach ache. Treatment
of many patients suffering peptic ulcer with acupuncture,
Chinese herbal medicines and dietary therapy is effective.

1. Aetiology and Pathology
Bacterial infection: A new research [4, 5] has
proved that Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) are the main
reason to cause peptic ulcer and also chronic gastritis. H.
pylori bacterium is very common, infecting more than a
billion people worldwide. The infection usually persists
for many years, leading to peptic ulcer in 10-15% of
those infected. H. pylori can be found in more than 80%
of patients with peptic ulcer. However, the mechanism of
how H. pylori cause ulcer is not yet well understood.
The second most common cause is damage inflicted
by aspirin or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such
as diclofenac and naproxen used by many doctors for
arthritis, rheumatism, backache, headache and period
pain.
Peptic ulcer can also occur in patients with other
severe diseases such as chronic respiratory diseases, or
major traumas which are thought to result from poor
oxygenation to the lining of the stomach and duodenum.
Occasionally in Europeans, gastric ulcer can be caused
by cancer.
Cigarette smoking not only causes the formation of
peptic ulcer, but also increases the risk of ulcer bleeding,
stomach obstruction and other complications.
In TCM theory, peptic ulcer is caused by long term
improper diet including insanitary food (containing H.
pylori) that can directly enter and accumulate in the

stomach. This condition can obstruct the qi and blood of
the stomach and spleen leading to stagnation of qi,
dampness, heat and even blood stasis which may result
in ulcers of the stomach or duodenum. Another
pathogenic factor of peptic ulcer is an emotional
disturbance which causes stagnation of the liver-qi at the
early stage; this in turn may further affect the qi and
blood of the stomach and spleen which can finally
develop into blood stasis of the stomach and intestine.

2. Differential Diagnosis
Clinically peptic ulcer can be classified into the
following patterns.
Damp-heat in the stomach: the patient feels an acute
stomach upset and pain in the upper abdomen,
aggravated after food intake, accompanied with belching,
nausea, epigastric discomfort, acid regurgitation, foul
smell or bitter taste in the mouth. It is marked by red
tongue with yellow and greasy coating, wiry or slippery
pulse.
Qi-stagnation in the stomach: the patient complains
of fullness and pain in the upper abdomen, aggravated by
emotional disturbance, accompanied with frequent
sighing, belching, acid regurgitation, poor appetite, thin
and white coating on the tongue, taut pulse.
Deficiency-cold in the spleen and stomach: the
patient suffers from a latent pain in the upper abdomen
with preference for warmth and pressure on the area,
aggravated by coldness, accompanied with sallow
complexion, lassitude and general weakness, loose stool
or constipation. It is marked by pale tongue with white
and thin coating, deep and weak pulse.
Blood stasis in the stomach: the patient feels a
pricking pain in the upper abdomen especially at night
which is marked by fixed pain and aggravated by
pressing, hunger but with poor appetite, belching,
restlessness, insomnia, purple tongue or with purple
spots, deep and unsmooth pulse.

3. Diagnosis in Western Medicine

1) Symptoms: Peptic ulcer’s symptoms are variable,
but its main symptom is a dull pain or pinching
pain in the upper abdomen. Sometimes it is
manifested as a distending pain or burning pain
which often radiates to the lumbar region or back.
The pain is always related to meals. For example,
the pain due to stomach ulcer occurs within the first
hour after a meal and then subsides afterwards; it
can occur again after the next meal. However, the
Cigarette
smoking
not only causes t
pain due to duodenal ulcer occurs
between
2 meals
and then subsides after food intake. The pain
caused by peptic ulcer takes place periodically and
is often induced by cold, fatigue, and improper food
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intake. The attack is more often in winter and
spring. Other symptoms include acid regurgitation,
belching, nausea, and vomiting. In few cases,
perforation or bleeding may be the first clinical
finding.
2) Signs: During the attack, there is usually a localized
tenderness in the middle and upper abdomen. The
tenderness on the left side of upper abdomen is the
sign of gastric ulcer; while in duodenum ulcer the
tenderness is found on the right side, often
localized to 3-4 cm. Furthermore, if an ulcer occurs
in the posterior wall, the pain hypersensitive areas
can be found on the back at T 11-12 level.
3) Laboratory examinations:
x

Fibergastroscope
examination:
Under
fibergastroscope we can see the circular or
elliptical ulcer areas marked by smooth margin
and flat bottom covered with white coats; and the
mucous membranes around the ulcer areas are
slightly swollen and red. The detection of
H.pylori is positive in most of the patients with
peptic ulcer.

x

X-ray barium examination: It is still of great
value. Niche is often seen in gastric ulcer; the
irritation and deformity of duodenal bulbar region
may be seen in duodenal ulcer.

x

Faecal occult blood test (OB): OB positive
reaction after 3 days vegetarian meals reveals that
the active ulcer exists; OB persistent positive
reaction may indicate cancerous changes of peptic
ulcer.

4. TCM Treatments
4.1 Acupuncture
Basic points
Neiguan (P 6)
Shangwan (Ren 13)
Liangmen (St 21)

Zhongwan (Ren 12)
Xiawan (Ren10)
Zusanli (St 36)

Supplementary points
For damp-heat in the stomach, add Fenglong (St
40), Hegu (LI 4); for qi-stagnation in the stomach, add
Ganshu (B 18), Qimen (Liv 14); for deficiency-cold in
the spleen and stomach, add Pishu (B20), Weishu (B 21);
for blood stasis in the stomach, add Xuehai (Sp 10),
Geshu (B 17).
Methods
For damp-heat in the stomach, qi-stagnation in the
stomach and blood stasis, use the reducing method; for
deficiency-cold in the spleen and stomach, apply the
reinforcing method, and moxibustion is added.
4.2 Chinese Herbal Medicine
(a) Damp-heat in the stomach
Therapeutic principle: clearing damp-heat and
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regulating the stomach. Recipe: Ping Wei San
/Decoction with additional ingredients
Ingredients:
Cangzhu (Rhizoma atractylodis) 9g
Houpu (Cortex magnoliae officinalis) 9g
Chenpi (Pericarpium citri reticulatae) 9g
Zhigancao (Radix glycyrrhizae praeparatae) 9g
Huanglian (Rhizoma coptidis) 6g
Huangqin (Radix scutellariae) 9g
Wuzeigu (Os sepiellae seu sepiae) 30g
(b) Qi-stagnation in the stomach
Therapeutic principle: regulating qi circulation and
relieving pain. Recipe: Si Yi San/Decoction with
additional ingredients.
Ingredients:
Zhigancao (Radix glycyrrhize praeparatae) 9g
Zhishi (Fructus aurantii immaturus) 9g
Chaihu (Radix bupleuri) 9g
Baishaoyao (Radix paeoniae Alba) 9g
Muxiang (Radix aucklandiae) 9g
Duanwalengzi (Concha arcae praeparatae) 15g
Foshou (Fructus citri sarcodactylis) 9g
Wuzeigu (Os sepiellae seu sepiae) 15g
(c) Deficiency-cold in the spleen and stomach
Therapeutic principle: warming and invigorating the
spleen and stomach. Recipe: Li Zhong Wan combined
with Huangqi Jian Zhong Tang/Decoction
Ingredients:
Renshen (Radix Ginseng) 9g
Ganjiang (Rhizoma zingiberis) 6g
Zhigancao (Radix glycyrrhizae praeparatae) 9g
Baizhu (Rhizoma atractylodis macrocephalae) 9g
Huangqi (Radix astragali seu hedysari) 15g
Guizhi (Ramulus cinnamomi) 9g
Baishaoyao (Radix paeoniae Alba) 18g
Wuzeigu (Os sepiellae seu sepiae) 30g

(d) Blood stasis in the stomach
Therapeutic principle: regulating circulation of blood
to removing blood stasis from the stomach. Recipe:
Shi Xiao San combined with Dansheng Yin
/Decoction with additional ingredients.
Ingredients:
Puhuang (Pollen typhae) 9g, wrapped in a cloth
bag when it is decocted
Wulingzi (Faces trogopterorum) 9g
Dansheng (Radix salviae miltiorrhizae) 15g
Tanxiang (Lignum santali) 6g
Sharen (Fructus amomi) 9g
Chuanlianzi (Fructus meliae toosendan) 9g
Yanhusuo (Rhizoma corydalis) 9g
Danggui (Radix angelicae sinensis) 9g
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Chishaoyao (Radix paeoniae rubra) 9g
Wuzeigu (Os sepiellae seu sepiae) 15g
Administration of all the above prescriptions: All the
ingredients to be decocted in water for 25-30 minutes.
Get the decoction for oral use. Drink half in the
morning and another half in the evening.

5. Life Style and Dietary Advice
1) Before the discovery of H. pylori, most doctors in the
world advised patients with peptic ulcer to eat a
restricted diet, but today it is no longer of as much
importance. However, from a TCM view and our
experiences, we still suggest our patients to take care
with their food consumption, for example, the patient
should avoid eating too much acidic or spicy food;
also to avoid fatty, cold, hard, or raw foods as those
can increase ulcer pain.
2) Excessive use of alcohol (beer in particular) can
irritate and erode the mucous lining of the stomach
and intestine causing inflammation, bleeding and
even perforation, so we advise patients to limit or
avoid alcohol.
3) Smoking can increase stomach acid as well as
interfere with the protective lining of the stomach
making the stomach susceptible to the development
of a peptic ulcer, so we advise our patients to quit
smoking completely.
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4) Stress may increase stomach acid and slow digestion,
allowing food and digestive acid to remain in the
stomach and intestine for a long time, so we advise
our patients to try to relax and avoid stress.
5) We should also suggest to the patients with headache,
backache, period pain, rheumatism or arthritis to try
using herbal products and acupuncture, and avoid
taking a big dosage of aspirin or nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAID) orally such as diclofen
or naproxen.

Reference:
[1] Pounder RE, Ng D (1995). The prevalence of
Helicobacter pylori infection in different countries.
Aliment. Pharmacol. Ther. 9 Suppl 2: 33–9
[2] Malaty HM (2007). Epidemiology of Helicobacter pylori
infection. Best Pract Res Clin Gastroenterol 21 (2): 205–
14
[3] Cave DR (1997). How is Helicobacter pylori transmitted?
Gastroenterology 1997; 113:S9-14
[4] Warren JR., Marshall B (1983). Unidentified curved
bacilli on gastric epithelium in active chronic gastritis
(Letter). Lancet 1:1273-5.
[5] Brown LM (2000). Helicobacter pylori: Epidemiology
and Routes of Transmission. Epidemiologic Reviews 20
(2) 284-297

Treatment of Scleroderma by TCM
Yang Xiang (䰇)
1. Introduction
Scleroderma is a rare persistent hardening and
contraction of the body’s connective tissue, which often
affect any organ, including the skin, heart, kidney, lung
or oesophagus. The skin becomes thickened and waxy,
mauve at first but ivory-coloured later.
Systemic scleroderma is a systemic fibrotic disorder.
In the skin, there is early CD4+ T-cell infiltration and
massive normal type ǿ collagen deposition by dermal
fibroblasts likely induced by transforming growth factor
ȕ (TGFȕ). Arterial endothelial cell damage with
myointimal cell proliferation (onion skinning) occurs,
resulting in narrowing of the vascular lumen. Ischemic
damage and fibrosis can occur in visceral organs as a
result of this vasculopathy.
In limited systemic scleroderma, fibrotic skin
disease is limited to the hands and forearms, feet, neck,
and face. Pulmonary hypertension can occur. Patients
with limited scleroderma have a high incidence of
anticentromere antibodies. In systemic scleroderma,

fibrotic skin involves the fingers, hands, arms, legs, and
typically the trunk and face. Pulmonary (interstitial lung
disease), renal, gastrointestinal, and cardiac involvement
can occur. Patients with systemic scleroderma are more
likely to have antibodies to topoisomerase ȱ.
The lower oesophageal involvement that occur in
patients with systemic scleroderma, may lead to severe
oesophageal reflux, dysphagia; and ultimately
oesophageal strictures may develop. Involvement of the
small intestine may lead to low motility with
malabsorption secondary to bacterial overgrowth. Other
complications of gastrointestinal involvement with
systemic scleroderma include watermelon stomach
(gastric antral vascular ectasia) and pnewmatosis
cystoids intestinalis.
The hearts of patients with systemic scleroderma
may be affected by patchy fibrosis, which can cause
conduction disturbances and arrhythmias. Pericarditis
and congestive heart failure can also occur. In the event
of renal involvement, patients can have hypertension
with mild proteinuria that sometimes leads to
scleroderma renal crisis (accelerated hypertension and
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rapid loss of kidney function progessing to renal failure).
Most patients who develop scleroderma renal crisis have
diffuse cataneous involvement. Microangiopathic
haemolytic anemia and thrombocytopenia can be present
in the setting of renal crisis.

2. Case study
A 77-years old man seeks treatment from Chinese
medicine because of a diagnosis of systemic scleroderma
from a dermatologist in a hospital. Six months ago the
skin in his forearms started tightening, then involving his
digits and hands. He has felt sore in his forearm for one
month. He had limited arm movement. The skin
tightening was spreading to his chest, abdomen, back
and legs. General speaking, these skin changes were
painless and associated without pruritus. During the last
six months, he had also noted the onset of a slight cold
sensitivity of the hands and legs, with multiple fingers
becoming cold, pale, and numb. He also reported hair
loss, decreased sweating, and depression. He does not
suffer from chest pain, palpitation, paroxysmal noctural
dyspnea, heartburn or dysphagia.
On physical examination, he appeared younger than
his stated age because he had less forehead wrinkles. His
skin was very tight and he was unable to lift his arms
above the horizon level. Overall, about 75% of his whole
skin was affected, which was tight, hard, and less
flexible. Nail findings were unremarkable. His digits and
hands were a little swollen. His muscle strength was
normal. Chest examination revealed clear lung fields. On
cardiac examination, no gallops, murmurs or rubs were
heard. He smoked about 7 cigarettes per day. His tongue
was dry and red. His tongue coating was yellowish and
thick. His pulse was floating and slippery. Diagnosis of
TCM: Skin Bi-syndrome (Bi in Mandarin Chinese
means blockage).

3. Pathophysiology in TCM, Treatment
Planning and Analysis
ǉSu Wen On Bi SyndromeǊ: ĀIn the Middle
Autumn, there is case like this, which is called as Skin
Bi-Syndromeā TCM believes that the lung is in charge
of the skin and hair. Therefore skin Bi-syndrome is
caused by a dysfunction of lung qi. If the lung qi is
unable to distribute qi and fluid all over the skin and hair,
skin will be stiff and hard. Qi and blood are unable to
circulate within the channel resulting in qi stagnation and
blood stasis. This process is becoming more serious
during the last month, which showed soreness in the
forearm. Cold fingers, pale nail and numbness are caused
by qi stagnation, blood deficiency and stasis. The
dysfunction of lung qi causes decreased sweating and
hair loss. Slight depression results from the dysfunction
of lung qi affected liver qi. The dry and red tongue
shows heat in the blood. Thickening, dirty and yellowish
coating means deep heat within the body. Floating pulse
means excessive evil qi. Slippery pulse means dampness
accumulation.
The conclusion is that the lung qi is unable to
nourish the skin and hair causing Jin-fluid deficiency,
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heat in the blood, qi stagnation, blood stasis and channel
blockage.
Treatment is aimed at nourishing yin and clearing
blood heat, improving circulation and unblocking the
channels, and regulating lung qi. First all, yin deficiency
resulted in under-nourishment of the skin and hair.
Therefore, nourish yin to treat the root of the dysfunction.
Yin deficiency caused blood heat. Therefore clean blood
heat to treat the branch of the dysfunction. Qi stagnation,
blood stasis and channel blockage must be treated by
promoting qi circulation, improving blood circulation,
unblocking the channels and regulating lung qi. The best
form of treatment is to treat both the root and the branch
of the dysfunction.
The prescription used is modified Simiao Yong’an
Decoction.
Shendihuang (Radix Rehmanniae) 10g,
Yuansheng (Radix Scrophulariae) 10g,
Danggui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 10g,
Shengshigao (Gypsum Fibrosum) 10g,
Rendongteng (Caulis lonicerae) 10g,
Qinghao (Herba Artemisiae Annuae) 10g,
Lianqiao (Fructus Forsythiae) 10g,
Guizhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi) 10g,
Dangsheng (Radix Salviae Miltiorrhizae) 10g,
Chuangxiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 5g,
Honghua (Flos Carthami) 5g (Dr Junkun Bai’s
prescription).
Regular cooking method is used.
Shengdihuang and Yuansheng are the two main
herbs, which are for nourishing the yin and moistening
the skin; assisted by Danggui for tonifying the blood and
producing jin-fluids, also assisted by Rendongteng and
Qinghao and Lianqiao and Shengshigao for clearing heat
and toxins; supported by Guizhi for warming the
channels and regulating lung qi; also supported by
Dangsheng and Chuangxiong and Honghua for
improving circulation and dissolving blood stasis.
Shenggancao acts as guiding herb for harmonizing all
other herbs and also detoxifies.
All herbs work together for nourishing the yin and
clearing blood heat, improving blood circulation and
dissolving blood stasis, and regulating lung qi.
Shengdihuang is a key herb for cooling the blood in
TCM. Its pharmaceutical effects are anti-inflammatory
and inhibiting immune response. It is one of my
favourite herbs for inflammation, autoimmune diseases,
eczema, and psoriasis. Firstly, it is very effective, and
secondly it is very safe. The possible unexpected effect is
diarrhoea in patients with a weak digestive system. As
soon as stopping the herb, normally the diarrhoea stops
immediately. The dosage ranges from 3 grams per day
for a newborn baby to the adult dosage of 10 to 30 gram
per day. The highest dosage that can be reached is 100
grams per day for acute pancreatic inflammation
depending on the individual’s constitution.
Danshen is one herb that equals Siwu Decotion’s
function. It is a key herb for circulatory system
conditions. It is an irreplaceable herb for improving the
circulation.
Qinghuo is well-known for its abstraction,
qinghaosu as an anti-malarial medicinal. Qinghao has
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been used as an agent for malaria for almost two
thousands years in China. It TCM, it could be used to
clear heat toxins in both excess or deficiency cases.
From the viewpoint of pharmaceutical science, the
formula should have at least four functions: antiinflammatory, detoxifying and antibiotic, and improving
the circulation and anti-fibrization.

4. Treatment Course
The patient took the above medicine for four weeks
(plus Weilingxian Radix clematidis and Baishao Radix
Paeonine Alba during the third and fourth week). The
patient started feeling better on the fourth day after
taking the medicine. One week later, when the patient
came back for his follow-up visit, he was able to untie
his shirt. His shoulders, elbows and wrists showed
improved movement. For seven weeks we had
prescribed the same herbs with minor adaptations. When
these cooling herbs caused stomach spasms and
diarrhoea, we changed to Weiling decoction, Baohe pill
or Guizhi Honghua decoction. We adapted these
prescriptions for one year, and the affected skin area
reduced from 75% to 15%.
From the twelfth week, due to the diarrhoea,
we used local acupoints. Afterward, we reduced the
acupuncture to once in two weeks or once in four weeks.
Also, the herbal medicine dosage was reduced
corresponding with progress. The patient was able to
look after himself.

5. Discussion
5.1 On aetiology
I personally believed that this individual case may
be linked to his sunburn. The only special history about
this patient was his second world war service in Africa.
His skin was damaged by very strong sunlight. His skin
was peeled off all over his body.
5.2 On tongue observation
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to prove this.
5.4. Rethinking of the whole treatment process
This was a very successful case treated by Chinese
herbal medicine and acupuncture. I believe we could do
better on two occasions. Firstly, when the patient had
abdominal spasms and diarrhoea we might have a better
option by applying Shenling Baizhu decoction plus
warming the kidney herbs. Secondly, when acupuncture
was given, we only were thinking locally but not
holistically. When we will come across similar cases in
future practice, the above two points should be in our
mind.
5.5 TCM syndrome diagnosis and its corresponding
formula
In my opinion, systemic scelodema should have
three sub-syndrome diagnosis in TCM. The first one is
lung-spleen-kidney yang deficiency. The second is yin
deficiency and heat toxins in the blood. The third is Qi
and Blood stagnation and stasis due to a chronic course.
The first category should use the following formula:
Yupingfeng San, Guizhi Wuwu Decoction, Warming
spleen decoction and Zhen Wu decoction; the second
Simiao San, Qingying decotion, and Liuwei Dihuang
decoction; the third Buyang Huangwu decoction, Xuefu
Zhuyu decoction, Dahuang Zhechong Wan and Tongxin
Luo Capsule.
The author did not explain each syndrome’s clinical
manifestation because there was only one clinical case.
In fact, the individual case’s symptoms and signs are
much more flexible and complicated than any text
book’s description. Therefore, we must apply a special
tailored remedy for every patient. This is the essence of
TCM and we should always remember that.
5.6 On complications

This was a very interesting case indeed. I made a
drawing every week for the first ten weeks. The coating
of his tongue was getting thinner and thinner every week
just like unwinding a silkworm cocoon. Also, his
symptoms had improved. I was really enjoying the
process of treating and observing this patient.

According to conventional medicine, this disease
might affect the lungs, kidneys, and espphagus. My
advice is that when the heart is affected, consult Heart-bi
syndrome and Chest-bi syndrome. When the lungs are
affected, refer to cough syndrome and lung-atrophy
syndrome in TCM. When the kidneys are affected, refer
to oedema syndrome; and when the esophagus is
affected, refer to stomach disorders.

5.3 On stomach spasm and diarrhoea

Reference

This patient’s spasm and diarrhoea may have been
caused by herbs such as Shengdihuang, Yuanshen and
Baishao. In my ten years of practice in the UK, I have
four similar cases. All four cases used cooling herbs and
all were skin problems. Stopping using the herbs resulted
in the diarrhoea disappearing within 24 hours.
Diarrhoea reoccurred when the same patient used similar
herbs. TCM believes that it was caused by spleen and
stomach Qi deficiency. From a conventional medicine
viewpoint, it may be caused by a hypersensitive immune
system. More evidence and more observation are needed

[1] Thomas P Habif etc: Skin diseases, diagnosis and
Treatment (2005), Elsevier Mosby, second edition.
[2] Chen Hongduo, etc. Dermatology (1997), fourth
edition, People’s health press. Beijing, China
[3] Xu Jiqun, TCM formula (1985), Shanghai Science
and Technology Press, Shanghai, China
[4] Jiangsu New Medicine Institute, Encyclopaedia of
Chinese Medicine (1992 reprinting), Shanghai
Science and Technology Press.
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㭘㥋ǃḨṫǃ㡺ḍǃᴣҕǃⱑ㢋ǃ㢺ഄϕㄝ˅6 ˈܟϔ᮹ϝˈᓔ

ᣓ˖༈乜Ϟ㚠䚼ঞ㘇ࠡৢ䎇䰇ǃᇥ䰇㒣㛝ǃढԫ།㛞䇌

∈⏽ކ᳡ǄᎱ䋱ᵛᵋ㝣˄Ꮁ䋱↡ǃᵛᵋǃफ≭খǃ㤃㢧ǃ⊩ञ

えˈҹ⚍ǃᣝǃϔᣛ⽙ǃᨽǃ᪺ㄝ⊩ˈᛳ㾝༈ઑ㘇唏ϡ䗖ᰒ

ǃ䰜ⲂǃḨṫǃᴣҕǃᷱὐҕǃℒހ㢅ǃ䖰ᖫǃ㭘㥋ㄝ˅15ml

ޣǄ

ষ᳡ˈϔ᮹ 3Ǆ
ᑊఅ˖ֱᱪˈᖠ⫳ދǃ䕯䕷ঞ⚳䜦ǃ੪ଵㄝࠎ▔佂亳⠽ˈܙ
ߚӥᙃǄ
Ѡ䆞˖10᳜ 13᮹
༈䑿Ꮖϡ⮯ˈઑ⮯ǃઇѺˈޣҡ᳝⏙⍩ǃ㝍㚔ˈⶶ⇨㟁
⿑Ǆᴹ䩜♌ˈҹ∖䗳ᛜǄ㟠⎵㑶ˈ㢨㭘ⱑˈ㛝ᓺ㓧㗠⍂Ǆ

Ё㥃˖ᛳ⛁⏙ݦ乫㉦ 6 ˈܟϔ᮹ϝˈᓔ∈⏽ކ᳡;Ꮁ䋱ᵛᵋ
㝣 15mlˈ1᮹ 2-3ˈষ᳡Ǆ
Ѡ䆞˖11᳜ 26᮹
༈⮯ઇདˈ㘇⮛Ѻᰒˈޣ䩜ሎ⋑ˈ߫㔎ˈ剐䰙˗ড়䈋ˈ
䎇ϝ䞠ˈЄ䱚˗⑰ˈ݇ˈЁ⏮˗䗮ˈॄූˈ䖢佭ˈᅿ˗
ᣓབࠡǄ

䩜ҹࠡ⊩ˈࡴさˈЄ䱚ˈ✻⍋ˈ⚍ࠎỢǃ䱊䘧ǃ䑿᷅ǃ
㚎ֲ˄䩜ৢࡴ☿㔤ˈডᢨ 3-5ˈϡ⬭㔤˅ǃ剐䰙ǃЁ⏮Ǆ
䩜ǃ㔤ৢ㾝ϔ䑿䕏ᵒˈ唏ઑঞ㛬㝍㟦䗖Ǆ
ϝ䆞˖10᳜ 15᮹
䆝Ϟ䩜ৢ䑿⮯ઑ⮯ઇĀᯢᰒད䕀āˈ㒇ˈՇˈ㾝

ϝ䆞˖12᳜ 1᮹
ઇǃ༈⮯ˈ㘇䯁ঞѺདǄҡপࠡえˈ䩜ৢࡴથ
䮼ǃӮᅫ䗳ࠎˈᕫ⇨ߎ䩜Ǆ⊏⭫ৢ㾝ᖿ✊ˈ㘇⮛ᴀ⍜༅Ǆϔ
਼ 2-3ˈ㓁⊏ 3-5ᎽǄ

唏าˈᖂᖂ䑿⛁∫ߎ᳝㟦䗖ᛳ˗يᇨઇˈ⯄咘ᯧѢઃߎˈ㊒⼲

Ḝ 3: Jཇˈ24ቕ

དˈ㟠㛝བࠡǄ
䩜˖亢∴ˈ䗮ˈॄූˈ䖢佭ˈᡊさˈড়䈋ˈሎ⋑ˈ䎇ϝ
䞠ˈЄ䱚˗㚠䚼ⴷ㛝ǃ䎇䰇㒣䖲㓁㔤˄ձҢϞᕔϟ䗤えᢨ㔤

߱䆞:2010ᑈ 2᳜ 2᮹
ހᴹ䖲䰡䲾ˈফޝᛳݦઇˈᏆ 5-6 ਼ˈ᳒ⳟ㽓एˈ᳡㥃
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᳜ԭઇˈ࠻⏤ޣ䯈ǃ⌏ࡼǃ䘛ދぎ⇨߭ઇࡴ࠻ˈઇ⫮߭ઑ

Ⳉˈ㙽㚠㞖ᣛ咏ˈ༈⮯ЎЏˈЈᑞϡ䲒䆞ᮁǄ

⮯ˈᐌᐌᕅડⴵ˗᳔䖥থ⦄唏Ёᯊ᳝ᇥ䞣㸔ϱǄ㒣ҟ㒡ϧᴹ
∖Ё㥃⊏⭫Ǆ亳㒇ᇮৃˈ֓䇗˗ঠ㛝≝㒚ˈ㟠䋼ᱫ㑶ˈ㢨ⱑ८ˈ
ᇥ⋹Ǆ㗗㰥㋏ᛳ亢ᆦП䙾ˈ㚎⇨䚕㗠༅ᅷ˄ઇ˅ˈ⿃Й࣪⛁
˄ઑ⮯ˈ唏Ё᳝㸔ϱ˅˗⇨䚕⫳˄㟠㢨८˅˗Йઇ˄Ӹ⇨˅ˈ
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Ԛᙷ㗙㒣ᐌҹЎأ༈⮯ᴹህ䆞ˈᗑ⬹乜Ợ⮙߭ϡᇥ
᭄Ǆᬙ㽕∖ए㗙ᖙ乏䅸ⳳҨ㒚䆶䯂ᙷ㗙ⱘ⮙ঞ݊Ҫ⮛⢊ˈ
㗠ϔᮺᥠᦵњ݊⡍⚍ˈгህᆍᯧᡞᦵ⊏⭫ᮍǄ

ⴵݐՇˈᅲ㟈㰮˄㛝≝㒚ˈࡼ߭ઇ࠻˅Ǆℸ⇨㰮Ϣ⇨ᴎ䚕

乜Ợ⮙ⱘ䆞ᮁ

⒲ᑊᄬˈ亢ᆦ⛁ݐ།П䆕ˈ⮙ᚙᴖˈऩ㒃⏙⛁˄ᡫ⫳㋴⊏⭫
㉏ℸ˅ǃᬷᆦǃ䰸ǃℶઇⱚ䲒ҹᓎࡳǄ
⊏ᔧᅷ㚎ᬷᆦˈ䰸⏙⛁ˈԤⲞ⇨㸹㰮ˈᅷ߽ϝ⛺ˈ䇌⊩ৠ

Ԛℸᙷ㗙ᕔᕔҹ༈⮯أ༈⮯ᴹህएˈ݊⮐⮯ҹ

ᮑЎᅰǄ⫬䴆⍜↦Ѝড়ᇣ᷈㚵∸ࡴޣǄ㥃⫼˖㯓佭 10ˈ㢣 10ˈ

ࠡ乱⮯ˈⳝễ偼⮯Ў⡍⚍ˈৠᯊԈ䱣乜乍ᔎⳈˈԚᕜᯊ

᷈㚵 10ˈ咘㡽 10ˈ८ᴈ 10ˈᴣҕ 6ˈ㭣㢵ҕ 15ˈḨṫ 10ˈᇘᑆ

ᙷ㗙Ԉ䱣⮛⢊ᑊϡᯢᰒˈ㗠ए⫳߭ᖙ乏䅸ⳳ䆶䯂˖݊ϔথ⮙

10ˈ䖲㖬 6ˈ剐㜹㤝 15ˈ㭘㥋 10ˈ⫳⫬㤝 3 ˈܟफ≭খ 15 ˈܟ7
ࠖ˗1᮹ 1ࠖˈ2-3✢ˈߚ 3-4᳡Ǆᖠ⫳ދǃ䕯䕷ǃ㜹㖊ঞ⚳䜦ㄝࠎ
▔亳⠽ˈֱᱪǃߚܙӥᙃǄ

ᯊ䯈䭓ⷁˈϔ㠀ഄ䇈ˈᙷ㗙থ⮙਼᭄᭄᳜ϡㄝ˗݊
Ѡˈᙷ㗙ᰃ৺㒣ᐌҢџ䭓ᯊ䯈ֱᣕϔᅮ࿓ᎹˈབԢ༈ˈ

2 ᳜ 18 ᮹ˈ⬉䆱ਞ᳡㥃ৢ˄ࠡᮍ✢ϝˈ㾝㥃∕䕗ˈϔ᮹

偒偊ˈᔃ㝄ˈᠧ⬉㛥ˈ㗠Ϩথ⮙ᰃ৺ϢℸⳌ݇˗✊ৢए⫳Ң

佂 3 ˈ2 ᮹ 1 ࠖˈ2 ਼ᮍᠡ᳡ᅠ˅ˈ᳡㥃ৢઇ⏤ⴵˈޣ

ᙷ㗙ԧᕕϞৃߎ߸ᮁˈབᵰᙷ㗙㛌Ợ⫳⧚ᔃ᳆ࡴ⏅ޣ

ࡴˈ㊒⼲⏤Շˈ⦄ᏆᴀϡઇǄ䲒ҹᴹ䆞ˈ䆶ৢџ乍Ǆਞҡ

ᇥˈৠᯊৃ䗮䖛ᣝय़⾝亢えˈ㙽ֲえᇐ㟈ᙷ㗙⮐⮯ेৃ䆞

䳔佂亳⏙⎵ǃ䗖ᆦ⏽ǃֱ䆕ӥᙃˈᎱ䋱ᵛᵋ㝣 15 ml ষ᳡ 1 ᮹ϝ

ᮁǄ

ˈৃҹ䫊㘇ᵷ♪᳡ҹࡽ䇗⧚ৢǄ

ԧӮ

ϔᮍ䴶ˈ䯂䆞ᮍ䴶ˈए⫳ৃҹ䆶䯂ҹϟ⮛⢊˖ᰃ
৺᳝䖛ϡᯢॳПᖗᜠˈℸ⾡ᖗᜠϡԈ䱣ᖗࠡऎ⮐⮯ঞ⇨ⷁ
У˗᳝᮴ᙊᖗˈℸᙊᖗথϢϝ令᮴݇Ǆ㢹ӏԩϔ

ᴀ⮙থѢᄷ㡖Ѹ᳓ǃ⇨ব࣪ᓖᐌПᯊ˗᠔䇧

⚍ˈ䆞ᮁᴀᯢᳫǄ

Ā䙾П᠔⇨݊ˈޥᖙ㰮āˈ䖛ࢇǃ➀ǃЙ⮙㋴ԧϡ䎇ǃ

ᘏПˈ乜Ợ⮙ᰃϔ⾡⫳⧚䗔㸠ᗻ⮙বˈ݊⡍⚍ᰃ┰ӣ

㚎㜒⇨㰮ǃि㸼ϡˈ㟈ᢉᡫϟ䰡ˈᇍ⬠⦃๗ব࣪䗖ᑨ

ᳳ↨䕗䭓ˈ䗤⏤থ⮙ˈ⬅䕏ࠄ䞡ˈ㗠Ϩ⮛⢊㐕ˈᯧϢ݊Ҫ

㛑䰡Ԣˈ߭Ўᴀ⮙ᯧᛳ㋴Ǆᴀ⮙থ⮙П߱ˈ㢹Ў亢ᆦ᠔

⮒⮙П⮛⢊Ⳍ⏋⎚ˈা᳝ᥠᦵ݊থ⮙⡍⚍ˈᮍৃᯢ⹂䆞ᮁˈ

Ӹˈ䙾⢃㚎िঞ䰇㙠㸼ˈᐌߎ⦄ᙊ亢ᆦ˗ि䰇䚕㗠ϡ
ᅷˈ߭ߎ⦄থ⛁˗㙠㜴ᓔ䯪༅ᑺ߭∫ߎ᮴∫ˈ↣߭ݐ㾕

পᕫ⊏⭫Ϟ៤ᵰǄ
⼪एᄺᇍ乜Ợ⮙᳝ᔶ䈵ⱘᦣ䗄Ǆ<<♉ᵶ>> 㝔㛅㒣•ᰃ

䑿⮯У˗㚎⇨༅ᅷ߭ઇǄᛳ䇌䙾ݐ亢ˈᯧ⢃Ѣ༈
䴶П䚼Ǆ㗠༈䴶ᰃ䎇ϝ䰇㒣㒰᠔ᏗˈজЎⴐ㘇唏㟠ষ䇌ち

ࡼ⮙Ёᣛߎ˖ކ༈⮯ˈⳂԐ㜅ˈ乍Ԑᢨˈ㝄⮯ˈ㛞Ԑᡬˈ㜬

᠔Ǆᬙᛳ⢃䙾ˈ᳔ᐌ㾕ࠄ༈⮯ǃ唏าǃ㘇䯁˄㚔

བ㒧ˈབ㺖Ă.. 㝔㛅㒣ЏПǄϡԚᣛߎњ乜Ợ⮙ⱘ༈⮯ˈ㗠

⮯ˈ⫮߭䞡˅ǃষᑆઑ⮯ˈⳂ䌸ᑆ⍽⮦⮯⊾ㄝ㾕⮛Ǆ

Ϩᦣ䗄њᭈϾ㛞Ợ䗔㸠ᗻ(ࣙᣀ㝄Ợ)ⱘ⮛⢊Ǆ

᠔ҹˈЈᑞ䆕⊏ˈᅰ㒣㒰᠔䖛ˈ䙾П᠔ˈ㰮П᠔ˈ䩜

Āކ༈⮯ˈⳂԐ㜅āˈᣛ༈㚔⮯ˈⳂⴊᇸЎᯢᰒˈ䖭

ᇍ݊ሔ䚼Ϣܼ䑿⮛ǃ㒣㒰㛣㜥㰮ᅲˈ䱣ᴎᑨ⫼ᇍ⮙ᇍ䆕ᮍ

ᰃ乜Ợ⮙༈⮯⡍⚍ПϔǄ㗠⬅Ѣ乜Ợ⫳乜ỢỢ䯈Ⲭߌߎ

㥃ˈ䗝প㒣え䜠ᚙՓ⫼䩜ǃ㔤ˈ߽ᇐˈ㸹݊㰮㗠
⋏݊䙾ˈ߭ৃҹߚܙ䇗ࡼҎԧᡫ⮙ᴎ㛑ˈ䖙䗳㓧⮛ޣ⢊ˈ֗
݊ᒋǄ

ᇐ㟈Ợ-ᑩࡼ㛝य़䖿㗠ѻ⫳ԡѢ㛞傧-㛥ᑆⱘˈ㾚㾝Ё
ᵶঞࠊᖗᕟⱘ乜Ѹᛳ⼲㒣㡖㔎㸔㗠ᇐ㟈ᖗᚌˈᙊᖗ⫮㟇
ˈ㾚⠽㊞ঞ⳽ᰩˈ㟇Ѣ乜乍㙽㚠ᔎⳈˈ⮐⮯ҹঞ㞖咏
߭㛞Ợ⫳⧚ᔃ᳆ᬍবय़䖿㞖ϯ⼲㒣ᇐ㟈㙠㙝㋻ᓴ᠔㟈Ǆ

乜Ợ㓐ড়⮛᠔㟈П༈⮯ঞأ༈⮯

⊏⭫ᮍ⊩

Daniel
乜Ợ⮙⊏⭫↉ḋˈЈᑞҹ䩜♌䜡ড়ᣓᬜᵰЎ

乜Ợ⮙ЎЈᑞᐌ㾕⮒ᙷˈᰃᣛ乜Ợ䗔㸠ᗻᬍব㗠ᓩ
䍋⼲㒣ḍঞ㸔ㅵফय़Ң㗠ᇐ㟈乜ˈ乍ˈ༈㙽㞖⮯ˈᣛ咏
ˈ⳽ᰩᙊᖗㄝ⮛⢊ˈℸ⿄Ў乜Ợ㓐ড়ᕕˈ㗠乜Ợ偼䋼
⫳ᰃЏ㽕⮙⧚Ǆ
乜Ợ⮙ⱘЈᑞߚൟ䕗ˈ㗠Ϩ䖬ϡϔ㟈ˈ↨䕗䗮㸠
ⱘ᳝Ѩൟˈ े乜ൟˈ⼲㒣ḍൟˈỢࡼ㛝ൟˈѸᛳ⼲㒣ൟ㛞
傧ൟ㛞傧ൟǄൟഛ᳝ϡৠ⮛㕸ˈᐌ㾕ⱘҹ乜乍ᔎ

ՇǄ
1. 䩜♌পえ˖ ⮙Ҏऻ׃ԡˈপ亢∴ˈ᷅ˈᅠ偼ˈ
ᅫˈ⾝亢ˈ᳆൷ˈ㙽Ёֲˈ㙽ֲǄ
⊩˖Ⳉࠎ㘇 1.5 ᇌˈҹᦤᦦ᥏䕀⋏⊩ˈ߱䆞ᙷ㗙ᕫ⇨
᮶ℶˈҹܡ䩜ᛳ䖛ᔎᇐ㟈ᙷ㗙㊒⼲㋻ᓴ㗠ϡᜓݡህ䆞Ǆ⬭䩜
ϔ㠀 25- 30 ߚ䩳ˈ䕙ҹ䖰㑶㒓✻ᇘҾˈᅸ⏽ݙᑺϡ㛑Ԣˈ
ᖙ乏Փᙷ㗙ᛳࠄ⏽ᱪˈҹ䖒ࠄᴎԧᬒᵒǄ
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㢹ᙷ㗙Ԉ䱣㋻ᓴˈ⛺㰥ˈᡥ䚕ˈᖗᚌˈ߭ҹᙷ㗙ӄऻ

5. ϔ⬋ˈ65 ቕˈ⛺㰥⮛⮙ҎǄᶹԧᯊথ⦄েϟ㝍˄䎱㛤㑺

ԡˈপえ䜡ˈކϝ䰈Ѹˈ䎇ϝ䞠ˈ⼲ˈ݇ݙ䮼ˈϞ᯳ˈ༈

15 ६㉇໘ˈ䴲呺⇣⚍˅᳝य़⮯ˈ㾺䆞Ԑৃᩌࠄϔᔶࣙ

㓈ˈಯ⼲㘾ˈԤҹ䖰㑶㒓✻ᇘҾ✻ᇘ㝍䚼ˈ䖒ࠄ⭣㙱㾷
䚕ˈᅕᖗᅝ⼲ⳂⱘǄ
2. ᣓ⭫⊩˖佪ᙷܜ㗙পതԡˈए㗙ҹᢛᣛ亳ᣛ

ഫˈⳈᕘ㑺 6Ͳ7 ६㉇ˈϡय़ϡ⮯Ǆ䘖প㛤䩜㡂ԡˈ䩜ᇪ
ᣛᙷ໘ˈ10 ߚ䩳ৢ䍋䩜ˈࣙഫঞय़⮯ഛ⍜༅Ǆ
6. ⬋ˈ43 ቕˈ៦⚳ᙷ㗙Ǆ2009 ᑈ 10 ᳜ 5 ᮹ህ䆞Ǆ⊏⭫Ё
⮙Ҏ䆝݊ދᑧᎹˈেЁᣛ䖰ッᣛ݇㡖ሜԌᯊ⮐

亢∴ˈ᷅え 㑺 3-4 ߚ䩳˗݊ᤣᣓ乜䚼㙠㙝㑺 4-5 ߚ䩳ˈ

⮯ˈᏆ਼᭄᳝ˈᶹᣛ݇㡖㾖᮴ᓖᐌǄপৠջ᳆⋑ˈ⮯

ᤣᣓ䖛Ёˈए㗙ᑨҹᢛᣛϡᮁᇏᡒᑊᣝᦝ乜䚼ᔎⳈ䚼

⍜Ǆ

ߚ˗✊ৢᤣ䙷ঠջ㙽ѩえ㑺 5 ߚ䩳ˈℸ䖛Ёˈए㗙䖬㽕

7. ⬋ˈ20 ቕԭǄህ䆞Ѣ 2009 ᑈ 10 ᳜ 10 ᮹Ǆ 䝋⠅䎇⧗䖤

ҹᢛᣛ⾝亢ˈᅫˈ㙽ֲえˈ᳔ৢҹᥠ᪺㙽㚠㒧ᴳ⊏

ࡼǄᙷঠ䏱݇㡖⮐⮯ᑈǄ݊ϡⳌֵ䩜♌⭫ᬜˈ֓ᦤ
ߎܡ䌍䆩ϔ䩜Ǆᶹে䏱⮯䞡ѢᎺˈ᳔݊⮯⚍㟈Ϭ

⭫Ǆ

え໘ˈ⡍߿ᰃ䎇ݙ㗏ᯊǄপᇍջডᑨ⚍ˈⳌᔧѢ䰇∴
え໘ˈϔ䩜⮯ℶǄఅ݊᱖ذ䎇⧗䖤ࡼ 3 ਼Ǆ
8. ϔᙷ㙽⮯ཇ⮙Ҏˈ30 ቕԭǄ⮙ҎѢ 2009 ᑈ 11 ᳜ 4 ᮹

᠔䇧ᇣ⮙
ϛᱎ

˄ህ䆞ࠡϔ᮹˅Ꮊ㞖 (ᙷ㙶) ⾡њ⣾⌕ᛳ⭿㢫ˈ⊼ᇘ
䚼ԡ (ϝ㾦㙠ϟ䚼) ߎ⦄њϔϾЦЧ⧗ᇣⱘ⹀㒧ˈᖂ
㚓ˈ㾺⮯ᯢᰒǄ䩜ড়䈋ˈ䰇⑾ৢˈ⮐⮯䖥⍜༅Ǆ᭄
ৢ䆞䆝⮐⮯⦄ߎݡǄ

᠔䇧ᇣ⮙ˈᰃᣛ⮙Ҏህ䆞ᯊ᠔䰘ᏺⱘ䰸Џ⮙Пⱘϔ

9. ⬋ˈ40 ቕǄህ䆞᮹ᳳ˖12Ͳ03Ͳ2010Ǆᙷ㗙েᇣ㝓ݙջˈ

ѯᇣ↯⮙ˈ᳝݊⮙ⷁˈ⮙ᚙ䕏ˈϨϢЏ⮙᮴Ⳍ݇ᗻⱘ

ⳌᔧѢⓣ䈋えϢഄᴎえП䯈䚼ԡ⮐⮯ˈሔ䚼㾖བᐌǄ

⡍⚍ˈজᰃ䩜♌᠔᪙䭓⊏⭫ⱘ⮙⾡ˈᕔᕔᆍᯧᬊࠄᬜᵰˈᬙ

䩜ৠջ῾えˈ⮯⍜Ǆϔ਼ৢ䆞ˈ䆝Ϟ⊏⭫ৢ㟇

᳄ᇣ⮙ᖿདǄ

Ҟˈᙷ໘⮯⮐ݡǄ

1. ϔ㗕ᑈཇᗻˈ㝄⮯⮙ҎǄ2010 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 26 ᮹ህ䆞ᯊˈে
㛮ಯ㛮䎒ϔⳈ໘Ѣ⮝ᣯ⢊ᗕˈᕙ՟㸠ⱘ᠔᳝⊏⭫ᅠ៤
ৢҡϡ㓧㾷ˈ䘖পৠջⱘ䰇䱉⊝えˈ⮝ᣯेᯊ⍜༅Ǆ3
᮹ৢ䆞ᯊ䯂ঞℸџˈ䆝㛮䎒⮝ᣯϔⳈݡথǄ
2. ཇˈ41 ቕˈϡᄩ⮛⮙ҎǄ2010 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 26 ᮹ህ䆞ᯊˈ䆝
Ꮊ䏱݇㡖ݙջⱘৢϟᮍ⮐⮯ˈᔃ㝄ᯊ⮛⢊ᯢᰒǄপৠջ
㙧ֲえˈ⮐⮯⍜༅˗ϔ਼ৢ䆞ˈ䆝㞾Ϟ䩜♌ৢ⮐⮯
ϔⳈ⦄ߎݡǄ
3. ϔཇˈ39 ቕǄ㒣ࠡᳳ㋻ᓴ⮛⮙ҎǄ2010 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 29 ᮹ህ
䆞ᯊ䆝ᛳˈݦઇ⫮ˈ᳝咘⯄ˈ䲒ઃˈᖂথ⛁ˈઑϡ
⮐˗ ݊ে㙽㚯ݜջッ᳝ϔᯢᰒय़⮯⚍ˈᎺջय़⮯ϡ
ᯢᰒ˗ᅠ៤㒣ࠡᳳ㋻ᓴ⮛ⱘ⊏⭫ৢˈ䆹໘ࡴࠎϔ
䩜˗ϔ਼ৢ䆞ˈ䆝Ϟ⊏⭫ৢⱘᔧ᮹ˈઇ偸ˈޣ
᮹ઇℶǄᔧ᮹ݡᶹেջय़⮯⚍ˈᏆ㒣⍜༅Ǆ
4. ཇˈ59 ቕˈᡸ⧚ਬǄህ䆞᮹ᳳ˖2008 ᑈ 12 ᳜ 9 ᮹Ǆে
ϟ㙶䖥䎫䰇え໘⮐⮯Ꮖ᳝ϔ↉ᯊ䯈Ǆᶹሔ䚼㾖᮴ᓖ
ᐌˈ৺䅸ӸǄᶹ⮙ҎᎺϞ㙶ˈ߫㔎えⱘഄᮍˈⲂ
㙸买㡆䴦ˈय़⮯ᯢᰒǄ䘖পϔᇌ↿䩜ˈⳈࠎ߫㔎えǄ
াℸϔ䩜ˈ䩜ܹ⮯ℶǄ

10. ⬋ˈ57 ቕǄ2010 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 3 ᮹ህ䆞ᯊ䆝Ꮊ㝱݇㡖ϸ㝱ⴐП
䯈⮐⮯ˈ䩜পᎺ䱋䈋˄य़⮯+˅ˈেᎼ傢ঞে㙬݇㡖ᇍ
ᑨ⚍ˈ⮯ޣǄϔ਼ৢ䆞䆝ϸ㝱ⴐ䯈⮐⮯⍜༅ˈԚᎺ
㝱݇㡖ݙϟᮍˈ䰈䱉⊝ⱘϞᮍ⮐⮯ˈপৠջ݀ᄭǃଚϬ
˄य़⮯+˅ˈ⮯ޣǄ
11. ⬋ˈ33 ቕǄࢇ∫ᔧ亢ˈ㟈Ợえ໘⮐⮯ϡ䗖ϔˈ乜䚼
⌏ࡼফ䰤ˈԚ乜㙽䚼㙠㙝ᶨ䕃ˈC1 Ͳ C6 ঞ㛌Ợ໘ഛ᮴ϡ
䗖Ǆੑ䮼㝄䰇݇໘᳝य़⮯ˈᬙপϞѠえˈ乜Ợࠡৢ
⌏ࡼ׃ӄ乓㾝䕏ᵒˈݡপঠ䰇䱉⊝˄г᳝य़⮯˅ˈ乜Ợ
Ꮊে䕀ջѺ㞾བǄ㞾ℸ⮯ݡǄ
12. ⬋ᗻˈ52 ቕǄ乜Ợ⮙ᑈǄ乜㙽䚼㙠㙝ˈ⮯⮐⹀ۉᣛ
咏ˈॄූ໘᳝ϔⲅ㼊⏙᱄ৃ㾕ˈᑊ᳝य़⮯Ǆ⮙Ҏᚻ
ᗩ༈䚼⫼䩜ˈ֓⫼ᇣ㥃Ќ㛊Ꮧخえԡᣝय़ˈ䝌㚔ᛳᯢ
ᰒǄ乜䚼㙠㙝乓ᛳ䕏ᵒˈᣛ咏г⍜༅Ǆ
13. ཇˈ29 ቕˈህ䆞Ѣ 2010 ᑈ 7 ᳜ 16 ᮹Ǆে㙽乜㒧ড়䚼໘
㙠㙝ࡼ⌏ˈ⮯⮐⹀ۉফ䰤Ǆ পᙷջଚ᳆えˈ㙠㙝㋻ᓴ
⮐⮯ゟेЎད䕀Ǆ
14. ཇˈ㑺 40 ቕˈ2010 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 17 ᮹ህ䆞Ǆেϟ㙶㞔≳أϞ
ᮍ໘⮐⮯ˈऩপৠջネえˈ⮐⮯ゟ⍜Ǆϔ਼ৢ䆞⮐
⮯Ǆ
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ԧẔҎ㕸Ё 303 ՟Ϟ☿㗙ⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕⷨお
ṕጬ1ˈਈ䞥亲1,⥟ীᑇҘ2, ⥟ⲯ㢅2, 催ᗱཡ1,㢠Б䴭1,䰓फᙺᄤ1
1

࣫ҀЁए㥃ᄺЁए䆞ᮁ㋏˗2 佪䛑ए⾥ᄺ䰘ሲ࣫Ҁৠҕए䰶

ᨬ㽕: ᴀ᭛ᴀ᭛ҹԧẔҎ㕸ЁⱘϞ☿㗙Ў㾖ᆳᇍ䈵ˈ䅼Ϟ☿ⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕǄए⫳䞛⫼㟠䈵㾖ᆳ㸼ˈ䗮䖛㙝ⴐ㾖ᆳˈ
ᇍ 303 ՟Ϟ☿㗙ⱘ㟠䈵䖯㸠䆄ᔩϢߚᵤˈৠᯊ䆒ゟᇍ✻㒘˄145 ՟䴲Ϟ☿㗙˅Ǆ㒣䖛ᇍ㟠䈵ⱘ↨䕗ˈ㦋পϞ☿㗙ⱘ
㟠䈵⡍ᕕǄवᮍẔ偠ߚ݇Ⳍأᵤⱘ㒧ᵰ㸼ᯢˈϞ☿㗙ⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕЎ㟠䖍㑶㟠㑶ˈ㟠ᇪߎ⦄⚍ࠎˈ㟠㢨ᑆ➹,㟠
㢨८ˈ㢨㡆⎵咘ǄϞ☿ᰃϔ⾡䕏⌙ⱘ⛁䆕ˈᰃЁए乘䰆एᄺ⊏⮙ⱘ䞡㽕ݙᆍˈᥠᦵϞ☿ⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕߎ⦄
ⱘᯊᑣ㾘ᕟˈ᳝ࡽѢᇍϞ☿䖯㸠㾘㣗ⱘ䆞ᮁᑆ乘ᬜᵰⱘ䆘ԄǄ
݇䬂䆡: عᒋԧẔ˗Ϟ☿˗⛁䆕˗㟠䆞˗㑶㟠

ĀϞ☿āᰃϔ⾡֫⿄ˈ䗮ᐌߎ⦄ষ㟠⫳⮂ǃ⠭啜㚓

Ṻˈⴐᑆ⍽ˈ亳℆ϡᤃˈষ㾦㊰⚖ˈ啓啜⮐⮯ˈᖗ⚺ˈ༅

⮯ǃ֓⾬ㄝ⮛⢊ᯊˈ㗕ⱒྦྷ֓⿄ПЎϞ☿њǄϞ☿ⱘὖᗉ⑤

Ǆ

㞾ѢӴ㒳Ёएⱘ䑿ԧᛳ⮒⮙㾖ˈ䖛এˈⱒྦྷЁᏆᔶ៤њ

⮛˖ᇣ֓⇨ੇ䞡ˈ㘇号ˈ㚗Ё♐⛁ˈⳂⴉˈ䴶㑶ˈ

䕗Ў᳝ᬜⱘĀ⏙☿āⱘᮍ⊩ǄԚ䱣ⴔ⦄ҷҎ᠔ᥠᦵⱘӴ㒳⫳

᭄֓ޣᇥˈষ␈ϡ℆佂ˈ༈ᰩˈ䭓⭪ᄤˈᯧᗦˈ༈⮯ˈ唏

⌏ⶹ䆚䗤⏤ޣᇥˈҹঞ⦄ҷएᄺЁᇮ≵᳝䩜ᇍϞ☿ⱘ⧚࣪

ߎ㸔ˈⴐ㑶㚓ˈ唏㗐থ㑶ˈ亳ᯧ伹ˈᇣ֓ᇥˈ⮨⮂থ

Ẕᶹᮍ⊩,ℸˈᇍϞ☿ⱘⷨお⫮ᇥǄ䱣ⴔ乘䰆एᄺⱘথሩˈ

Ǆ
Џ⮛ 3 乍ˈ㗙Џ⮛ 2 乍ǃ⮛ 2 乍㗙ৃ䆞ᮁЎϞ

Ѯعᒋⷨおⱘ䗤⏤⏅ܹ,䖭⾡ሲѢѮعᒋ㣗⭈ⱘ㒣偠䅸䆚Ꮖ
㒣䗤⏤ᓩ䍋ҎӀⱘ݇⊼Ǆ
Ϟ☿ᯊˈ䰸њ㞾㾝⮛⢊ˈЁए䆞ᮁᯊᖙ乏䆞ᆳ㟠䈵ǄЁ
ए䅸Ў˖㟠ᰃ䗮䖛ԧ㸼㾖ᆳҎԧ㛣㜥ⱘϔ䴶䬰ᄤˈ䗮䖛㾖ᆳ

☿Ǆ
(2) ཇᗻ

㟠䋼Ϣ㟠㢨ⱘব࣪ˈৃҹ߸ᮁ㛣㜥ǃ⇨㸔⋹⎆ⱘࡳ㛑⢊ᗕ

Џ⮛˖ষ␈℆佂ˈষᑆˈઑଢ଼⮐⮯ˈষ㢺ˈ⮸⮂ˈᇣ֓咘

⮙䙾ⱘᗻ䋼ǃ⮙ԡⱘ⏅⌙ҹঞ⮙ⱘ䖯䗔ǄᴀⷨおᇍϞ☿

䌸ˈᖗ⚺ˈᚙ㒾ᗹ䑕ˈṺˈ֓ᑆ➹ˈ唏㜨ᑆ➹ˈষ⮂ˈ

ⱘಲ乒ᗻⷨおⱘ⸔Ϟ, 䖯ϔℹᇍϞ☿㗙ⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕ䖯㸠њ

᭄֓ޣᇥˈষ㾦㊰⚖ˈ亳ᯧ伹ˈ⯄咘ˈⴐᑆ⍽ˈ啓

㾖ᆳϢߚᵤǄ

啜⮐⮯ˈষ㟁ˈ亳℆ϡᤃˈ༅ˈ㚗㚔ˈষ␈ϡ℆佂ˈ㘇
号ˈ㚗Ё♐⛁Ǆ

1ˊᇍ䈵Ϣᮍ⊩
1.1 ⷨおᇍ䈵

⮛˖ᇣ֓⇨ੇ䞡ˈⳂⴉˈ䴶㑶ˈ༈ᰩˈ䭓⭪ᄤˈᯧ
ᗦˈ༈⮯ˈ唏ᄤߎ㸔ˈⴐ㑶㚓ˈ唏㗐থ㑶ˈᇣ֓ᇥˈ⮨⮂
থǄ

2007 ᑈ 6 ᳜㟇 2008 ᑈ 1 ᳜ᳳ䯈ˈѢ佪䛑ए⾥ᄺ䰘ሲ

Џ⮛ 3 乍ˈ㗙Џ⮛ 2 乍ǃ⮛ 2 乍㗙ৃ䆞ᮁЎϞ

࣫Ҁৠҕए䰶ԧẔЁᖗ䖯㸠عᒋԧẔܹ㘠ԧẔ㗙ǄԧẔ㗙

☿Ǆ

ᴹ㞾࣫ҀᏖⱘऩԡǃӕǃ催᷵ঞഄ䖯Ҁⱘܹ㘠ҎਬǄ㒇

1.3 㒇ܹᷛޚ

ܹⷨお㗙݅ 448 Ҏˈ݊ЁϞ☿㗙 303 Ҏˈ䴲Ϟ☿㗙 145 ҎǄ
Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ 303 ҎЁ᳝⬋ᗻ 134 Ҏˈཇᗻ 169 Ҏˈᑇഛᑈ啘Ў

˄1˅ҹϞ☿ЎЏ䆝Ǆ

34.43f13 ቕǄ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ 145 ҎЁ᳝⬋ᗻ 78 Ҏˈཇᗻ 67

˄2˅ヺড়Ϟ☿ⱘ߸ᅮᷛޚǄ

Ҏˈᑇഛᑈ啘Ў 29.89f9.81 ቕǄϸ㒘ⱘᗻ߿П䯈᮴㒳䅵ᄺ

1.4 ᥦ䰸ᷛޚ

Ꮒᓖ˄P>0.05˅ˈԚᑈ啘П䯈᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖ˄P<0.01˅Ǆ
1.2 Ϟ☿ⱘ߸ᅮᷛޚ
ḍಲ乒ᗻ䇗ᶹЁⱘ⮛⢊ߎ⦄⥛ˈ߱ℹࠊᅮњϞ☿ⱘ߸

˄1˅ԧẔ㗙㞾Ꮕ߸ᮁЎϞ☿㗙ৃ㛑Ϟ☿ˈԚए⫳䆞ᮁЎ
ᛳݦǃᏺ⢊⮅⮍ǃ啟啓ㄝ⮒⮙㗙Ǆ
˄2˅ԧẔ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎ᙷ఼᳝䋼ᗻ⮒⮙㗙ˈࣙᣀᖗ㛥㸔ㅵ⮙ǃ

ᅮᷛ[ޚ1] Ǆ

㚓⯸ǃ㙱⹀࣪ǃ㊪ሓ⮙ǃ᜶ᗻ㙱♢ᗹᗻᳳǃ᜶ᗻ㚒♢ᗹᗻᳳ

(1) ⬋ᗻ

ㄝǄ

Џ⮛˖ষᑆˈষ␈℆佂ˈᇣ֓咘䌸ˈষ㢺ˈઑଢ଼⮐⮯ˈ唏㜨

1.5 㟠䈵㾖ᆳݙᆍϢᮍ⊩

ᑆ➹ˈᚙ㒾ᗹ䑕ˈষ㟁ˈষ⮂ˈ⮸⮂ˈ֓ᑆ➹ˈ⯄咘ˈ
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偠ˈᑊ䅵ㅫӬ↨(OR) 95%ৃֵऎ䯈(95%CI)˗ߎ⦄㒳䅵

ࠊᅮ㟠䈵㾖ᆳ㸼ˈᇚ㟠㡆ǃ㢨㡆ǃ㟠㢨८㭘ഛᣝ✻㟠

ᄺᏂᓖⱘ㟠䈵⡍ᕕ䞛⫼ߚ݇Ⳍأᵤᴹᥦ䰸ᑈ啘ǃᗻ߿㋴ᇍ

ᇪǃ㟠䖍ǃ㟠Ёǃ㟠ḍಯϾϡৠⱘऎඳ䖯㸠䆄ᔩǄ
ᇚ㟠㡆ߚЎ 6 ㉏˖⎵ⱑ㟠ǃ⎵㑶㟠ǃ㑶㟠ǃᱫ㑶㟠ǃ

㒧ᵰⱘᕅડǄ

㒯㟠ǃ䴦㋿㟠˗

2 㒧ᵰ

ᇚ㟠ᔶߚЎ 9 ㉏˖ℷᐌ㟠ᔶǃ㗕㟠ǃႽ㟠ǃ㚪㟠ǃ

2.1 㟠㡆

啓⮩㟠ǃ⯺ᇣ㟠ǃ⯔᭥㟠ǃ⚍ࠎ㟠ǃ㺖㒍㟠˗
ᇚ㢨㡆ߚЎ 4 ㉏˖ⱑ㢨ǃ⎵咘㢨ǃℷ咘㢨ǃ㗕咘㢨˗

˄1˅ᇍϞ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㡆ᵘ៤↨䖯㸠↨䕗Ǆ

ᇚ㟠㢨८ᑺߚЎ 4 ㉏˖᮴㢨ǃᇥ㢨ǃ㭘㢨ǃ८㢨˗

㒧ᵰᰒ⼎ˈ⎵㑶㟠ǃᱫ㑶㟠᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖˈP<0.05Ǆ

ᇚ㟠㢨⋹⎆ߚЎ 4 ㉏˖⍺㢨ǃأᑆ/➹㢨ǃأǃ⒥

Ң⾡㟠㡆ⱘᵘ៤↨ৃҹⳟߎˈ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ⎵㑶㟠˄ℷᐌ㟠

㢨Ǆ

㡆˅ⱘߎ⦄⥛催ѢϞ☿㒘˗Ϟ☿㒘ⱘᱫ㑶㟠ߎ⦄⥛催Ѣ䴲Ϟ

1.6 㒳䅵ᮍ⊩

☿㒘ǄϞ☿㒘㑶㟠ⱘᵘ៤↨Ў 47.19%ˈ㽕Ѣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ˈԚ
≵᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖ˄㾕㸼 1˅Ǆ

ᑨ⫼ SPSS13.0 㒳䅵ᄺ䕃ӊˈP<0.05 Ў㒳䅵ᄺᛣНǄᵘ
៤↨ҹঞᣛᷛᓖᐌ⥛ⱘ↨䕗ߚ߿䞛⫼ᦣ䗄ᗻ㒳䅵·2 Ẕ


㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㡆ᵘ៤↨ⱘ↨䕗
⎵ⱑ㟠

⎵㑶㟠

㑶㟠

ᱫ㑶㟠

㒯㟠

䴦㋿㟠

Q



1



Q



Q



Q



Q



Ϟ☿㒘

























䴲Ϟ☿㒘

























ߚ㒘

·2ؐ













3 ؐ














˄2˅⎵㑶㟠ǃᱫ㑶㟠ϢϞ☿ⱘߚ݇Ⳍأᵤ

㸼 ࠊњᗻ߿㋴ৢⱘ⎵㑶㟠ϢϞ☿ⱘߚ݇Ⳍأᵤ

⬅ḋᴀⱘϔ㠀ᚙˈⶹৃމϞ☿㒘ⱘᑈ啘㽕Ѣ䴲Ϟ☿
㒘ˈϨϞ☿㒘ݙཇᗻ㽕Ѣ⬋ᗻǄࠊњᗻ߿ᑈ啘㋴

⎵㑶㟠

ৢˈ⎵㑶㟠ϢϞ☿ⱘ㋏݇Ⳍأ᭄Ў-0.170ˈP<0.01ˈ᳝㒳䅵ᄺ
ᏂᓖǄᱫ㑶㟠ϢϞ☿ⱘ㋏݇Ⳍأ᭄Ў 0.090ˈP>0.05, ≵᳝㒳
䅵ᄺᏂᓖ (㾕㸼 2˅Ǆ



&RUUHODWLRQ
6LJQLILFDQFH
WDLOHG 

⎵㑶㟠

ᱫ㑶㟠

Ϟ☿















GI







ᱫ㑶㟠

&RUUHODWLRQ





































˄3˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㡆↨䕗
Ёए᳝㟠ϢѨ㛣ᇍᑨⱘ⧚䆎,ԚЁएए⫳Ј䆕ᯊ,ᕔᕔ
Ӯ䕗ⷁⱘᯊ䯈ݙᇍᭈϾ㟠䈵߸ߎخᮁˈ䖭ⷨخおᯊᰃϡ



ড়ᅰⱘǄℸ, ᴀⷨおᇱ䆩ᇚ㟠䈵ᣝ㟠䴶ⱘϡৠ䚼ԡᴹ㾖
ᆳǄ
⬅Ѣ㟠ḍ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㡆㹿८㢨㽚Ⲫˈℸᇍ㟠㡆ⱘ㾖

GI

Ϟ☿

&RUUHODWLRQ



ϸ㒘П䯈᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖˈP<0.05ǄϞ☿ᯊܼ㟠ᱫ㑶ˈ㟠䖍㑶
Ϣ㟠Ё㑶ⱘ OR ؐѢ 1˗㗠ܼ㟠⎵㑶ⱘ OR ؐᇣѢ 1ˈ䇈ᯢ

WDLOHG 



ᆳা䗝ᢽњ㟠ᇪǃ㟠Ёǃ㟠䖍˄㟠ⱘϸջ˅䚼ԡǄ
㒣䖛↨䕗ˈܼ㟠⎵㑶ǃܼ㟠ᱫ㑶ǃ㟠䖍㑶ǃ㟠Ё㑶

6LJQLILFDQFH



6LJQLILFDQFH
WDLOHG 
GI

Ϟ☿ᯊথ⫳ܼ㟠ᱫ㑶ҹঞ㟠䖍㑶ǃ㟠Ё㑶ⱘৃ㛑ᗻᯢᰒ
Ѣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘Ǆ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㸼⦄Ўܼ㟠⎵㑶˄㾕㸼 3ǃ4˅Ǆ
㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㡆ᵘ៤˄n (%)˅
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Ϟ☿㒘˄303˅
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䴲Ϟ☿㒘˄145˅

㟠㡆
㟠ᇪ

㟠䖍

㟠Ё

㟠ᇪ

㟠䖍

㟠Ё

⎵ⱑ

2 (0.7)

6 (2.0)

5 (1.6)

2 (1.4)

2 (1.4)

2 (1.4)

⎵㑶

90 (30

99 (33)

120 (40)

58 (40)

70 (48)

85 (59)

㑶

157 (52)

147 (48)

125 (41)

69 (48)

57 (39)

44 (30)

㒯

7 (2.31

7 (2.3)

5 (1.6)

2 (1.4)

1 (0.7)

1 (0.7)

ᱫ㑶

46 (15)

43 (14)

44 (15)

12 (8)

11 (8)

11 (8)

䴦㋿

2 (0.7)

2 (0.7)

2 (0.7)

2 (1.4)

2 (1.4)

2 (1.4)


㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㡆↨䕗
95%CI

㟠㡆

·2ؐ

Pؐ

OR ؐ

㟠ᇪ⎵㑶

4.70

0.030

0.634

㟠䖍⎵㑶

10.162

0.001

0.520

0.347̚0.779

㟠Ё⎵㑶

15.391

0.000

0.447

0.298̚0.671

㟠䖍㑶

4.965

0.026

1.571

1.055̚2.339

㟠Ё㑶

4.968

0.026

1.612

1.058̚2.457

㟠ᇪᱫ㑶

4.150

0.042

1.984

1.016̚3.873

㟠䖍ᱫ㑶

4.036

0.045

2.015

1.0064̚4.034

㟠Ёᱫ㑶

4.380

0.036

2.069

1.035̚4.138

Lower

upper

0.419̚0.959


㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠ᔶⱘ↨䕗
㟠ᔶ
ߚ㒘

ℷᐌ

㗕㟠

Ⴝ㟠

㚪㟠

⯺ᇣ㟠

㺖㒍㟠

啓⮩㟠

⯔᭥㟠

⚍ࠎ㟠

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Ϟ☿㒘

159 (53)

42 (14)

16 (5)

23 (7)

44 (14)

30 (10)

54 (18)

20 (6)

56 (18)

䴲Ϟ☿㒘

79 (54)

19 (13)

13 (9)

10 (7)

14 (10)

15 (10)

24 (16)

10 (7)

11 (7)

·2ؐ

0.159

0.048

2.2

0.069

2.061

0.021

0.110

0.014

9.154

Pؐ

0.690

0.827

0.138

0.792

0.151

0.882

0.140

0.907

0.002

n (%)
ˆ

⊼˖ˆ3Ǆ

2.2 㟠ᔶ

2.3 㟠㢨८㭘

˄1˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠ᔶ↨䕗

˄1˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㢨८ᑺ↨䕗

Ϟ☿㒘Ёˈℷᐌ㟠ᔶߎ⦄⥛ҡ✊ᰃ᳔催ⱘˈऴ
53%ˈ݊ᰃ啓⮩㟠⚍ࠎ㟠ˈऴ 18%Ǆ䴲Ϟ☿㒘⾡
㟠ᔶ↨䕗ˈ⚍ࠎ㟠ߎ⦄㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖˈPǇ0.01˄㾕㸼 5˅Ǆ
˄2˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ϡৠ㟠䴶ߚऎⱘ⚍ࠎ↨䕗
㒣䖛ߚऎ㾖ᆳˈ㟠ᇪ䚼ԡߎ⦄ⱘ⚍ࠎ᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂ
ᓖˈP<0.01(㾕㸼 6ǃ7˅Ǆ

Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㢨८㭘㒣↨䕗ˈߎ⦄㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖˈ
P>0.05(㾕㸼 8ǃ9˅Ǆ
˄2˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㢨८㭘↨䕗
㟠㡆ⱘ㾖ᆳϔḋˈए⫳ᭈԧ߸ᮁ㟠㢨ⱘᇥ८㭘
ᯊˈᆍᯧᗑ⬹ϔѯֵᙃǄᇚ㟠㢨ᣝ✻㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡ㾖ᆳˈ㒧
ᵰᰒ⼎ˈϞ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㢨८㭘ᄬϔѯᏂᓖ˄㾕
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㸼 10˅ǄϞ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ↨䕗Ёˈ㟠Ёᇥ㢨ǃ㟠ḍ㢨

September 2010

ߚ㒘

Q

ᇥ㢨

㭘㢨

८㢨

㒘㟠ḍ८㢨㽕Ѣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ˈ㟠Ёᇥ㢨㽕ᇥѢ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ˈ(㾕

Ϟ☿㒘

303

20

228

55

㸼 11)Ǆ

䴲Ϟ☿㒘

145

5

113

27

·ؐ

-

1.850

0.388

0.014

3 ؐ

-

0.174

0.533

0.904

८ߎ⦄њ㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖˈP<0.05,Ңϸ㒘ⱘ OR ؐᴹ߸ᮁˈϞ☿

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ϡৠ㟠䴶ߚऎⱘ⚍ࠎ↨䕗
ߚ㒘

㟠ᇪ

㟠䖍

㟠Ё

㟠ḍ

Ϟ☿㒘









䴲Ϟ☿㒘













㸼 㟠㢨८ᑺϢϞ☿㒘ⱘ 25 ؐҹঞ &,
·ؐ

 

3 ؐ

   

㸼 ϡৠ㟠䴶ߚऎⱘ⚍ࠎϢϞ☿ⱘ 25 ؐ &,
95%CI

ߚऎ

OR ؐ





Lower

upper

㟠ᇪ⚍ࠎ

2.726

1.400

5.450

㟠䖍⚍ࠎ

1.543

0.644

3.701

95%CI

㢨䋼

OR ؐ





Lower

upper

ᇥ㢨

1.979

0.727

5.383

㭘㢨

0.861

0.537

1.379

८㢨

0.969

0.582

1.614

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㢨८ᑺ↨䕗

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㟠㢨८㭘ᵘ៤↨䕗
Ϟ☿㒘
ߚऎ

᮴㢨

ᇥ㢨

㭘㢨



n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

㟠ᇪ

9 (3)

71 (23)

㟠䖍

2 (0.7)

㟠Ё
㟠ḍ

䴲Ϟ☿㒘
८㢨

᮴㢨

ᇥ㢨

㭘㢨

८㢨

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

200 (66)

21 (7)

2 (1)

30 (21)

107 (74)

6 (4)

49 (16)

216 (71)

34 (11)

0 (0)

25 (17)

108 (74)

12 (8)

1 (0.3)

8 (3) ˆ

192 (63)

100 (33)

0 (0)

10 (7)

96 (66)

39 (27)

1 (0.3)

9 (3)

172 (57)

0 (0)

10 (7)

92 (63)

43 (30)

119 (39)

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ߚऎ㟠㢨८㭘ⱘ↨䕗
·2ؐ

ߚऎ

Pؐ

OR ؐ

ˆ

䴲Ϟ☿㒘



95%CI

·ؐ



  

Lower Upper

3 ؐ





㟠Ёᇥ㢨

4.607

0.032

0.366

0.141̚0.948

㟠ḍ८㢨

3.930

0.047

1.534

1.004 ̚2.345



⊼˖ˆ P<0.05





 


㸼 㢨䋼⍺➹ϢϞ☿㒘ⱘ 25 ؐঞ &,



ߚ㒘

⍺

Ϟ☿㒘



أᑆˋ➹ أ




95%CI

㢨䋼

OR ؐ





Lower

upper

⒥㝏

⍺㢨

0.518

0.347

0.773



أᑆ/➹㢨

2.895

1.774

4.724

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠㢨⍺➹ⱘ↨䕗
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䅵Ꮒᓖ(㾕㸼 17˅Ǆ


2.4 㟠㢨⍺➹

˄3˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠ䚼ԡⱘ㢨㡆↨䕗
Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ϡৠߚऎⱘⱑ㢨ǃ⎵咘㢨ߎ⦄

˄1˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠㢨⍺➹ⱘ↨䕗

㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖǄϞ☿㒘㟠䴶Ͼ䚼ԡⱘ⎵咘㢨ߎ⦄⥛催Ѣ䴲Ϟ

Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘⍺㢨ǃᑆ➹㢨Ϟ᳝ᰒ㨫ⱘ㒳䅵ᄺ

☿㒘ˈOR ؐ>1Ǆ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶Ͼ䚼ԡⱘⱑ㢨ߎ⦄⥛催Ѣ

ᏂᓖˈP<0.01ǄҢ㞾 OR ؐ߸ᮁˈ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㢨أ⍺ˈ

Ϟ☿㒘ˈOR ؐ<1(㾕㸼 18ǃ19˅Ǆ

Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㟠㢨أᑆ➹ (㾕㸼 12ǃ13)
㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㢨㡆ⱘ↨䕗

˄2˅⍺㢨ǃᑆ➹㢨ϢϞ☿ⱘߚ݇Ⳍأᵤ
ࠊњᑈ啘ᗻ߿ⱘ㋴ৢˈ⍺㢨ϢϞ☿ਜ䋳Ⳍ

ߚ㒘

Q

➹㢨ϢϞ☿ਜℷⳌ݇ˈ㋏݇Ⳍأ᭄=0.216ˈP=0.000Ǉ0.01ˈ

Ϟ☿㒘











г᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖ(㾕㸼 14)Ǆ

䴲Ϟ☿㒘











㸼  ࠊᗻ߿ᑈ啘㋴ৢ⍺㢨ǃᑆ➹㢨ϢϞ☿ⱘ݇Ⳍأ

·ؐ



  



3 ؐ



  



݇ˈ㋏݇Ⳍأ᭄Ў-0.224ˈP=0.000<0.01, ᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖǄᑆ

ߚᵤ

⍺㢨
&RUUHODWLRQ
6LJQLILFDQFH

⍺㢨

ᑆ➹㢨

Ϟ☿











































GI













&RUUHODWLRQ







WDLOHG 
GI
ᑆ➹㢨
&RUUHODWLRQ
6LJQLILFDQFH
WDLOHG 

Ϟ☿
6LJQLILFDQFH
WDLOHG 
GI

ⱑ㢨 ⎵咘㢨 ℷ咘㢨

㗕咘㢨

㸼 㢨㡆ϢϞ☿ⱘ 25 ؐҹঞ &,

㢨㡆

OR ؐ

ⱑ㢨
⎵咘㢨

95%CI
Lower

Upper

0.509

0.336

0.770

3.264

1.517

6.590

㸼 ࠊᗻ߿ᑈ啘㋴ৢⱑ㢨ǃ⎵咘㢨ϢϞ☿ⱘⳌأ





݇ߚᵤ

ⱑ㢨
&RUUHODWLRQ
6LJQLILFDQFH



WDLOHG 






GI
⎵咘㢨

2.5 㢨㡆

&RUUHODWLRQ

˄1˅Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ⱘ㢨㡆↨䕗

6LJQLILFDQFH

Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘↨䕗ˈⱑ㢨ǃ⎵咘㢨ߎ⦄㒳䅵ᄺᏂ

WDLOHG 

ᓖǄϞ☿㒘ⱑ㢨ⱘ P<0.01ˈOR=0.509, ⎵咘㢨ⱘ P <0.01ˈ

GI

OR=3.264ˈ䇈ᯢϞ☿㒘ⱑ㢨ⱘߎ⦄ᴎ⥛ᇣѢ䴲Ϟ☿㒘ˈ㗠⎵

Ϟ☿

咘㢨ⱘߎ⦄ᴎ⥛Ѣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘 (㾕㸼 15ǃ16˅Ǆ

&RUUHODWLRQ

˄2˅ⱑ㢨ǃ⎵咘㢨ϢϞ☿ⱘߚ݇Ⳍأᵤ

6LJQLILFDQFH

ࠊњᑈ啘ǃᗻ߿㋴ৢˈⱑ㢨ϢϞ☿ਜ䋳Ⳍ݇ˈأ

WDLOHG 

Ⳍ݇㋏᭄Ў-0.163ˈP=0.001<0.01,᳝㒳䅵ᄺᏂᓖǄ⎵咘㢨ϢϞ

GI

☿ਜℷⳌ݇ˈ㋏݇Ⳍأ᭄Ў 0.148ˈP=0.001Ǉ0.01ˈг᳝㒳

ⱑ㢨

⎵咘㢨

Ϟ☿










































































㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ߚऎ㟠㢨买㡆ⱘᵘ៤
㟠䴶ߚऎ

Ϟ☿㒘
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ⱑ

⎵咘

n(%)

n(%)

㟠ᇪ

194(64)

ˆ

㟠䖍

192(63)

ˆ

㟠Ё
㟠ḍ

ˆ

155(51)
154(51)

ˆ

ℷ咘

㗕咘

n(%)

n(%)

ⱑ

September 2010

⎵咘

ℷ咘

㗕咘

n(%)

n(%)

n(%)

n(%)

90(30)

ˆ

5(2)

2(1)

116(80)

24(16)

2(1)

1(1)

96(32)

ˆ

8(3)

2(1)

118(81)

24(16)

2(1)

0

118(39)

ˆ

16(5)

9(3)

102(70)

36(25)

6(4)

0

119(39)

ˆ

16(5)

10(3)

97(67)

40(27)

7(5)

0

⊼˖ˆ P<0.05Ǆ

㸼 Ϟ☿㒘Ϣ䴲Ϟ☿㒘㟠䴶ߚऎ㟠㢨买㡆↨䕗

㟠䴶ߚऎ

·2

Pؐ

OR ؐ

95%CI
upper lower

㟠ᇪ㢨ⱑ

11.740

0.001

0.445

0.278 ̚ 0.712

㟠䖍㢨ⱑ

14.929

0.000

0.396

0.245 ̚ 0.639

㟠Ё㢨ⱑ

14.766

0.000

0.442

0.290 ̚ 0.673

㟠ḍ㢨ⱑ

10.282

0.001

0.511

0.338 ̚ 0.773

㟠ᇪ㢨⎵咘

8.941

0.003

2.130

1.289 ̚ 3.521

㟠䖍㢨⎵咘

11.450

0.001

2.338

1.418 ̚ 3.856

㟠Ё㢨⎵咘

8.663

0.003

1.931

1.241 ̚ 3.004

㟠ḍ㢨⎵咘

5.851

0.016

1.698

1.103 ̚ 2.612

3 䅼䆎

㸠ㅵ⧚Ǆ

㟠䆞᳝♉ᬣǃⳈ㾖ǃ֓᥋ⱘ⡍⚍Ǆᴀⷨお㸼ᯢˈ
Ϟ☿㗙ߎ⦄ϡ䗖⮛⢊ⱘৠᯊˈ㟠䈵гӮথ⫳㾘ᕟᗻⱘব࣪Ǆ
ᥦ䰸њᑈ啘ǃᗻ߿㋴ᇍ㟠䈵ব࣪ⱘᕅડৢˈϢ䴲
Ϟ☿㗙↨䕗ˈϞ☿㗙ⱘ㟠䈵᳝ҹϟ⡍ᕕ˖㟠䖍㑶ǃ㟠
㑶ˈ㟠ᇪߎ⦄⚍ࠎˈ㟠㢨ᑆ➹ˈ㢨㡆⎵咘ˈ㟠ḍ䚼㢨ব८Ǆ
䖭ѯ⡍ᕕ㸼ᯢˈϞ☿㗙ԧݙ᳝Ёए᠔䇈ⱘ⛁䈵ˈሲѢ⛁䆕ⱘ
㣗⭈Ǆ

খ㗗᭛⤂
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ᐌϢᖗ⧚य़᳝݇Ǆ㟠䖍㑶ˈҷ㸼㙱㚚᳝⛁ˈᐌϢᚙ㒾ⱘ࠻
⚜⊶ࡼ᳝݇Ǆ㟠Ё㑶ˈ㟠㢨८ˈҷ㸼᳝㚗⛁ˈᐌϢ⍜఼࣪
ᅬⱘϡ⏙⋕ˈᇐ㟈ࡳ㛑ᓖᐌ᳝݇ǄϞ☿ᯊさߎ㸼⦄ⱘ㟠㢨
ᑆ➹ˈ㸼⼎ԧ⎆⋹ⱘݙফࠄᤳӸˈ㒧ড়⮛⢊⡍⚍ˈ᳝ৃ㛑ᰃ
Ϟ☿ᯊ᳔ᮽߎ⦄ⱘ㟠䈵ᓖᐌˈؐᕫҞৢ䖯ϔℹ⏅ܹ㾖ᆳǄ
Ϟ☿㱑ᰃϔ⾡䕏⌙ⱘ⛁䆕ˈԚབᛳৃݦҹᓩথϹ䞡ⱘ
⮒⮙ϔḋˈ䕏⌙ⱘ⛁䆕ϔᅮⱘᴵӊϟˈৃҹথሩ៤ᯢᰒ
ⱘǃϹ䞡ⱘ⛁䆕ˈ↨བሲѢЁए⛁䆕㣗⭈ⱘᗹǃ᜶ᗻᛳ
ᶧˈ催㸔य़ˈЁ亢ㄝ⮒⮙[2]ǄℸˈϞ☿ᰃЁए乘䰆एᄺ
⊏⮙ⱘ䞡㽕ݙᆍǄ
Ҟৢˈᴀⷨおᇚ䞡⚍㾖ᆳ㟠䈵ⱘᯊᑣব࣪⡍ᕕ˗䅼
Ϟ☿ϢԧẔ⫳࣪ẔᶹⱘⳌ݇ᗻˈᑊ䗮䖛एᄺᬭ㚆ˈՓ⇥ӫᥠ
ᦵϞ☿ⱘ㟠䈵㞾៥㾖ᆳ㽕⚍ˈ㛑ᮽᳳᇍԧⱘݙᓖᐌ⛁䈵䖯
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ABSTRACT
Objective: The objective of the research has been to assess the clinical efficacy of global Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) therapy in treating advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) of elderly patients, with the aim to seek a
standardized, rational and economical way to treat elderly patients with advanced NSCLC.
Methods: A non-randomized study was carried out in 87 elderly patients with advanced NSCLC, 41 treated by global
TCM (TCM group) and 46 by chemotherapy (control group) through dynamical observation on related indexes including
tumor size, quality of life, progression-free survival time and the survival time, as well as on the fee for medical service at
various time points˄3ǃ6ǃ9ǃ12ǃ18 and 24mon after recepting therapy˅during the course of the treatment.
Results: (1) The changes of tumor size: control group is more significant than TCM group at the time points of 3 and 6mon,
but TCM group is more significant at the time points of 9 and 12mon.There is no significant difference at the all time points.
(2) Score of clinical main symptoms: TCM group is more significant than control group at the time points of 3ǃ6ǃ12 and
18mon (P>0.05), control group is more significant than TCM group at the time points of 9 and 24mon (P>0.05), no
significant difference at the all time points (P>0.05). (3) Quality of life (by Karnofsky scoring or Zubrod-ECOG-WHO
scoring): TCM group is more significant than control group at the time points of 3ǃ6ǃ12 and 18mon (P>0.05), control
group is more significant at the time points of 9 and 24mon (P>0.05), no significant difference at the all time points
(P>0.05). (4) Progression-free survival time: The mean progression-free survival time and median progression-free survival
time in TCM group and control group are respectively 9.76f10.10ǃ6.00 and 7.30f6.42ǃ5.00mon, showing significant
difference in the mean progression-free survival time between them (P<0.05). No insignificant difference in the Median
progression-free survival time between them (P>0.05). (5)Survival time: the survival rate is higher at the time points of 3ǃ
6ǃ9ǃ12ǃ18 and 24mon in TCM Group, but insignificant difference, average survival time and median survival time in
TCM group and control group are 14.56f12.55ǃ10.00 and 14.07f13.14ǃ9.00mon, insignificant difference between
two groups survival time. (6) Medical expense: The mean daily expense and the mean expense (RMB Yuan) for each
patient in the TCM group were significantly lower than that in the control group, which was 129.33±68.47 vs
758.98±297.83 Yuan for the mean daily expense and 28677.02±12794.63 vs 55141.73±34756.49 Yuan, for the mean
expense for each patient (both P<0.01 ).
Conclusion: Treatment of senile advanced NSCLC with TCM alone has its apparent superiority in stabilizing tumor focus,
improving clinical symptoms and quality of life and prolonging the survival time. TCM is also less expensive, making it a
good alternative therapeutic approach for this specific group of people.
Key words: Traditional Chinese medicine therapy, global, elderly patients, advanced non-small cell lung cancer

1. Introduction
Advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in
elderly patients is always complicated with multiple
chronic diseases. This compels patients to prefer
traditional Chinese medical therapy over operation,
radiation or chemical agents. A non-randomized study
dynamically assesses the clinical efficacy of TCM
treatment on senile advanced NSCLC in the whole
therapeutic course. From diagnosis confirmation to
hospitalization or critical condition or death, no operation,
radiotherapy or chemotherapy was applied for the sake of
seeking a standardized, rational and economical way of
treatment.

2. Method

Inclusion: Enlisted into the TCM group were (1)
patients aged 60 and older; (2) patients with pathological
diagnosis of NSCLC; (3) patients clinically classified as
beyond the ċa stage(1 ); (4)TCM group: those patients
who couldn't, or refused to, receive operation,
chemotherapy or radiotherapy, appealed for and took
global TCM therapy for over 3 months. Control group:
those patients who couldn't or did not receive operation
or radiotherapy, but were treated with chemotherapy and
had the survival time predicted to be over 3 months were
enlisted into the chemotherapy control.
Exclusion: (1) patients with complications from
serious (stage III) diseases of the heart, or lung, or liver,
or brain, or kidney; (2) patients who receive global TCM
therapy less than one month; (3) patients who suffered
from mental disorder.

2.1 Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion
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2.2 General Data
All the patients included were inpatients (in the
control group) or out-patients (in the TCM group) of the
authors' hospital, hospitalized or visiting from May 1st
2001 to October 1st 2007, diagnosed as senile advanced
NSCLC, 41 case in TCM group treated in outpatient
Department, 46 case in control group treated in inpatient
department ,and their clinical data are listed in detail in
Table 1.
Table 1 General Data of Patients

Case
Sex (M/F)
Age (Year)
Mean (Year)
Media (Year)

TCM

Control

41
24 / 17
61-82
71
73

46
36 / 10
60 – 81
69
68

27
9
1
5

24
13
9

Pathological type (case)

AC
SC
LC
Non-classified

Clinic stage (case)
III-a
III-b
IV

10
17
14

16
20
10

with no statistically significant difference (X2
Test)between the two groups in their clinical materials,
pathological types and stages (P>0.05 ).
2.3 Treatment
The therapy administered to patients in the TCM
group was mainly a decoction consisting of milkvetch
root 30 g, psoralea fruit 15g, nepenthes herb 30 g,
centipede 1piece, scorpio 10 g, pepperweed seed 30g,
buckwheat herb 30 g, bittersweet herb 20 g, spikemoss
herb 30 g, Houttuynia 30 g, cairo morningglory herb 30 g,
etc. They might be modified as follows: for those with
cervical mass, airpotato yam, pleione bulbocodioides,
catelaw buttercup root, etc. were added; for those with
headache, longnosed pit viper, and garter snake were
added; for those with bone ache, tuberculate speranskia
herb, and drynaria rhizome were added; for those with
severe dyspnea, eagle wood, grilled ephedra herb, perilla
fruit, and sinapis alba were added; for cough with yellow
sputum, hogfennel root, Zhejiang fritillary bulb, reed, and
tabasheer were added; for those with bloody sputum or
emptysis, tatarian aster root and rhizome, hairy vein
agrimony, bletilla tubet, and notoginseng were added; for
those with chest pain, smartweed, dahurian angelica root,
and paniculate swallowwort root were added; for those
with hydrothorax, morel, water-plantain tuber, and
mulberry bark were added; for those of yin-deficiency
caused low fever, rehmannia root, starwort root,
wolfberry root-bark, and southernwood were added; for
those of yin-deficiency, causing low fever, rehmannia
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root, starwort root, wolfberry root-bark, and
southernwood were added; for those of yang deficiency,
curculigo rhizome and epimedium were added; and for
those of qi-deficiency, American ginseng, heterophylla
pseudostarwort root, etc. were added. Also, anti-cancer
Chinese patent drugs, including Jinlong Capsule (䞥啭㛊
ಞ, product of Jiansheng Co., Ltd., Beijing), Zilongjin
Tablet ( ㋿ 啭 䞥 ⠛ , product of Longshunrong
Pharmaceutical Co., Tianjin City), Ankangxin capsule
(ᅝᒋ㛊ಞ, Gaoshan Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. Anhui
Province), and Xihuang capsule (Product of Tangyu
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Shaanxi Province), were
administered coordinately, which were often used in
combination with more than two of the patent drugs.
Xinhuang Tablet ( ᮄ Ⱄ ⠛ , product of Xiamen
Pharmaceutical Factory of TCM, Fujian Province) might
be given for those with fever and bone ache, and drugs
for anti-cancer and strengthening resistance, such as
Shengmai Capsule (⫳㛝㛊ಞ, product of Qingchunbao
Pharmaceutical Factory, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province)
and Bailing Capsule (ⱒҸ㛊ಞ, product of Zhongmei
Huadong Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Hangzhou, Zhejiang
Province) could be given as well.
The patients were examined 1-2 times every week
in the clinics generally, and could come for a visit at any
time if necessary. Symptomatic treatment with Western
medicine might be applied when there was fever, dyspnea,
infection, superior vena cava syndrome, brain edema,
bone ache, etc.
For patients in the control group, a chemotherapeutic scheme was selected properly according to
their physical conditions and economic levels (2,3). The
GP scheme (Gemcitabine, Cisplatin) was applied in 10
cases; TP (Taxol, Cisplatin) in 9, NVB (Navelbine) in 9,
EP (Etoposide, Cisplatin) in 4, CAP (CTX, ADM,PDD)
in 2, NP (Vinorelbine, Cisplatin) in 2, GEM
(Gemcitabine) in 2, VP (Vindesine, Cisplatin) in 1, HCPT
in 1 and Paclitaxel in one; also, chemotherapy with CTX,
PDD, THP and BLM via bronchial arterial perfusion was
carried out in 5 patients. The symptomatic medication
used for the patients was the same as that used in the
TCM group.
2.4 Indexes and Methods of Observation
Data obtained by observation, including the tumor
size, scores of main clinical symptoms and behavior
condition, were filled into a uniform table by a specially
appointed person before starting the treatment (T0) and at
various time points in the treatment course, i.e. the end of
the3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th, 18th and 24th month, and the day
of terminating the follow-up (April 1st 2008). The time
(days) from the day when the diagnosis of NSCLC ċa
stage was confirmed to the day of last visit or that of
terminating follow-up (April 1st 2008) was calculated as
the survival time of the patients.
2.5 Economical Evaluation
The economic indexes in the two groups, including
total fee paid, mean daily charge and mean charge for
every single patient were compared between the two
groups.
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2.6 Efficacy Evaluation Criteria

3. Results

The short-term efficacy was evaluated by effective
rates of tumor size, symptoms and scores of behavior.
Effective rate of tumor size = (Cases of complete
remission + cases of part remission)/Total cases×100%;
Effective rate on score of symptom = (Cases of symptom
improvement + cases of symptom stable)/Total
cases×100%; behavior status use ECOG Performance
Status Scale (ZPS) (4), Effective rate on score of
behavior = Cases with ZPS score 0-2/ Total cases×100%.
Effective rate of the long-term efficacy was evaluated by
the survival rate at various observation time points and
the mean and the median survival time, the mean
progression-free survival time and Median progressionfree survival time.

3.1 Comparison of Short-term Efficacy˄table 2˅

2.7 Statistical Analysis
The survival time of the
with the life-table method;
enumeration data was managed
measurement data with t -test;
effective rate comparison.

patients was calculated
other comparison of
with X2 test and that of
and u-test was used for

The effective rates of treatment in the two groups on
tumor size at various corresponding time points were
similar (P>0.05 ), in which the 3-month and the 6-month
effective rates in the control group seemed to better than
those in the TCM group (P=0.06, P=0.46 ), but at the 9th
and 12th, the effective rate was higher in the TCM group
(P=0.35, P=0.11), though no statistical significance was
shown between any of them (P˚0.05 ).
The effective rate on the score of symptoms in the
TCM group at different time points showed a higher
value than that in the control group at corresponding time
points respectively, without the 9th and 24th month, but
there is insignificant difference at the other time points (P
˚0.05).
A comparison between the two groups on scores of
behavior condition showed that a higher rate was shown
in TCM group at any time points but without 9th and
24th monthˈbut insignificant difference (P˚0.05).

Table 2 Comparison on Effective Rates of Tumor Size, Scores of Symptoms and
Behavior condition [᧡(Case)]
Group

TCM

Control

Case

Time

Effective rate

(months)

Tumor size

Score of
symptom

Score of
behavior

41

3

2.4 (1/41)

97.6 (40/41)

97.6 (40/41)

38

6

5.3 (2/38)

60.5 (23/38)

60.5 (23/38)

27

9

7.4 (2/27)

55.6(15/27)

55.6 (15/27)

19

12

10.5 (2/19)

63.2 (12/19)

63.2 (12/19)

10

18

0 (0/10)

60.0 (6/10)

60.0 (6/10)

7

24

0 (0/7)

42.9 (3/7)

42.9 (3/7)

46

3

10.9 (5/46)

93.3 (42/45)

93.3 (42/45)

38

6

7.9 (3/38)

56.4 (22/39)

56.4 (22/39)

26

9

3.8 (1/26)

65.4 (17/26)

65.4 (17/26)

18

12

5.6 (1/18)

55.6(10/18)

55.6 (10/18)

11

18

0 (0/11)

45.5 (5/11)

45.5 (5/11)

5

24

0 (0/5)

50.0 (3/6)

50.0 (3/6)

Note: P<0.05, compared with the control group at the same time points.

3.2 Comparison of Survival Time
Terminating follow-up is April 1st 2008. One case
in the control group was lost at the last time of follow-up.
Untill the day of terminating observation, 19 cases in the
TCM group and 5 cases in the control group were still
alive. Comparison between the two groups showed that
the survival rate in the TCM group at all time points were
higher than those in the control group respectively,
whereas no statistical significance was shown (P=0.54ˈ
0.28,0.72,0.62,0.69,0.83).The details are shown in Table

3. Survival time and Median Survival time in TCM and
control group is respectively 14.56f12.55ǃ10.00mon
and 14.07 f 1.94 ǃ 9.00mon, showing no significant
difference between the two groups (P=0.82ˈ0.18). The
mean progression-free survival time and Median
progression-free survival time in TCM group and control
group are respectively 9.76f10.10ǃ6.00 and 7.30f
6.42ǃ5.00mon, showing significant difference between
the two groups in the mean survival time (P=0.042), but
comparison of the median survival time did show a
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statistical significance (P=0.22).
Table 3 Comparison of Survival Rates [% (Survival
Cases/Total Cases)]
Group

Case

Months

Survival rate

TCM

41

3
6
9
12
18
24

100 (41/41)
92.7 (38/41)
65.9 (27/41)
46.3 (19/41)
24.4 (10/41)
17.1 (7/41)

Control

46

3
6
9
12
18
24

97.8 (45/46)
82.6 (38/46)
56.5 (26/46)
39.1 (18/46)
23.9 (11/46)
13.0 (6/46)

Table 4. Comparison of Hygienic Economical Indexes
(RMB Yuan)
Group
Case
Sum (RMB Yuan)
Days
Mean daily expense
(RMB Yuan)
Hospitalization time
Expense each time
(RMB Tuan)
Mean expense each
patient (RMB Yuan)

TCM

Control

27
774279
5987

46
2536519
3342

129f68*

758f297

-

138
18380

28677
f12794*

55141
f34756

Note: compare with control group, P<0.01
3.3 Comparison of Hygienic Economical Indexes
(Table 4)
The hygienic economical data in the control group
were rather complete; the total fee for hospital service of
all the 46 patients in their 138 times (3342 days) of
hospitalization was RMB 2536519.74 yuan (the fee paid
in clinics was not included). Complete data in the TCM
group were demonstrated only in 27 patients, according
to the specific accounts, except that paid in the
hospitalized period, the total fee paid in 5987 times of
visiting was RMB 774279.64yuan, so, the mean daily
expense and mean expense for each patient in the TCM
group was significantly lower than that in the control
group (P<0.01,Table 4).
3.4 Classical case
Lin X X, female, 71years old, diagnosed for lung
adenocarcinoma with brain metastases, ˄ T2NxM1 ˈ
stage IV. She refused to accept radiotherapy and
chemotherapy, and requested TCM therapy. After therapy,
PS is better, CT and MRI show lung focus was stable,
and less brain metastases .Now she can enjoy everyday
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without others’ help, and could go out for visiting. The
total medical fee from July 2007 to April 2008 is
30615.34 Yuan.

4. Discussion
Lung cancer, one of the often encountered
malignant tumors in the world at present, could endanger
the life of human beings (5), with its morbidity and
mortality being the top in all kinds of malignant tumors,
which also shows a yearly rising trend(6 ). The gerontic
period is the high incident stage of lung cancer; about 1/3
of lung cancers appear in patients aged over 65 years, and
its mortality reaches the peak in patients aged between
65-70 years.
The approaches used for the treatment of senile lung
cancer may be surgical resection, local radiation, general
chemotherapy, Chinese medical therapy, biological
treatment, systemic supporting etc (7). For patients over
70 years old, the general therapeutic principle applied
should be simple, effective and with less adverse reaction
(8).
NSCLC has low sensitivity to chemotherapy. In
China, there have been few reports concerning
chemotherapy on lung cancer in the aged. In foreign
literature, Ricci, et al(9) once reported treatment of 4
patients with small lung cancer, aged over 70 years, by
Gemcitabine, which resulted in an effective rate of 22.2%,
median survival time of .7 months and –year survival rate
of 27%. The 38 NSCLC patients, aged over 65 years
reported by Hainsworth, et al (10) were treated with
Taxotere, the effective rate obtained was 8%. Better
efficacy was obtained in patients with good behavior
state (ZPS=0 or 1, i.e. the patients can walk about on
their own and basically take care of themselves) than in
those with bad behavior state, 26% (6/23) vs 7% (1/15).
The study for treatment of senile lung cancer with
docetaxel conducted by an Italian research group (10)
showed that the effective rate of the treatment was 20%,
median survival time 7 months and 1-year survival rate
32%, which was better than the efficacy of symptomatic
supporting and could maintain rather good quality of life
(QOL) in patients (11). The results of Frasci, et al (12) on
the treatment of 38 patients over 70 years old, with ZPS
İ2 scores by using Carboplatin-oral etoposide were 22%
in effective rate and 11 months in median survival time.
TCM is an important measure for treating senile
lung cancer. At present, it is mainly used in cooperation
with surgical operation, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and
in aiding rehabilitation, or as a conciliatory treatment for
patients in the late or terminal stage. Research of global
TCM therapy on senile lung cancer is still lacking, and
the efficacy evaluation is often non-dynamic, which
makes it possibly bias.
The study is non-randomized. For the sake of
knowing objectively the effect of TCM global therapy on
elderly patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer,
this retrospective study was carried out under the control
with patients treated synchronously by chemotherapy,
and dynamical evaluation was made depending on the
scores of main symptoms and behavior status as well as
the progression-free survival time, survival time and the
survival rate of patients.
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Because the patients enrolled in the TCM group
were only those having been treated successively in
clinics for more than 3 months, this might lead to
selective bias due to the uncertain clinical sequel of those
treated for less than 3 months, who might turn to other
treatments or visit other hospitals, or even die. On
account of that, as patients in bad condition and with the
predicted survival time less than 3 months would
generally not choose chemotherapy, so the selective bias
could be reduced in this case. For this reason, we hold
that the two groups were similar in their basic condition,
clinical classification and pathological type.
Scoring on QOL is essential for the evaluation of
TCM therapy in treating tumors (13), and results of this
study showed that the scores of QOL and behavior state
increased in both groups, and the stabilizing rate at
various time points was mostly over 60%. Patients in the
TCM group were, generally speaking, all capable of
taking care of themselves in their daily life and were
capable of walking to the hospital, so were regard as ZPS
0ˉ2 ˗while patients in the control group had to receive
the treatment in the hospital ward, which illustrated that
TCM therapy was rather superior to chemotherapy in the
improvement of patients' QOL.
At the beginning of the treatment, there were 4
patients in stage II in the TCM group and 9 patients in
stage II in the control group, and for them the survival
time was calculated from the day with their diagnosis
changing to stage IIIa. On the day of terminating the
follow-up, the survivals in the TCM group were 19 and in
the control group 5. By prolonging the study, survival
time in TCM group may be longer. As to some of the
patients in the TCM group who were hospitalized later or
turned to other treatment before they died, their survival
time was calculated by taking the time of hospitalization
or turning to other treatment as the day of terminating
follow-up. Thus, we can say that the date of termination
for them was more strictly defined.
The 21st century is the era of evidence-based
medicine (EMB). The three essential elements of EMD
are the best clinical research, professional clinical
knowledge on the part of the physicians and greater
attention paid to the patients. The last one is actualized as
that in the clinical treatment course the patients should be
informed of everything about the treatment, and they
have the right to select the mode of therapy according to
their own will and economic state. Many researches on
senile advanced NSCLC indicate that chemotherapy is of
no help for patients of poor physique (ZPS >2 scores),
palliative supporting therapy (BSC) is the measurement
recommended in NCCN guidelines, and allopathy may be
used if necessary, and as NCCN said “Participation in
clinical trials is especially encouraged”. (14)
Results of the study illustrate that TCM for the
treatment of senile advanced NSCLC could obviously
stabilize the foci, improve the clinical symptoms, elevate
QOL and prolong the survival time in tumor patients. It is
also inexpensive. For this special group of people, TCM
could possibly become one of the main therapeutic
measures, and is worthy of clinical introduction.
However, the acting mechanism, standardization of
medication and scientific design of the clinical trial
remains to be further explored.
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Ёए㥃ܼ⊏⭫㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎ⰠⱘЈᑞⷨお

ࠥढ ߬ӳ㚰 ⥟ᖫ ܝᴢᖫᯢ
ᑓϰⳕЁए䰶
Ⳃⱘ˖䆘ӋЁए㥃ܼ⊏⭫㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎ⰠⱘЈᑞ⭫ᬜˈЎ㾘㣗࣪ǃড়⧚࣪ǃ㒣⌢ᅲᚴ⊏⭫㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ
㒚㚲㚎Ⱐ㋶䘧䏃Ǆ
ᮍ⊩˖ᇚ 41 ՟ܼЁ㥃⊏⭫ⱘ㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐᙷ㗙Ϣ 46 ՟ফ࣪⭫ⱘᙷ㗙(ഛ 60 ቕҹϞ)䖯㸠䴲䱣ᴎᇍ✻ⷨ
おˈࡼᗕ㾖ᆳ(⊏⭫ 3ǃ6ǃ9ǃ12ǃ18  24 Ͼ᳜) ᙷ㗙Ⳍ݇ᣛᷛ(ࣙᣀ⯸ԧব࣪ǃЈᑞЏ㽕⮛⢊ǃ⫳⌏䋼䞣ǃ⮒⮙᮴
䖯ሩᳳǃ⫳ᄬᯊ䯈ㄝ)ⱘব࣪ˈᑊ↨䕗ᙷ㗙ए⭫䌍⫼ᚙމǄ
㒧䆎˖㒃Ёए㥃⊏⭫㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐ᳝ᯢᰒⱘ〇ᅮ⮙♊ǃᬍЈᑞ⮛⢊ǃᦤ催⫳⌏䋼䞣ᓊ䭓⫳ᄬᯊ䯈
ⱘ⫼ˈ㗠Ϩ䌍⫼ԢᒝǄᇍĀ㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐᙷ㗙ā䖭Ͼ⡍⅞㕸ԧⱘ⊏⭫ЁˈЁए㥃᳝ৃ㛑៤ЎЏ㽕ⱘ
⊏⭫ᮍ⊩ПϔǄ
݇䬂䆡˖Ёए㥃⊏⭫˗ܼ˗㗕ᑈ˗ᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐ˗

㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐᙷ㗙ড়ᑊ᳝⾡᜶ᗻ⮒⮙ˈ䆌

20gǃोᶣ 30gǃ⏂ቅ 30gǃѨ⟾啭 30g ㄝǄ

ᙷ㗙䲒Ѣফᴃǃᬒ⭫ঞ࣪⭫ˈᜓফЁए㥃⊏⭫Ǆ

乜䚼㚓ഫࡴ咘㥃ᄤǃቅ㦛ǃ⣿⟾㤝ㄝ˗༈⮯ࡴ⼜

ᴀⷨおЎ䴲䱣ᴎᇍ✻ⷨおˈࡼᗕ䆘ӋЁए㥃ܼ⊏⭫(Ң⹂

㲛ǃР㲛ㄝ˗偼⮯ࡴ㸹偼㛖ǃ䗣偼⍜ǃ偼㸹ㄝ˗⇨୬⫮㗙

䆞ࠄ⮙ॅԣ䰶⅏ѵˈᳳ䯈≵᳝䖯㸠ᴃᬒ࣪⭫)㗕ᑈᰮᳳ

ࡴ≝佭ǃ♭咏咘ǃ㢣ᄤǃⱑ㡹ᄤㄝ˗ઇ⯄咘ࡴ⫼ࠡ㚵ǃ⌭

䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎ⰠⱘЈᑞ⭫ᬜˈЎ㾘㣗࣪ǃড়⧚࣪ǃ㒣⌢ᅲᚴ⊏

䋱ǃ㢛㣢ǃノ咘ㄝ˗⯄Ёᏺ㸔ઃ㸔⫼㋿㢥ǃҭ吸㤝ǃⱑ

⭫㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐ㋶䘧䏃Ǆ

㡼ǃϝϗㄝ˗㛌⮯⫼䕷㫐ǃⱑ㢋ǃᕤ䭓॓ㄝ˗㛌∈ࡴ啭㩉ǃ
⋑⋏ǃḥⱑⲂㄝ˗䰈㰮Ԣ⛁⫼⫳ഄǃ䫊᷈㚵ǃഄ偼Ⲃǃ䴦㪓

Јᑞ䌘᭭

ㄝ˗䰇㰮㗙ࡴ⫼ҭ㣙ǃҭ♉㜒ㄝ˗⇨㰮㗙ࡴ⫼㽓⋟খǃᄤ
খㄝǄ

1. 㒇ܹᷛ(˖ޚ1)ᑈ啘ı60 ቕǄ(2) ⮙⧚䆞ᮁЎ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎
ⰠǄ(3) ЈᑞߚᳳЎċa ᳳҹϞǏ1ǐǄ(4) Ё㥃⊏⭫㒘˖ϡ㛑

㸼 1 ϸ㒘⮙՟ᴀᚙ↨މ䕗

ᢦ㒱㸠ᴃǃᬒ⭫ǃ࣪⭫ㄝ⊏⭫ˈ㽕∖ܼফЁए㥃⊏

Ё㥃㒘

࣪⭫㒘

՟᭄

41

46

2. ᥦ䰸ᷛ(˖ޚ1)ড়ᑊ᳝Ϲ䞡ⱘᖗ㚎㛥㙱㚒⮒⮙(ċᳳ)Ǆ(2) Ё

ᗻ߿ (⬋/ཇ)

24 / 17

36 / 10

㥃⊏⭫㒘ܼЁए㥃⊏⭫ϡࠄ 1 Ͼ᳜㗠㞾ࡼЁℶ㗙Ǆ(3) ড়ᑊ

ᑈ啘㣗ೈ (ቕ)

61-82

60 – 81

ᑇഛᑈ啘 (ቕ)

71

69

ᑈ啘Ёԡ᭄ (ቕ)

73

68

⭫Ϩ᳡Ё㥃 3 Ͼ᳜ҹϞǄ࣪⭫ᇍ✻㒘˖ϡ㛑ϡ᳒㸠ᴃǃ
ᬒ⭫ㄝ⊏⭫ˈ䞛⫼࣪ᄺ⊏⭫ˈ乘䅵⫳ᄬᳳ 3 Ͼ᳜ҹϞǄ

᳝㊒⼲⮙㗙Ǆ
3ˊϔ㠀ᚙ˖މ㒇ܹ⮙՟Ў 2001 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 1 ᮹㟇 2007 ᑈ 10 ᳜
1 ᮹៥䰶䮼䆞ঞԣ䰶ⱘ 60 ቕҹϞⱘ㗕ᑈᰮᳳ䴲ᇣ㒚㚲㚎Ⱐ

⮙⧚㉏ൟ(՟)

ᙷ㗙ǄЁ㥃⊏⭫㒘 41 ՟ˈЎ䮼䆞ᙷ㗙˗࣪⭫㒘 46 ՟ˈഛЎ

㝎Ⱐ

27

24

ᴀ䰶ԣ䰶ᙷ㗙Ǆϸ㒘⮙՟ᴀᚙމ㾕㸼 1Ǆϸ㒘ᴀᚙމǃ

劲Ⱐ

9

13

㒚㚲

1

-

ߚ㉏

5

9

⮙⧚㉏ൟЈᑞߚᳳ㒣वᮍẔ偠Ꮒᓖ᮴ᰒ㨫ᗻǄ

ᮍ

Јᑞߚᳳ (՟)

⊩

1. ⊏⭫ᮍ⊩
Ё㥃㒘: ᐌ䗝ᡫⰠЁ㥃Ў:咘㡾 30gǃ㸹偼㛖 15gǃ⣾ㄐ㤝

III-a

10

16

III-b

17

20

IV

14

10

30gǃ㳜㱷 1 ᴵǃܼ㴢 10gǃ㩊㢜ᄤ 30gǃ䞥㤲呺 30gǃⱑ㣅
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4 ᳜ 1 ᮹)ᔧ᳜ⱘᕅڣᄺᣛᷛ(ᅲԧ⯸ᇣ)ǃЈᑞЏ㽕⮛⢊ᬍ
ᙷ㗙ৠᯊ䜡ড়Փ⫼ᡫⰠЁ៤㥃,ࣙᣀ䞥啭㛊ಞ(࣫Ҁᓎ⫳

ᚙމǃ㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚˈᑊ䭓ᳳ䱣䆓䆄ᔩ݊⫳ᄬᯊ䯈Ǆ⫳ᄬ

㥃Ϯ᳝䰤݀ৌ)ǃ㋿啭䞥⠛(⋹䱚乎Ὡࠊ㥃ॖ)ǃᅝᒋ㛊ಞ

ᯊ䯈䅵ㅫЎҢ⹂䆞Ўċa ᳳࠄ䱣䆓㒜ℶ᮹(2008 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 1 ᮹)

(ᅝᖑ催ቅ㥃Ϯ᳝䰤݀ৌ) ǃ㽓咘㛊ಞ(䰩㽓ᅛ㥃Ϯ㙵ӑ᳝䰤

䆞᮹ᳳǄ

݀ৌ)ˈЎ 2 ⾡ҹϞ㘨ড়⫼㥃Ǆথ⛁偼⮯ࡴᮄⰔ⠛(ॺ䮼Ё
㥃ॖ) ᇍ⮛໘⧚ǄৠᯊՓ⫼⫳㛝㛊ಞ(ᵁᎲ䴦ᅱࠊ㥃ॖ)ǃⱒ

3ˊि⫳㒣⌢ᄺ䆘Ӌ
↨䕗ϸ㒘⮙՟ए⭫ᘏ䌍⫼ǃᑇഛ↣䌍⫼ǃᑇഛ↣Ҏ

Ҹ㛊ಞ(ᵁᎲЁ㕢ढϰࠊ㥃᳝䰤݀ৌ)ㄝᡊℷᡫⰠ㥃⠽Ǆ
Ё㥃⊏⭫㒘ϔ㠀↣਼䮼䆞ህ䆞 1-2 ˈᑊḍ⮙ᚙ䱣ᯊ
ᴹ䆞Ǆߎ⦄থ⛁ǃ⇨୬ǃᛳᶧǃϞ㜨䴭㛝㓐ড়䆕ǃ㛥∈㚓ǃ
偼⮯ㄝഛࡴ⫼㽓㥃ᇍ⮛໘⧚Ǆ

䌍⫼ㄝᣛᷛǄ
4ˊ⭫ᬜ䆘Ӌᷛޚ
䖥ᳳ⭫ᬜҢ⯸ԧব࣪ǃ⮛⢊ব࣪ǃ㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚᮍ䴶

࣪⭫ᇍ✻㒘˖ḍᙷ㗙䑿ԧ⢊މঞ㒣⌢∈ᑇˈ䗝ᢽড়䗖࣪⭫
ᮍḜǏ2,3ǐǄ݊Ё GP(Gemcitabine, Cisplatin)ᮍḜ 10 ՟ǃ
TP(Taxol, Cisplatin)9 ՟ ǃ NVB(Navelbine) ᮍ Ḝ 9 ՟ ǃ
EP(Etoposide, Cisplatin)ᮍḜ 4 ՟ǃCAP(CTX,ADM,PDD)ᮍḜ
2 ՟ǃNP(Vinorelbine,Cisplatin)ᮍḜ 2 ՟ǃGEM(Gemcitabine)2
՟ǃVP(Vindesine, Cisplatin)ᮍḜ 1 ՟ǃᢧ୰(HCPT)1 ՟ǃ㡒
㋴ (Paclitaxel) 1 ՟ ǃ 䞛 ⫼ ᬃ ⇨ ㅵ ࡼ 㛝 ☠ ⊼ ࣪ ⭫ 5 ՟
(CTX,PDD,THP,BLM)Ǆᇍ⮛⫼㥃ৠЁ㥃㒘Ǆ

䖯㸠䆘Ӌ, ݊Ё⯸ԧ᳝ᬜ⥛= (ᅠܼ㓧㾷՟᭄ˇ䚼ߚ㓧㾷՟᭄)/
ᘏ՟᭄h100%˗ЈᑞЏ㽕⮛⢊⿃ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛=(⮛⢊ད䕀՟᭄+
〇ᅮ՟᭄)/ᘏ՟᭄h100%˗㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ䞛⫼Zubrod-ECOGWHO⊩(5 ߚ⊩,ZPS)

[4]

ˈ݊ЁZPSЎ 0-2 ߚЎ⊏⭫᳝ᬜˈ㸠Ў

⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛=᳝ᬜ՟᭄/ᘏ՟᭄h100% Ǆ
䖰ᳳ⭫ᬜҢᯊ䯈⚍ᙷ㗙⫳ᄬ⥛ǃᑇഛ⫳ᄬᳳЁԡ
⫳ᄬᳳҹঞᑇഛ⮒⮙᮴䖯ሩᳳЁԡ⮒⮙᮴䖯ሩᳳᮍ䴶䖯㸠
䆘ӋǄ
5. 㒳䅵ᄺᮍ⊩

2ˊ㾖ᆳᣛᷛᮍ⊩
ࠊᅮ㒳ϔⱘ㾖ᆳ㸼ˈ⬅ϧҎ䋳䋷Ǆ㾖ᆳ乍Ⳃࣙᣀ⊏⭫
ࠡˈ⊏⭫ৢ 3ǃ6ǃ9ǃ12ǃ18ǃ24 Ͼ᳜䱣䆓㒜ℶ᮹(2008 ᑈ

⫳ᄬ⥛⫼ᇓੑ㸼⊩䅵ㅫ, ݊ԭ䌘᭭ߚ߿䞛⫼ t Ẕ偠ǃu Ẕ偠
वᮍẔ偠Ǆ

㸼2. ϸ㒘ᅲԧ⯸᳝ᬜ⥛ǃЏ㽕⮛⢊⿃ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛↨䕗 [ˁ(՟᭄)]
㒘߿

Ё㥃

࣪⭫

՟᭄

ᯊ䯈

᳝ᬜ⥛
ᅲԧ⯸

Џ㽕⮛⢊⿃ߚ

㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ

41

3᳜

2.4 (1/41)

97.6 (40/41)

97.6 (40/41)

38

6᳜

5.3 (2/38)

60.5 (23/38)

60.5 (23/38)

27

9᳜

7.4 (2/27)

55.6(15/27)

55.6 (15/27)

19

12᳜

10.5 (2/19)

63.2 (12/19)

63.2 (12/19)

10

18᳜

0 (0/10)

60.0 (6/10)

60.0 (6/10)

7

24᳜

0 (0/7)

42.9 (3/7)

42.9 (3/7)

46

3᳜

10.9 (5/46)

93.3 (42/45)

93.3 (42/45)

38

6᳜

7.9 (3/38)

56.4 (22/39)

56.4 (22/39)

26

9᳜

3.8 (1/26)

65.4 (17/26)

65.4 (17/26)

18

12᳜

5.6 (1/18)

55.6(10/18)

55.6 (10/18)

11

18᳜

0 (0/11)

45.5 (5/11)

45.5 (5/11)

5

24᳜

0 (0/5)

50.0 (3/6)

50.0 (3/6)

⊼˖Ϣᇍ✻㒘ৠᳳ↨䕗ˈP>0.05
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ࣙᣀ䮼䆞䌍⫼)˗Ё㥃㒘䌘᭭䕗ᅠᭈ 27 ՟ᙷ㗙Ў⡍ᅮ䮼䆞乍

㒧ᵰ

Ⳃ䆄Ꮴˈᘏ䆞⭫᭄Ў 5987 ˈᘏ䌍⫼Ў 774279.64 (ܗϡࣙ

1ˊϸ㒘⮙՟䖥ᳳ⭫ᬜ↨䕗˖㾕㸼 2.

ᣀԣ䰶䌍⫼) ǄЁ㥃㒘ᙷ㗙Ң⹂䆞ࠄ⮙ॅ⅏ѵᑇഛ↣Ҏ䌍

(1) ⯸ԧ䆘Ӌ˖⊏⭫ 3ǃ6 ᳜ᯊ⚍࣪⭫㒘ᅲԧ⯸᳝ᬜ⥛ӬѢЁ

⫼ᯢᰒԢѢ࣪⭫㒘 (P˘0.01) Ǆ

㥃 㒘 (P=0.06, P=0.46); 9 ǃ 12 ᳜ ᯊ ⚍ Ё 㥃 㒘 Ӭ Ѣ ࣪ ⭫ 㒘
㸼4 ϸ㒘ि⫳㒣⌢ᄺᣛᷛ↨䕗

(P=0.35, 0.11) Ǆ  ᯊ ⚍ ⯸ ԧ᳝ ᬜ ⥛ ഛ ᮴ ᰒ㨫 ᗻ Ꮒᓖ(P˚
0.05)Ǆ
(2) ЈᑞЏ㽕⮛⢊⿃ߚ䆘Ӌ˖䰸⊏⭫ 9ǃ24 Ͼ᳜ˈ݊Ҫ

ߚ㒘

Ё㥃㒘

࣪⭫㒘

ᯊ⚍Ё㥃㒘ЈᑞЏ㽕⮛⢊⿃ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛ഛ催Ѣ࣪⭫㒘ˈԚϸ㒘

՟᭄

27

46

↨䕗Ꮒᓖ᮴ᰒ㨫ᗻ (P˚0.05)Ǆ

ᘏ䌍⫼()ܗ

774279

2536519

ᑇഛԣ䰶᭄

5987

3342

ᑇഛ↣䌍⫼()ܗ

129f68*

758f297

ԣ䰶᭄

-

138

ᑇഛ↣ԣ䰶䌍⫼()ܗ

-

18380

ᑇഛ↣Ҏ䌍⫼()ܗ

28677

55141

f12794*

f34756

(3) ⫳⌏䋼䞣㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ˖䰸⊏⭫ 9ǃ24 Ͼ᳜ˈ݊Ҫ
ᯊ⚍Ё㥃㒘㸠Ў⢊ᗕ䆘ߚ᳝ᬜ⥛催Ѣ࣪⭫㒘ǄԚϸ㒘↨䕗
Ꮒᓖ᮴ᰒ㨫ᗻ(P˚0.05) Ǆ
2ˊϸ㒘⫳ᄬᯊ䯈↨䕗
䱣䆓㒜ℶ᮹Ў 2008 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 1 ᮹ǄЁ㥃㒘ع 19 ՟ˈ࣪⭫㒘
ع 5 ՟Ǆ࣪⭫㒘༅䆓 1 ՟ˈ㒜ℶ᮹Ў䆞⭫ᯊ䯈Ǆᯊ
⚍Ё㥃㒘⫳ᄬ⥛ഛӬѢ࣪⭫㒘, ԚᏂᓖ᮴ᰒ㨫ᗻ (P=0.54, 0.28,
0.72, 0.62, 0.69, 0.83), 㾕㸼 3ǄЁ㥃㒘ᑇഛ⫳ᄬᯊ䯈Ёԡ⫳

⊼: Ϣ࣪⭫㒘↨䕗,*P<0.01

ᄬᯊ䯈ߚ߿Ў 14.56f12.55 ᳜ 10.00 ᳜; ࣪⭫㒘ߚ߿Ў

4ˊൟ⮙՟

14.07f1.94 ᳜ 9.00 ᳜, ϸ㒘ᑇഛ⫳ᄬᯊ䯈Ёԡ⫳ᄬᯊ䯈
↨䕗᮴ᰒ㨫ᗻᏂᓖ(P=0.82ˈ0.18)ǄЁ㥃㒘ᑇഛ⮒⮙᮴䖯ሩᯊ
䯈Ёԡ⮒⮙᮴䖯ሩᯊ䯈ߚ߿Ў 9.76f10.10 ᳜ 6.00 ᳜; ࣪
⭫㒘ߚ߿Ў 7.30f6.42 ᳜ 5.00 ᳜, Ё㥃㒘ᑇഛ⮒⮙᮴䖯ሩ
ᯊ䯈ӬѢ࣪⭫㒘ˈ᳝ᰒ㨫ᗻᏂᓖ (P=0.048)˗ϸ㒘Ёԡ⮒⮙᮴
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The Application and Advantages of Traditional Chinese
Medicine in the Treatment of Breast Cancer Where
Chemotherapy Fails
Jianhua Cheng
TCM Hospital of Guangdong Province, P.R.China
Chemotherapy is one of the three routine therapies
which are abreast of operation and radiotherapy to treat
malignant cancers by conventional western medicine. The
basic principle: “total cell kill” is raised up by Mr.
Skipper according to their tested model of Leukemia
which means that make chemotherapy kill all of cancer
cells. At the eighty years of last century, Mr Hriniuk
emphasizes that the chemotherapy have to completely kill
the cancer cells by various strength dosages of them.
These ideas have made a foundation theory on
chemotherapy treatment in current modern medicine.
It appears a logarithmic relationship between the
killing efficacies of chemotherapy to cancer cells that
means no matter how much there are absolute modules of
the cancer cells, chemotherapy will kill them in the
certain percentage among all of them in each time. So the
chemotherapy needs to be repeatedly done [1].
Meanwhile, it is difficult to focus an accurate target of
particular cancer cells from chemotherapy which will kill
many normal cells with cancer cells. So although the
repeated chemotherapies have to be done, the cancer cells
may have still not completely been killed, but many
normal cells have gradually been damaged. Finally, the
body collapses, but the cancer has still existed. This is an
analogy: if put your hand into water to press a rubber ball,
it suddenly floats up when you move away your hand.
At present, the criterion which is made by WHO,
does not match to evaluate to the patients with a
malignant cancer as an objective evaluative system.
Because absence of an accurate system to predict and
evaluate the efficacy of treatment, so an insufficiency, or
excessive chemotherapy has always been done to the
patients with malignant cancers. The later one may be
used for most of cases, so it seems to have become a
tendency. The current state is that it must be “cutting the
weeds and dig up the roots”, if a cancer is found, it can’t
matter whether the quality of life is good or not. So some
black corners appear out during the chemotherapy is
doing which give some additional treating opportunities
to TCM.
From our experience, the commonest black corners
to chemotherapy are the following.

1. Patients being insensitive and tolerance to
Chemotherapy
Breast cancer is fit with a comprehensive treating
program which the operation is priority, as a routine
treatment in the conventional western medicine. The
Chemotherapy is in general sensitivity in a middle degree

to it.

Following with the evidence which have been
researched by over 100 clinical trails with bigger samples
and placebo comparison in the world, it will increase
survive rate, and decreases recurrent rate of Breast cancer
if assisted using chemotherapy after an operation.
Chemotherapy can increase existence rate without
recurrence to the patients who are found positive in the
auxiliary lymph notes. But we have still found the
chemotherapy not produce the effect to a many cases who
are ineffective, even using the expensive drug in the
secondary line from a clinical observation.
This
insensitivity and tolerance to chemotherapy may be
caused from heterogeneity of cancer, various genes in the
individual constitution, and different genetic expressive
spectrum.
There are debates [2] whether select the assisted
chemotherapy to such cases that are existence of negative
auxiliary lymph notes, but positive estrogen receptor or
not. The chemotherapy is suggested by most of doctors to
the cases who are diagnosed a Breast cancer in I or II
degrees with a positive lymph nodes transformed; but
there are different ideas from doctors to the cases who are
staying a negative result to auxiliary lymph notes [3].
Because only approximate ¼-1/3 of these patients
may have a transformation in a far region, it will make
unnecessary excessive treatment to the rest of 2/3 to ¾
patients if giving the chemotherapy to all of them. The
chemotherapy to Breast Cancer (Anthracycline type) is
possible to cause an acute damage, or delayed seizure of
cardiac muscle; easily appear a tolerance with its dosage.
For the severe case, a mortal mycardiopathy may happen.
This incidence of heart muscle damage which is caused
by a program acceptance of Chemotherapy in an
Anthracycline after an operation has been recognizing. It
has become one of reasons to cause mortality for the
patient with Breast Cancer in an early stage [4].
That the advantages of TCM are abreast of
Chemotherapy are that it reduces and prevents the damage
for heart [5, 6], kidney [7], bone marrow and side-effect
to Gastrointestinal system [8] which are caused by
Chemotherapy and guarantees the Chemotherapy to go
further on smooth.
This is a black point of the chemotherapy to the
patients with Breast Cancer who possess a negative
auxiliary lymph notes, but a positive estrogen receptor,
even the senile people. It needs to do a further research on
whether there is either a necessary, or an excessive
treatment to these groups of patients. It makes a good
opportunity to start a TCM treatment to these patients at
this situation. I believe that it is necessary to accept TCM
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and hormonal treatment together to those patients with
Breast cancer, even senile people after an operation, keep
off the chemotherapy for them which will avoid the sideeffect from Chemotherapy and keep the existence of life.
If we will start a clinical trail on this point, it must be
valuable and clinical significant research.
I believe that it is necessary to accept the
chemotherapy to the patients with positive to both of
auxiliary lymph notes and estrogen receptor after an
operation is done. If they keep taking TCM treatment, the
efficacy of prevention cancer’s recurrence and
transformation has been proved by the clinical research of
more than 100 cases in our clinic.

2. Patients in a weak constitution or senility
The fact of that the chemotherapy can’t give benefit
to the patient in a poor general condition (PS>2) has been
indicated by many researches on abroad. In various
directions of cancer (NCCN), the support treatment is
suggested, also is necessary to give allopathic treatment to
these patients. The clinical research is encouraged to find
the best program to this group of patients.
For these patients with weak condition, or senility,
who are unfit to accept chemotherapy, TCM is the best
selection, because it emphasizes to strengthen the general
constitution, nourish the upright Qi, then remove the
pathogenic factors under a perspective of the body as a
whole, protection of congenital and acquired essences. So
it may make both existences of cancer and life together,
let patients with a better quality of life, possible a longer
life.

3. Patients refusing the routine treatment of
chemotherapy
The chemotherapy in general is appeased to the
patients with cancer in the middle and final stages as its
main treatment. In the current state, the chemotherapy has
to be used to the patients with a malignant cancer which
has actually been indiscriminately used to most of them. It
is a common phenomenon that the chemotherapy will
continue until the end of life. Because under guiding of an
authoritative theory “Killing all of cancer cell”, the
chemotherapy has to be accepted by the most of patients
who suffer from a cancer. It seems that never matter
whether the quality of life collapses or not, the cancer
must be killed completely-----like an adage ‘Cut the
weeds and dig up the root’. Due to a general
indiscriminate or excessive use of chemotherapy, it has
made disadvantage more than advantage to appear from
the chemotherapy; so many patients frighten and refuse to
accept it. This condition is gradually spreading from
senior and weak people to the people in middle age. So
these groups of patients expect to accept TCM treatment.
WHO rises that the individuality in the medical
service is the best level. At moment, it has been too much
emphasized a routine treatment that the chemotherapy is
given from the drug in the first level, to the one in the
secondary level after a malignant cancer is diagnosed.
Following with requirement of evidence base medicine,
the Individuality and humanism will become more
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necessary in the current medical service. Actually, we will
make an integrated model between the individuality and
routine treatment.
We recognize that the purpose of our treatment
should be enlarging the life and raising the quality of life
to the patients with malignant cancer. So our work should
be finding the target which focus to the individual person
and particular condition of her/his cancer. Comparing
with the benefit and side-effect from treatment, the best
suitable treating program will be selected to the particular
case.
Chemotherapists believe that the program with a
good individuality should think only from a suitable drug,
its relevant dosage and using steps to a particular case. We
believe that we should make the best program from all of
treating
approaches,
operation,
chemotherapy,
radiotherapy and TCM. This is an objective attitude as an
oncologist.
For the case that refuses the chemotherapy, we have
made a series of TCM treating models according to
various patterns, stages of cancer and constitution of
patients: such as removing the pathogenic factors at first
and strengthening the upright Qi later; or strengthening
the upright Qi at first and removing the pathogenic factors
later; or general reregulation as the main strategy. We
have stated a foundational theory of TCM treatment to
cancer. In these theories, the various treating principles,
formulae and relevant herbs have been confirmed around
of
operation,
chemotherapy,
radiotherapy
and
rehabilitation respectively. TCM will play the important
role to the patients who refuse the chemotherapy.
Following with the senility in population,
westernized in the dietetic custom and environment
aggravated, the incidence of breast cancer has been
increasing up in the worldwide. From a prediction made
in USA, there is 40% life among the living population
today who will be diagnosed to suffer from a kind of
cancer at a particular moment during his or her life. This
figure will rise up to 50% until 2010.
The human will be existence together with diseases
during whole of his / her life. For the cancer, it may be
impossible to find a curable therapy which we expect in a
short time. So it may possess more practical significant to
make the damage which cancer causes decreases to a
bearable level by human being, like a chronic disease.
Because the purpose of treatment is that control and
reduce the damage to the life from cancer not that kills all
of cancer with ignorance of life’s safety. Actually, it is
impossible to kill cancer cells completely. We need to
control cancer cells in a scope which is possible to make
them control and regulate.
In 2000, Recist--- a standard of treating cancer
which are created by the both oncologic associations in
USA and Canada states treating routines to decades of
cancers and rises the new idea “the cancer is a kind of
chronic disease”, the ‘Killing’ is not a final purpose to
cancer treatment. So the patient with cancer may need to
accept a treating program in the whole rest of his/ her life.
From an evidence of more and more researches, the best
practical treating method may be to obstruct the cancer
developing, maintain it in a stable level, and decrease its
damage to body, by applying various modern scientific
treatments. This idea has gradually been accepted by the
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medical profession that treating the cancer should be like
treating a chronic disease. Medical service should do the
best to raise the quality of life, and allow patient’s safe
existence with cancer for a long time.
TCM is a treating method to the patients with cancer,
but there also are many professional approaches to discuss
in us. We need to find a way to identify when the best
time to take a TCM treatment is? How to make tumor
stable with TCM? In which developing stage, TCM is
easy effect to make tumor stable? How to confirm the
safety on the existence of life with cancer?
I believe it is the best way to remove tumor to the
patients with Breast cancer in the early and middle stages;
but TCM should be selected to the senile, weak patients
who can’t bear the operation.
TCM will focus to treat the symptoms which
directly frighten to the life and do the best to release them.
We should take a principle of “following with” to the
local cancer which doesn’t cause the life threatening at
contemporary. The strengthening the constitution of
patient is the priority of TCM. We should take TCM
treatment during of the periods when Chemotherapy
appears some black corners. We would be becoming the
best routine in the treating program.
The clinical trail or research on the applying
multiple therapies, involved TCM treatment to breast
cancer with a larger sample and predicted perspective
have not been done enough at moment. Some researches
on the treatment of complementary and alternative
medicine (CAM) to prostatic cancer which are done on
abroad are more standardization and science, comparing
with the ones which are done in the China. We should be
doing the herbal pharmacological research on their
efficacies of anti-cancer and clinical standardization of
patterns differentiation in TCM theory.
I believe that TCM is a part of the internal oncologic
treatment and plays a complement and extensive role to
Chemotherapy. My idea is that for the patients who are
involved in above 3 conditions should select TCM
treatment immediately. For these kinds of cases, the
treating principle is that TCM is priority to take;
chemotherapy drug will be avoided; for some refractory
cases should select TCM or chemotherapy according to
the particular condition of him / her; for the severe and
weak cases, it is the sanity choice to take an integrated
medical program of Chemotherapy and TCM.
The patients with cancer need a whole life treatment;
it is possible to keep both existence of life and cancer
safely, there are foundational theories of TCM to prove
those ideas. The researchers of conventional western
medicine have gradually recognized these practical ideas,
although we origin from a different theoretic sources. The
successful research has made a routine direction on TCM
treatment to cancer that the particular formula will be
suggested to use in relevant patterns according to the
various stages of cancer. Many experts exchange their
experience on the internet---- this good platform to update
the pattern differentiated system and contribute more and
more effective formulae (12). This success has made
TCM play more and more important role on the cancer
treatment.
The further research on TCM should be that makes
the precise efficacy during the whole procedure of cancer
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treatment; designs a clinical trail to confirm the efficacy
of TCM on the patients with breast cancer who has a
negative auxiliary lymph notes and a positive estrogen
receptors in a large sample and long time’s observation.
TCM should prove its effect, and then it is able to confirm
its position among the multiple therapies to cancer.
The best TCM treatment should be created from
those points as below:
1) Take the theoretic guiding of the perspective of the
body as a whole and differentiated pattern of TCM;
2) Take the reference from the current possible provided
findings from scientific researches;
3) Take a professional technique and personal experience;
and 4) consider the patients affordable capability and
will. If you always follow above principle, you will
make a successful treatment and give great benefit to
the patients with breast cancer.
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Wuzhualong – An Efficient Herb of South China
Tiejun Tang
Asante Academy of Chinese Medicine
Wuzhualong, also called Wuzhimaotao (Ficus
simplicissima Lour), is a native herb of south China,
which attribute to Ficus of Moroideae. It has been called
Southern Huangqi, Local Huangqi and Five Fingers Ficus.
It is mild in nature, pungent and sweet in taste. Its
channel tropism is Spleen, Lung and Liver. It has many
functions including benefiting Qi and invigorating
deficiency; smoothing and releasing Qi stagnation;
strengthening tendons and dredging meridians;
invigorating Spleen and expelling dampness; expelling
phlegm and releasing cough. This herb has been widely
used in the southern China, especially in the Canton
province. My PhD tutor Professor Tietao Deng, often
selects this herb in his clinical practice. It can be used to
treat many diseases if combined with various other herbs.
Dr. Deng’s clinical experience about this herb, are as
follows:
To benefit Qi and invigorate deficiency, functioning
similarly to Huangqi
This herb has a function of invigorating Qi,
especially to benefit the Qi of Spleen and Lung. This
function is similar to Huangqi so it has been called
Southern Huangqi. It can invigorate Qi without causing
too much Fire. It is less heating than Huangqi, so it is
more suitable for patients of southern China living in a
tropical climate. Wuzhualong has often been used to treat
symptoms that are due to Spleen and Lung Qi deficiency,
such as tiredness, shortness of breath, palpitations, poor
appetite, abdominal distension, and loose stools. It is
often combined with Dangshen, Baizhu and Fuling. If
necessary, it can be combined with Huangqi to increase
the function of invigorating Qi.
To expel Bi Syndrome, dredge meridians, and a
combined purging and nourishing functions
In southern China there is more incidents of Bi
Syndrome due to the damp weather. This syndrome is
mainly due to Wind, Cold and Dampness. In some case it
is due to Damp-Heat. It causes joint and muscle pain.
Professor Deng often uses Wuzhualong to treat Bi
Syndrome. Not only does this herb have a tonic function
but the ability to expel Wind-Damp and dredge meridians.
It has a combined purging and nourishing function in one
herb. It can also be combined with other herbs such as
Duhuo, Qinghuo, Sangjisheng, Kuangjinteng, Luoshiteng,
Xiqiancao, Weilingxian, etc.
Invigorating spleen and lung, expel phlegm and
release cough
Chinese Medicine believes “Spleen is the source of
phlegm and the Lung is a container of the phlegm”. The
patient suffers from Spleen and Lung Qi deficiency must
get cough and/or phlegm. Wuzhualong can be used to
treat any cough with or without phlegm, and any phlegm

with or without cough. In the case of a severe cough, it
can combined with Baibu, Xingren, Zhiyuan; in the case
of profuse phlegm, it can combine with Banxia, Qianhu
and Jiegeng; for Lung Yin deficiency it can combined
with Maimendong, Beishashen, Baihe; for cough with
superficial syndrome it can combined with Sangye,
Jinyinhua and Lianqiao.
Promoting urination to expel oedema; regulating
menstruation and promoting breast milk secretion
Wuzhualong can also be used to treat oedema
through promoting urination. It is more suitable for the
oedema due to Spleen deficiency. In this condition it can
be combined with Zexie, Fulingpi, and Zhuling; for
irregular menstruation it can be combined with Danggui,
Xiangfu, Nvzhengzi and Hanliancao; for scanty breast
milk after delivery it can combined with herbs such as
Wangbuliuxing, Lulutong, Tongcao and Yimucao, etc.
Besides the use of Wuzhualong as a medicine, it can
also be used in food therapy. Many Cantonese boil the
herb with pork or chicken soup. It has an effect of
strengthening the body, expelling Dampness and dredging
the Meridians. It can build immune function and prevent
disease from occurring. The health wine that is made
from Wuzhualong, has become more and more popular in
recent years.
Why this herb has such effective functions? The
Medicinal Chemistry research showed Wuzhualong
mainly containing psoralen, bergapten, aminophenol,
glucide, sterol, and coumarin [1]. The pharmacology
research shows that this herb has antibacterial, antiviral,
and anticoagulant properties, inhibits cancer and regulates
the immune system.
Some researchers used
Cyclophosphamide to inhibit the immune function of
mice. They find Wuzhualong can increase the carbon
particle clearance index, increasing the thymus and spleen
index and raising hemolysin level. The results indicated
that Wuzhualong has an effect of improving the immune
system [2].
The weather of the United Kingdom is much
different from southern China. In general I’ve observed
that most British people have a hot constitution because
of dietary or genetic reasons. In my opinion Wuzhualong
may have a better effect than Huangqi for invigorating Qi.
It is also a good choice for dredging meridians, expelling
Bi Syndrome and phlegm, as well as releasing cough. If
the herb Wuzhualong interests you, have a try.
Reference
[1] Jiang Bin, et al. (2005) ‘The Chemical component research
on Wuzhimaotao’. Chinese Traditional and Herbal Drugs.
36, (8), p. 1141-1142.
[2] Liu Chunling, et al. (2004). ‘An experimental study on
Wuzhimaotao’s effect of immune function of mice.’ Journal
of Chinese Medicinal Materials 27, (5), p.367-368.
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⮯䕗Ў㾕ˈݐ᳝⛁⯍䆕Ǆ⊏⭫ℸ㉏⮙⮛ˈ䙧㗕Ѣ⫼



Ѩ⟾啭Ǆᴀ㥃䰸њ᳝㸹㰮⫼ˈᇮ᳝⼯亢ǃ䗮㒣㒰ⱘࡳ



ᬜˈϔੇऩ㸠᮶᳝ᬏ㸹ݐᮑⱘ⫼Ǆᐌ䜡ӡⱘ㥃⠽᳝⣀⌏ǃ



㕠⌏ǃḥᆘ⫳ǃᆑㄟ㮸ǃ㒰㮸ǃ䈼ㅒ㤝ǃ࿕♉ҭㄝǄ


3ˊ㸹㜒Ⲟ㚎ˈ࣪⯄ℶઇ



Ёए䅸ЎĀ㜒Ў⫳⯄П⑤ˈ㚎Ў䌂⯄П఼āˈ㚎㜒⇨㰮



ПҎᖙ᳝ઇ⯄ऩ㾕ݐ㾕ǄѨ⟾啭ৃҹ⫼Ѣ㉏᳝⯄᮴⯄



Пઇҹঞ᳝ઇ᮴ઇП⯄Ǆઇ䞡㗙䜡ⱒ䚼ǃ࣫ᴣҕǃ㋿㢥˗



⯄㗙䜡ञǃࠡ㚵ǃḨṫ˗㚎䰈ϡ䎇㗙䜡呺䮼ހǃ࣫≭



খǃⱒড়˗ݐ᳝㸼䙾㗙䜡ḥǃ䞥䫊㢅ǃ䖲㖬Ǆ




4ˊ߽∈⍜㚓ˈ䇗㒣䗮ч
Ѩ⟾啭䖬ৃҹ⫼Ѣ߽∈⍜㚓ˈᇸ݊䗖⫼Ѣ㜒㰮∈ϡ䖤
ᇐ㟈ⱘ∈㚓ˈৃ䜡ӡ⋑⋏ǃ㤃㢧Ⲃǃ⣾㢧ㄝǄᇍѢ᳜㒣ϡ䇗
䜡ӡᔧᔦǃ佭䰘ǃཇ䋲ᄤǃᯅ㦆㤝ㄝǄѺৃҹ⫼Ѣཛཇѻ
ৢч∕ϡ䗮ˈϢ⥟ϡ⬭㸠ǃ䏃䏃䗮ǃ䗮㤝ǃⲞ↡㤝ㄝ䜡
ӡǄ
䰸㥃⫼⫼Пˈኁफ⇥䯈䖬ᯊᐌᇚℸ㥃Ϣ叵ᥦ偼ϔ
ৠ❆∸ˈᆧ㥃㸹Ѣ亳㸹Ǆ⫼Ѣᔎ䑿عԧˈ䰸䗮㒰ˈᦤ催ᴎ

Ѩ⟾啭জ⿄Ѩᣛ↯ḗ˄Ficus simplicissima Lour˅

ԧˈ⭿ܡ䰆⮙Ѣ✊Ǆ 䖥ᑈѨ⟾啭䝓ࠊⱘֱع䜦г᳝њ䍞
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ᕕ〓ਃџ
㣅Ёए㥃ᄺӮӮߞЎЁ㣅᭛ঠ䇁ᄺᴃᳳߞˈ↣ᑈϝ᳜б᳜থ㸠ϸᳳˈᑊৃᄺӮ㔥Ϟ䯙㾜ǄЎњᦤ催
ᴀӮߞᄺᴃ∈ᑇ䋼䞣ˈৠᯊՓᆊ׳ℸѦⳌ≳䗮ᄺдˈϡᮁᦤ催ϧϮ∈ᑇˈ䖢䇌ԡӮਬˈЁएৠҕঞ⬠
䇏㗙ᝋ䌤〓ˈϢᆊ݅ৠߚѿԴӀⱘЈᑞ㒣偠ˈ⮙՟ߚᵤˈ㸠एᖗᕫˈ⧚䆎䅼ⷨお៤ᵰǄᑊᓎ䆂ᆊ
㤤ᴀߞ㒭⮙Ҏঞ਼݊ೈПҎ䯙䇏ˈ䅽㣅⇥ӫⳟࠄᑊ҆䑿ԧ偠ࠄЁएП༛ᵰᬜˈҢ㗠ᦤ催ЁएПໄ䁝ˈ
ᠽЁएПᕅડǄ
ᴹ〓Ё᭛㣅᭛ഛৃˈЁ㣅ঠ䇁ফ䖢Ǆᄫ᭄Ё᭛ 3000 ᄫҹˈݙ㣅᭛ 2000 ᄫҹˈݙᑊ䰘 200 ᄫҹݙᨬ
㽕Ǆ᠔᳝ᴹ〓ᖙ乏ᰃᇮ݊ᅗᴖᖫϞথ㸼䖛ⱘ᭛ゴˈгϡᕫৠᯊݡᡩ݊ᅗᴖᖫǄ㢹㓪䕥ᅵ〓ৢ䅸Ў䳔خᯢ
ᰒᬍࡼˈᇚӮϢ㗙㘨㋏ᑊᕕᕫৠᛣǄᴀӮߞֱ⬭⠜ᴗˈথ㸼ⱘ᭛ゴᇚϡ䗔〓Ǆᡩ〓ϔᕟҹ⬉ᄤ䚂ӊথᕔ
info@atcm.co.uk. 䇋⊼ᯢĀᴖᖫᡩ〓āᄫḋǄ
ϟᳳᴹ〓㟇᮹ᳳЎ 2011 ᑈ 2 ᳜ 20 ᮹Ǆ

Call for Papers
The Journal of ATCM is a bilingual TCM academic magazine that is published twice annually in
March and September. In order to hence and maintain the academic quality of the journal, the
Editorial Committee welcome our members, other TCM professionals and members of public
contributing papers on TCM clinical experience, case studies, theory and literature, or research
reports etc.
Papers can be in Chinese or English, but preferably bilingual, with no more than 3000 words in
Chinese or 2000 words in English. An abstract of 200 words should be attached. All the submitted
articles or papers are not being simultaneously submitted to other journals, and also it has not been
published in any other journals unless particularly specified. Submitted articles are reviewed by our
editors. If the editors suggest any significant changes to the article, their comments and suggestions
will be passed on to the authors for approval and/or alteration. The journal of ATCM maintains
copyright over published articles. Unpublished articles will not be returned unless specifically
arranged with the editors.
All the papers should be sent to the Editorial Committee via email info@atcm.co.uk. Please indicate
"paper for Journal of ATCM".
Deadline of paper submission for next Issue (Volume 18 Issue 1) is 20th Febrary 2011.

Guideline of English Standard for Authors
1. Please run a spell check on your computer before submitting.
2. Only use sentences (not fragments) containing a subject, verb and object.
3. Avoid long and confusing sentences with commas and semicolons.
4. Double check that you use the proper tense. We would recommend writing case histories
in past tense, eg. the patient had... (not has...)
5. There should be a space following a comma or full stop.
6. All herbal names should have their proper Pin Yin and Latin name.
7. All acupuncture points need to be named according to convention (Ki 7 Taixi)
8. Referencing should be Harvard.
9. Avoid phrases that are difficult to express or translate in another language or explain them
properly
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